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DPFs Unplugged
As DPFs come due for cleaning, we explore your options

By James Menzies 
and Lou Smyrlis

TORONTO, Ont. – There was a
saying making the rounds at the
recent Ontario Trucking Associa-
tion (OTA) convention that may
serve as an unofficial rallying cry
for the Canadian trucking indus-
try as a whole:“We’re at a point in
time, not the end of time.”

For the carriers and owner/op-
erators who survived 2009, truck-
ing conditions can only improve
in 2010 right? While nobody’s
making any promises, the general
consensus seems to be that the
coming year will hold moderately
better things for the industry.

“Carriers should be positioning
themselves to take advantage of
the turnaround when it comes,”
David Bradley, president of the
OTA and CEO of the Canadian
Trucking Alliance recently sug-
gested.

Citing evidence gathered from
the most recent OTA Quarterly
Business e-Pulse Survey, Bradley
said optimism is beginning to re-
turn to the trucking industry.

Outlook
2010
Is there
anywhere to
go but up?

SLOW ROLL: DriveTest management began providing road tests for some commercial drivers in November. Here, striking
DriveTest workers picket as managers provide road tests at KRTS Transportation Specialists Nov. 18. Photo by Adam Ledlow

CALEDONIA, Ont. – On the
morning of Nov. 18, DriveTest driv-
er examiners, led by United Steel-
workers Union 9511 president Jim
Young, protested at KRTS Trans-
portation Specialists headquarters
to oppose DriveTest management
conducting road tests on-site.

“This labour dispute needs to get
fixed and fixed ASAP. I really feel
for the taxpayers of Ontario. The
Government of Ontario sold the
farm when they contracted (Dri-

veTest parent company) Serco for
the delivery of road tests in On-
tario,” said Kim Richardson, presi-
dent of KRTS. The drivers being
tested Nov. 18 were clients of KRTS
and had been waiting for up to 12
weeks for tests. Examiners were not
testing the general public.

“I’m extremely concerned that
management performs these road
tests.They are not qualified or have
kept up their qualifications to prop-
erly deliver these tests,” said Young.

Richardson added: “Our clients
have all been educated to the high-
est standard in North America; the
Professional Truck Driver Institute
(PTDI). In my opinion, they were
qualified for a profession in driving
13 weeks ago.”

It is estimated the strike has af-
fected 300,000 people in the
province. Our WebTV show, Trans-
portation Matters, was on-site. You
can watch the Nov. 26 episode on
Trucknews.com. ■■

DriveTest strikers picket commercial road tests

Continued on page 24
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NEW GREAT DANE TRIDEM PLATE VAN

NEW LANDOLL EQUIPMENT TRAILERS

45' - 53' WITH 35 TO 55 TON RATINGS. FULL DECK TILT, TILTING TAIL
& DETACHABLE GOOSENECK MODELS AVAILABLE. MANY OPTION
PACKAGES AVAILABLE INCLUDING WIRELESS REMOTES, HEAVY
DUTY WINCHES, CENTRALIZED GREASING SYSTEMS AND FULL HOT
DIPPED GALVANIZING.

WHITBY
1025 HOPKINS RD.
(905) 430-1262

MISSISSAUGA TRUCK SHOP
5285 MAINGATE DR.
(905) 625-8441

PUTNAM
3378 PUTNAM RD.
1-888-452-7826

ALLISTON
4917 C.W. LEITCH RD.

(705) 434-1423

®

2004 UTILITY 53' HIGH CUBE REEFER

48', Tridem Axle Air
Ride, Aluminum
wheels, Lightweight All
Aluminum Trailer, Side
Winches, Verduyn
Sliding Tarp System
w/Stainless Steel Front
Bulkhead. Certified.

(10) 1998 GREAT DANE 48' DRY VANS

2008 CHAPARRAL 48' TRIDEM STEPDECK

48', Tandem Air Ride, 22.5
Tires, Aluminum Sides,
Stainless Steel Rear Door
Frame, Swing Doors,
Plywood Lined with Alum.
Roof, 110" Inside Height.
Safety Certified. Can be
painted white and converted
to roll up doors on site.

2000-2006 GREAT DANE 53' DRY VANS
53', Tandem Air Ride,
Steel & Aluminum
Wheels, Stainless Steel
Front & Rear, Logistic
Post Interior, 110"
Inside Height, Swing
Rear Doors. All units
are fully checked and
Safety Certified.

(3) 2003 WABASH 50' TANDEM REEFERS

50', Tandem Air Ride, 
22.5 Tires, Aluminum
Wheels, Stainess Steel
Front & Rear, Duct Floor,
Swing Rear Doors,
Bullitex interior Lining,
Thermo King SB-200
Units.

53', Tandem Air Ride,
Aluminum Wheels,
Stainless Steel Front 
& Rear, High Cube
Interior, Logistic Track,
Aluminum Duct Floor,
LED Lights, Thermo
King SB-210 Whisper.
Serviced & Safetied!!!

53', Air Ride, H-D Brakes,
Axles & Wheel Ends, Swing
Rear Doors, Damage
Resistant Interior, Insulated
Sides, Front & Roof, Carrier
& Thermo King Diesel
Heaters, Fresh Paint. It’s
never too early to think
about Heater Season!!!

1998-2001 GREAT DANE 53' HEATER VANS

53', Tandem Air Ride, 
High Cube Interior,
Stainless Steel Front &
Rear, Swing Doors, 
Duct Floor, New Tires 
on Aluminum Wheels,
Thermo King SB-210.

2006 GREAT DANE 53' HIGH CUBE REEFER

Phone: (905) 625-5843   • www.glasvangreatdane.com    •    email: mhignett@glasvangreatdane.com

★★★ EXPANDED SERVICE CENTRES ★★★★★★ EXPANDED SERVICE CENTRES ★★★

2010 GREAT DANE LCV DOLLIES

TANDEM AXLE HENDRICKSON AIR RIDE, 11 R 22.5 TIRES, STEEL DISC
WHEELS, HEAVY DUTY PINTLE HITCH & FIFTH WHEEL, LED LIGHTS. LCV
TRAILER CONVERSIONS ALSO AVAILABLE ON SITE.

Call MIKE HIGNETT (905) 625-5843

MOVING TRAILERS?  GLASVAN & CAPACITY HAS THE TRUCK TO MEET 
YOUR NEEDS. DIESEL POWERED ON & OFF ROAD MODELS WITH HEAVY
DUTY SINGLE OR TANDEM DRIVE AXLES. 4 WHEEL DRIVE AND THE NEW
PHETT HYBRID. FULLY LOADED FOR CANADIAN CLIMATES. BUY NOW TO
BEAT THE EXPENSIVE NEW 2010 ENGINE DEADLINE!!!!

53', Tandem Air Ride,
Alum. Outer Wheels,
Stainless Steel Front 
& Rear, High Cube
Interior with Duct Floor
and Logistic Track, LED
Lights, Carrier Stealth
Unit with 6,400 hours.
Serviced and Certified.

2003 UTILITY 53' HIGH CUBE REEFER
53’, Tandem Air Ride,
22.5 Tires,  Aluminum
Wheels, Stainless Steel
Front & Rear, (2) Rows 
of Logistic Track,  Duct
Floor, 105” – 107” inside
height, Thermo King 
SB-III Whisper  Edition.

2004 WILSON 48' ALL ALUMINUM FLATDECK
48', Tandem Air Ride,
10'1" Spread, 11 R 22.5
Tires, Aluminum Wheels,
Light weight all Alum.,
(2) Tool Boxes, Loaded
with Winches & Straps,
Various Tarps, Floor
Chain Tie Downs, Safety
Certified.

2003-2008 CAPACITY SHUNT TRUCKS
High Powered Cummins
Engines, Allison 
Auto Transmissions, 
100,000# Hydraulic 
5th Wheel, Auto 
Greasing System, 
DOT Road Legal, 
Some have Fresh Paint, 
Well Maintained!!!

NEW GREAT DANE “SSL” DRY VANS

53', AIR RIDE, POLISHED ALUM. WHEELS, STAINLESS STEEL FRONT & REAR,
HIGH CUBE INTERIOR  FEATURING “PUNCTURE GUARD” LINING AND LOGISTIC
TRACK, FLAT AND DUCT ALUM. FLOORS, EXTENDED HALDEX WARRANTY,
LED LIGHTS, NEW “CORRO-GUARD”  UNDERCARRIAGE COATING.

USED EQUIPMENT SALES

2007 GREAT DANE 53' HIGH CUBE REEFER

53', TRIDEM 72” AIR RIDE, 11 R 22.5 TIRES, STAINLESS STEEL REAR
FRAME AND BUMPER, PLATE SIDE WALLS WITH LOGISTIC POSTS, 101" 
INSIDE WIDTH, SWING DOORS, LED LIGHTS. ARRIVING IN JANUARY, 2010.

53', AIR RIDE, 22.5 TIRES, GALVANIZED REAR FRAMES AVAILABLE,
COMPOSITE SWING  DOORS, DAMAGE PROOF “SSL” INTERIOR LINING,
LOGISTIC POSTS ON 24" CENTRES, ALUMINUM AND TRANSLUCENT
ROOFS, HIGH SPEC, BROKER STYLE VANS ALSO IN  STOCK. 

NEW GREAT DANE “SUPER SEAL” REEFERS

51', Tandem Air Ride,
17.5" Tires on Aluminum
Wheels, Hydraulic Winch,
Air Operated Upper Deck
Ramp, Traction Plate on
tail, 35 Ton Capacity, Auto
Tire Inflation System. 
Available February, 2010.

2008 LANDOLL 930 EQUIPMENT TRAILER

NEW CAPACITY
SHUNT TRUCKS
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If you drive (or send) trucks into
the US, you need to quickly get up
to speed on Comprehensive
Safety Analysis (CSA) 2010. You
can begin by reading the article
on pg. 10.

In short, the US FMCSA is
changing the way it measures
driver and carrier safety. Under
CSA 2010, every driver operating
in the US will be scored on his or
her roadside performance and
any and all violations occurring
over a 36-month period will be
posted online for the world to see.

It’s a whole new ball game for
drivers, whose driving record will
follow them from carrier to carri-
er. It’s also a game-changer for
carriers, because their own safety
rating will be influenced by their
drivers’ ratings.

For a driver, this means their
on-road performance will dictate
their employability. If you have a
rap sheet a mile long, good luck
finding a trucking company that
will employ you – the risks are
simply too great.

Many recruiters will welcome
the change. They’ll be able to get
a better read on a driver’s safety
record than by relying on a dri-
ver’s abstract.

Once a prospective employer
grants permission, the recruiter

will be able to log in to the 
FMCSA Web site Compass and
view the driver’s 36-month run-
ning history.

However, the program also
brings increased accountability
for carriers. Since your drivers will
be the ones directly controlling
your carrier safety rating, it’s in-
cumbent on you to hire only the
best drivers.

So what does it all mean? 
For one, the competition for the

best drivers is going to become
fiercer.A driver who maintains an
impeccable CSA 2010 rating will
have greater opportunities and
will bring more value to a
prospective employer.

And on the carrier front, the
cream really will rise to the top
and there will be no more flying
below the radar for shoddy carri-
ers. No longer will they be able to
rest on the laurels of a DoT audit
that occurred years earlier.

Like drivers, their safety record
will be continuously updated

every 30 days and it too will be on
the Internet, easily accessible by
shippers and competitors.

The new high-tech enforcement
tactics involved in CSA 2010
should be embraced by the safest
drivers.

If you’re a safe, clean driver,
congratulations – your stock is
about to go up substantially.

However the clock is ticking for
drivers who bounce from carrier to
carrier leaving a trail of violations
and accidents in their wake. CSA
2010 will weed
you out and you’ll
become unem-
ployable among
carriers that oper-
ate in the US.

CSA 2010 is
only months away
and eight states
are already up
and running with
it. It’s time to be
honest with your-
self about your
on-road compli-
ance and address
any shortcomings
before it’s too
late.

In the mean-
time, to view a
complete presen-
tation on CSA
2010, presented by

Can you believe that in a couple of
weeks we start a new decade? To
me, it seems like yesterday that as
a first-time father I was spending
my December weekends shopping
for the right-sized generator to
provide us with power in case the
Y2K bug knocked out the power
grid to start off the year 2000.
(Hey, I live in the country – it was-
n’t that bad a purchase).

Being in the mood to reminisce, I
decided to look back through our
magazines to the year 1999 to see
just how much things have changed
for the industry, or not.

Well, we all remember Y2K of
course, and I wasn’t the only one
pressed into needless action by over-
hyped concerns. One of our stories
that year quoted Dennis Hamilton,
CEO of Crisis Response Planning,
warning “There are so many things

that can go wrong that the probabil-
ity that something will affect some
part of your business is 100%.”

As is turned out, the only thing
that was 100% was that a lot of com-
puter programmers got rich that
year.

Speaking of “not working out
quite as planned,”I found a story en-
titled Is there relief at last?, in which
we wrote that “The national high-
way system may not end up paved in
gold but all signposts suggest the
federal government’s next budget
will put a large amount of green into

Canada’s blacktop.”
Liberal MP Joe Comuzzi, chair-

man of the National Highways
Program, even told us “we’re very
serious.” I guess in the end, they
weren’t quite that serious.

Funny thing is we also ran a story
about the Auditor General leaving
no doubt about the cost of negli-
gence on road maintenance.

He noted that the cost of basic
preventive maintenance such as
sealing cracks or patching of as-
phalt roads is between $500 and
$1,000 per lane kilometre. But if
such preventive work is ignored,
the need for rehabilitation meas-
ures will arise sooner than it should
– typically at 12 years. And by then
repairing the road costs $80,000 per
lane kilometre.

If only we had listened.
But it’s not just politicians who

learn their lessons too late.Ten years
ago we were writing that fleets were
in a buying mood. A strong domes-

It’s deja vu all over again

CSA 2010 will bring risks, opportunities
Editorial
Comment
James
Menzies

– James Menzies can be reached by
phone at (416) 510-6896 or by 
e-mail at jmenzies@trucknews.com.
You can also follow him on Twitter
at Twitter.com/JamesMenzies.

– Lou Smyrlis can be reached by
phone at (416) 510-6881 or by e-mail
at lou@TransportationMedia.ca.
You can also follow him on Twitter
at Twitter.com/LouSmyrlis.

Viewpoint

Lou Smyrlis
Editorial Director

expert Jeff Davis on behalf of 
the Truckload Carriers Asso-
ciation at the most recent Driving
for Profit seminar, sign up for The
Driver’s Seat information video
series by calling CarriersEdge 
at 905-530-2430 or visiting
www.TheDriversSeat.ca. ■■

tic economy and a booming trans-
border market were giving carriers
plenty of confidence to invest in new
equipment. Demand for new iron
was so hot in fact that order boards
were suffering delays of eight
months or more.

Just a few months later,
Challenger’s Dan Einwechter was
warning that a bull market can make
anyone look intelligent and worried
about troubling signs ahead, a spike
in diesel pricing chief among them.
Within a couple of years, spiking
diesel prices and insurance costs,
coupled with the impact on the
economy of the dot.com bubble
burst saw a quarter of the nation’s
small carriers disappear.

Sound familiar? ■■

Did you know?
How carriers
weed out
problem hires
Canadian business is expected to
face severe labour shortages in the
years to come, due to an aging
workforce and limited entry into
trades-related occupations. Truck-
ing has traditionally experienced
acute driver shortages during eco-
nomic upturns and much of the 
industry’s attention is focused on 
recruitment. However, having the
procedures in place to hire the right
employees can be critically impor-
tant to continuity in key positions
and reducing human resource-relat-
ed expenses – firings can be a costly

business. Research conducted on
behalf of the Canadian Trucking
Human Resources Council found
that discipline problems, poorly
qualified drivers, poor driving
records, and seasonal demand were
the three most common reasons
leading to terminations. Discipline

issues and poor driving records
proved to be particularly problem-
atic in the for-hire sector. Screening
is an important first step during the
recruitment process to weed out po-
tential problem employees and the
CTHRC survey found that more
than half of fleet respondents had
implemented more than five differ-
ent tests and/or procedures associat-
ed with the hiring process.Checking

references, reviewing applications
and driving records, and conducting
interviews were the most commonly
used screening techniques. About a
quarter of respondents were em-
ploying more thorough practices
such as attitude, literacy and apti-
tude testing. ■■

Percentage of companies 
conducting screening tests

Source: Canadian Trucking Human Resources Council
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In BriefIn Brief

Christmas group aims to help trucking families
TORONTO, Ont. – The second annual CDLOFIT Christmas Group
fundraiser is now underway, aiming to raise money for trucking families
in need this holiday season.

The effort is the brainchild of ‘Wonderful Wayne’ – a member of the
CDLOFIT online social network – who came up with the concept of
launching the fundraiser, according to one of its organizers, Greg
Manchester.

“Wonderful Wayne thought it would be a good idea if his fellow truck-
ers would help him set up a fund that might help some trucker families
that might be in need of having a good Christmas,” Manchester ex-
plained.

In the four weeks leading up to last Christmas, truck drivers raised
more than $8,000 which was distributed to 13 trucking families in need.
One of the beneficiaries was Johnny ‘Five’ Van Lubeek, a Canadian pro-
fessional driver who was coping with ALS and has been featured in past
issues of Truck News. Van Lubeek succumbed to his illness on Jan. 27,
2009, however his family told CDLOFIT Christmas Group organizers
that they helped contribute to a happy Christmas for him.

The second annual campaign is now accepting nominations and dona-
tions. For more information visit www.cdlofit.com and visit the Christmas
Group link. (Registration is required).

Donations can also be made by phone, Com Check, PayPal
(cdlofit@me.com), and snail mail. For details, call 417-200-4411. The or-
ganization is also accepting items that can be auctioned off, with the pro-
ceeds going towards needy families. ■■

Drivers asked to
weigh in on truck
parking situation
OTTAWA, Ont. – It’s no secret
among professional drivers that
there are too few places for truck-
ers to stop for rest. Now it appears
the situation is on the radar of
some influential decision-makers.

The Owner-Operator Business
Association of Canada (OBAC) is
asking all drivers and owner/oper-
ators to complete a Transport
Canada survey that will be used to
help identify the scope of the prob-
lem and maybe even influence fu-
ture funding.

In the words of OBAC executive
director Joanne Ritchie, “Here’s an
opportunity to add your two cents to
this most important debate.We need
every driver to get involved; it’s driv-
ers themselves who can identify ar-
eas in Canada where designated
truck parking is difficult to find, and
help determine how shortages of
parking impact your safety, produc-
tivity, and personal well-being.”

She urged drivers to “Take the
survey yourself, then get at least
five more drivers to add their
voice, even if you have to walk
them to a computer and help them
turn it on.”

To take the survey, visit:
www.surveymonkey.com/truck-
parkingcanada (all one word). ■■

OTTAWA, Ont. – The federal gov-
ernment has moved to help allevi-
ate concerns about future diesel
shortages by finally taking steps to
implement a suggestion the
Canadian Trucking Alliance (CTA)
made during the fuel crises of 2007
and 2008.

The trucking industry was nearly
crippled by two fuel shortages in
recent years, the first in the winter
and spring of 2007 and then a year
later by another in Western
Canada.

At the time, the CTA suggested
the feds allow on-road truckers to
use off-road dyed diesel like loco-
motives can.

The off-road diesel contains
more sulfur, however at the time
most of the engines on the road
were of the pre-EPA07 variety.
Environment Minister of the day
John Baird, said his hands were
tied because there was no regulato-
ry mechanism in place that allowed

him to allow for the use of off-road
diesel in on-highway trucks.

Last month, however, regulatory
language was published in the
Canada Gazette that will give the
Minister of the Environment more
flexibility should the need arise
again in the future.

Of course, now that EPA07 en-
gines are more common, using
high-sulfur diesel fuel has become
less viable for many truck opera-
tors, as it will prematurely clog the
diesel particulate filter.
Nonetheless, the CTA welcomed
the change.

“Better late than never, I sup-
pose,” said CTA chief David
Bradley. “The regulatory amend-
ment could provide some relief
were the industry to face another
diesel shortage at least in the
short/medium term. Let’s just hope
we never again face the type of sit-
uation that made this an issue in
the first place.” ■■

Feds may allow high-sulfur diesel
during future fuel shortages

Industry asks for
leniency with
double drop and
low bed trailers
OTTAWA, Ont. – The Canadian
Trucking Alliance (CTA) is asking
the National Task Force on Vehicle
Weights and Dimensions (NTF) to
remove the permit requirements for
double drop and low bed trailers.

The CTA made its pitch during a
recent presentation to the task
force. Currently, double drop and
low bed trailers with a wheelbase of
more than 12.5 metres must move
under permit and under strict condi-
tions, meaning the trailers are built
for sole purpose use.

“This proposed change will intro-
duce productivity and efficiencies
into the supply chain without com-
promising road safety or mainte-
nance,” suggested CTA regional
vice-president (Manitoba), Bob
Dolyniuk.

The CTA proposal calls upon
Canadian jurisdictions to allow the
use (without permit) of tandem and
tridem axle double drop and low
bed trailers with a minimum wheel-
base of 6.25 metres and maximum
overall length of 16.15 metres. CTA
said that the only time a permit
should be required is when an over-
dimensional load is being hauled, or
if the actual trailer itself is over-di-
mensional.

“There is a need to increase the
allowable wheelbase on these trail-
ers to allow for an increased deck
well length in an effort to accommo-
date farm, harvesting and construc-
tion equipment which are becoming
larger,” said CTA vice-president of
operations, Geoff Wood. ■■

HST receives formal nod of approval from OTA
TORONTO, Ont. – The Ontario Trucking Association (OTA) has strongly
defended a move by the province of Ontario to harmonize the federal
Goods and Services Tax (GST) with the Provincial Sales Tax (PST).

While much public and political opposition was voiced against the pro-
posed Harmonized Sales Tax (HST), OTA leader David Bradley appeared
before the Ontario Legislature’s Standing Committee on Finance recently
to voice the industry’s support for the change.

“Moving to harmonize the PST and  the Multi-Jurisdictional Tax (MJVT)
with the GST has been a key recommendation of virtually every OTA pre-
budget submission since the early 1990s,” Bradley said, adding the change
was “long overdue.”

Bradley noted equipment buyers will benefit from the harmonization of
the taxes.

“The current Ontario sales tax system for business inputs is out-dated, in-
efficient, stymies investment in safety and the environment and is ultimate-
ly uncompetitive,” Bradley said. “Ontario-based trucking companies pay
provincial sales tax on virtually all business inputs, whether in the form of
the 8% PST or the complicated MJVT. These taxes are applied not only to
the purchases of equipment and parts, but also on maintenance and repair
labour service. The fact is that the more Ontario carriers invest in safety, in
reducing their environmental footprint and in productivity, the more tax
they pay.”

Bradley cited a 2004 study by the Institute of International Business at
the Rotman School of Management that found Ontario carriers were at a
31% tax disadvantage compared to fleets from New York, Ohio and
Michigan. “The HST will give us a simpler, fairer, harmonized system that
applies sales tax in a more appropriate manner that minimizes inequities
and opens the way for economic growth,” Bradley insisted. ■■
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LANSING, Mich. – The Ontario
Trucking Association (OTA) was
at a public hearing Dec. 2 to voice
its condemnation of a proposed
toll increase for the Blue Water
Bridge. The Michigan
Department of Transportation
(MDOT) is threatening to in-
crease tolls for northbound com-
mercial vehicles crossing the
bridge from US$1.75 per axle to
US$3.25/axle

The planned increase would

come into effect Jan. 5. The OTA
estimates the toll hikes would add
about $8 million in additional
costs for trucks crossing into
Canada using the bridge.

“Timing and approach are all
wrong,” said OTA president
David Bradley in the weeks lead-
ing to the public hearing. “OTA
considers it entirely unreasonable
and inappropriate that an 85%
price hike would be imposed in
one fell swoop, with such short

notice. Given the current econom-
ic times, and the stress that has al-
ready been imposed on Michigan-
Ontario trade, increases of this
magnitude are untimely to say the
least.”

The public hearings were held
at MDOT headquarters in
Lansing, Mich. MDOT is defend-
ing the increase on the basis that
it has the lowest tolls of any of the
major bridges, has not increased
its tolls for 13 years and wants to
bring the tolls in line with those
charged on the Canadian side of
the bridge, which has higher tolls
to begin with.

MDOT also needs to pay for
improvements to the US plaza
and a future re-decking.

While Bradley acknowledged
the MDOT’s points, he noted that
the tolls at other bridges, includ-
ing the Canadian side of the Blue
Water, had been raised gradually
over many years which helped the
supply chain deal with them in a
more orderly and manageable
fashion.

Bradley urged MDOT to with-
draw its proposal or to at least
provide a minimum six month no-
tice so industry can plan for the
change.

He also said that carriers using
the automatic pre-paid account
system should get a discount on

whatever the new tolls are –
something that the MDOT pro-
posal did not include.

Three hearings were scheduled
to be held the first week of
December. MDOT also told OTA
that it had been receiving written
comment from carriers. The OTA
is encouraging its members to
comment.

Concerned carriers and own-
er/operators are encouraged to
submit their own thoughts with
the MDOT at: Robert Parsons,
Bureau of Transportation
Planning, MDOT, P.O. Box 30050,
Lansing, MI 48909, or e-mail him
at parsonsb@michigan.gov, or fax
517-373-9255.

But act quickly, all written com-
ments should be postmarked on or
before Dec. 16, 2009. ■■

BorderBorder

Northbound Blue Water Bridge tolls could surge 85%
OTA fights proposed ‘unreasonable’ toll increase

TOLL TROUBLE: Fees to cross the
Blue Water Bridge could spike.

THIS MONTH’S CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

Identify potential risks ahead of time.
The truck insurance specialists at Hallmark

can show you how.

To discover how to become more profitable contact:
Steve Hughes, The Hallmark Group

1-800-492-4070 ext. 286, shughes@hallmarkins.com 

SEE WHAT’S COMING
BEFORE YOU GET THERE.

w w w. h a l l m a r k i n s . c o m / t r a n s i t

Across 
1. Retreaded tires, in other words
4. US town at St. Stephen, NB border crossing
9. Procession of funeral vehicles

10. Semitrailer spare-tire carriers
11. Basis for lidar speed detection
12. Upscale Mack Pinnacle variant
13. See 3-Down clue
18. Astrodome City
20. Breakdown-warning device
22. Engine oil offered by 8-Down company
23. International-emblem shape
24. Wild West teamster’s pit stop, perhaps
25. Truck-mechanic’s task

Try it online at www.trucknews.com

Down 
1. Defect-related notice from truckmaker
2. Tire-scuffing surfaces
3. With 13-Across, drivers’ safety-related procedures
5. Directional indicator, often
6. Repossessed-truck sale, perhaps
7. NB home of Atlantic Transport Training Academy
8. Calgary-based fuel and lubricants company (5,6)

14. Shift-lever selection
15. Add air to a tire
16. Driver’s eyewear, often
17. Truck-cab component
19. Cop-radio code for T
21. Word on Hawaiian licence plates
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TORONTO 
2332 DREW RD., 

MISSISSAUGA, ONT. L5S 1B8
Call: Murphy Barton, Vince Cutrara, 

Jon Drohan, Bruce Gair, 
Rob Moorehouse, Todd Warren

John Gwynne – Long Term Leasing

905-678-1444
Fax (905) 678-1566

MONTREAL
1100 RUE COURVAL, 

LACHINE, QUEBEC H8T 3P5

Call: Yvon Fortin, 
Bruce MacDonald, Mario Perrino,  

Michel Pouliot, 

514-633-5377
        Fax (514) 633-6488

ACTION
TRAILER SALES

www.actiontrailersales.com

ALUMINUM COMBO FLATS

TANDEMS/TRIDEMS • AIR RIDE

DROP DECKS

(24) 53’ x 102” 
UTILITY VANS

New And Used Sales

Rentals 

Long Term Finance Lease

Full Maintenance Lease

Full Service Trailer & Reefer Shops 
Providing Maintenance And Parts

Over 200 Used Reefers In Our Yard . . . Ready To Roll!!

Stainless front panels, rear doors, door case and rear 
bumper, front and rear vents, Hendrickson air ride 

suspension, translucent roof, logistic posts, 8 aluminum 
wheels…..creampuff.

2006  GREAT DANE 53’ X 102” 
DRY FREIGHT VAN

Carrier Stealth XTC units (low hours), Stainless front 
panels, radius corners, rear doors, and rear bumper. 

Vents front and rear, 1 row recessed “E” track, air ride, 
aluminum wheels, extra clean.

(4) 2007 WABASH 53’ REEFERS

Hendrickson air ride suspension with 6’ and 6’ spreads, 
stainless rear doors, overlays, door hardware and bumper, 
16” aluminum scuff liner quad door lock rods, heavy duty 
flat floor, Armortuf side walls, 1 row recessed “E” track, 

Michelin XZE 22.5 tires.

(5) “New” 53’ TRIDEM UTILITY REEFER VANS

Thermo King Magnum units, Pre Painted black side panels, 
stainless radius corners,front panels, wing plates and rear 

doors, front and rear vents, Hendrickson air ride suspension, 
aluminum wheels, 1 row recessed “E” track, extra lites.

(2) 2007 UTILITY 53’ x 102” REEFERS

Single axle, overhead rear door, logistic posts, 
translucent roof, 12” scuff liner, 100 1⁄2” inside width, 
24” threshold plate, Hendrickson air ride suspension, 

outside aluminum wheels, “AS NEW” condition.

2008 MANAC 32’ VAN

10’ spread on Neway air ride suspension, aluminum 
wheels, 24 pairs chain tie downs, 12 winches and straps 

in sliding track, 4’ aluminum headboard, aluminum 
storage box. GREAT SHAPE.

“EAST” ALL ALUMINUM FLAT DECK

 Air ride suspension, swing rear doors, aluminum roof, 
very clean priced to move.

2008 TRAILMOBILE 53’ x 102” ULTRA PLATE VAN 

Carrier Ultra units, stainless front panels, radius corners & 
rear doors, front and rear vents, heavy duty flat aluminum 

floors, 1 row of recessed “E” track, 46K Hendrickson air ride 
suspension, Anti dock walk, aluminum wheels, 

stainless  bumper, well maintained units.

(50) 2005 UTILITY 53’ REEFERS

HENDRICKSON AIR RIDE 
SUSPENSION, LOGISTIC SIDE 

POSTS – ALUM. OR TRANSLUCENT 
ROOF AVAILABLE, STAINLESS REAR 

DOOR CASE, 12” CORRUGATED 
STEEL SCUFF LINER, 

24” STEEL THRESHOLD PLATE. 
PRICED RIGHT!

53’ x 102” HIGH CUBE REEFERS, 
1071⁄2” I.H. FRONT, 1091⁄2” I.H. REAR, 

981⁄2” I.W. RECESSED 
“E” TRACK, H.D. DUCT FLOOR, 

STAINLESS FRONT & REAR, 
VENTS, LED LITES – 
WEIGHT 12.155 LBS. 
(STANDARD MODEL) 

H.D. INTRAAX AIR RIDE SUSP. 
ALUM. WHEELS.

UTILITY 3000R
IN STOCK & 

ARRIVING DAILY
UTILITY 53’ x 102” x 13’6” 

DRY FREIGHT VANS 

13,180 Lbs.
110” Door Opening

TRIDEM HENDRICKSON AIR RIDE 
SUSPENSIONS ON 6’ AND 6’ SPREADS’ 
FRONT AXLE STEERING LIFTABLE AT 100” 
(MICHELIN SUPER SINGLES), SIDEPOSTS ON 
12” C/L, H.D. PANELS, TOP & BOTTOM RAILS, QUAD DOOR 
LOCKS, 24’ x 12” MAIN FRAME BEAM IN BAY AREA, WELL SPEC’D FOR HEAVY LOADS.

(4) “NEW” UTILITY 53’ 
“QUAD AXLE” 

DRY FREIGHT VANS

INSULATED ROOF AND SIDE WALLS, 
PREP’D FOR DIESEL HEATERS, 

MICHELIN XT1 TIRES, HENDRICKSON 
AIR RIDE SUSPENSION.

AVAILABLE NOW . . . 
NEW INSULATED 

VANS!
(24) 53’ X 102” 
UTILITY VANS

Season’s Greetings & 
  Best Wishes for the

      Coming Year!

Action Trailer Sales.indd   1 07/12/09   1:33 PM

http://www.actiontrailersales.com
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By James Menzies
TORONTO, Ont. – Mere months
before a new carrier safety rating
system is rolled out in the US,
many Canadian carriers remain
blissfully unaware of the impend-

ing changes and how they will be
affected by them. But Jeff Davis,
vice-president of safety and human
resources for Dayton, Ohio-based
Jet Express, recently ventured to
Canada to warn attendees at the

most recent Driving for Profit sem-
inar that “we’re about to embark
on the biggest change in safety and
compliance in the US that we’ve
had since the early ’30s.”

That, incidentally, was when log-

books were first introduced. The
impending changes are known as
Comprehensive Safety Analysis
(CSA) 2010 – a new carrier safety
rating system that will score carri-
ers and drivers based on their road-
side performance. It’s already be-
ing tested in eight states and in the
process, Canadian carriers that op-
erate there may already have been
given a CSA 2010 rating.

CSA 2010 brings about three
major changes, Davis explained at
the Nov. 3 seminar. 1) Driver ab-
stracts will be replaced by a contin-
uously-updated driver perform-
ance file that lists all violations
over a 36-month period. Davis
likened it the back of a baseball
card, which clearly displays all the
player’s vital stats. 2) A driver’s
performance will be the determin-
ing factor of his or her employabil-
ity. “You’ll be able to go in, once
the driver signs a waiver, and see
that driver’s whole history of safety
performance,” Davis explained,
adding in some cases “it may get to
the point where you’re not able to
utilize them.” And 3) carriers will
have to help their drivers adapt to
the increased scrutiny. “This is a
huge change they’ve never faced,”
said Davis. Under CSA 2010, driv-
ers as well as carriers will be elec-
tronically rated every 30 days by
the FMCSA.

“That driver holding onto the
wheel literally has his hands
around your safety rating in the
US, so you have to learn how to
work with him and teach him to
bring him into compliance – it’s a
huge job,” said Davis.

Once a month, CSA 2010 will
score both carriers and drivers and
assess them one of three ratings:
Continue to operate; Marginal; or
Unfit. They’ll be assessed based on
their performance in seven cate-
gories known as the BASICS:
Unsafe Driving; Fatigued Driving;
Driver Fitness; Drugs and Alcohol;
Vehicle Maintenance; Cargo
Securement; and Crash Experience.

The first two – Unsafe Driving
and Fatigued Driving – are weight-
ed more heavily than the others,
Davis warned.

“These two BASICS are so sig-
nificant that if you are deficient in
one of these, you are automatically
‘unfit’ as a motor carrier,” he
warned, adding a simple logbook
violation could be enough to get a
carrier in trouble under CSA 2010.

In the lead-up to CSA 2010, the
Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA) has
“severity-weighted” 3,589 different
trucking violations which will help
determine driver and carrier safety
ratings. For instance, falsifying log-
books is worth seven points, having
insufficient brake lining nets four,
etc. with all points scored against
both the driver and the carrier.

“Under SafeStat (the current
system), any inspection that was
not an out-of-service inspection
was a good inspection,” said Davis.
“In CSA 2010, every defect they
look at will count against the motor
carrier and the driver.”

If a carrier runs afoul of the FM-
CSA under CSA 2010, a number of
measures will be taken and carriers
will be held more accountable to
address their problem areas.

“CSA 2010 intervention could be
as little as a letter and then it goes

BorderBorder

CSA 2010

“The tide’s going to go out and we’re going to see
who’s been swimming naked.”

Getting ready for 
CSA 2010

1Canada’s Truck Exhaust Shop#1

Providing Heavy Duty Exhaust Solutions Since 1982

Exhaust System 
Installations for 
All Makes and 

Models
Truck Mufflers 

Coolant Pipes Catalytic Mufflers

For Most Makes
Manufacturing •

Installation • Service

Built to Last

• Y-Pipes 
• Turbo Pipes 

1365 BONHILL RD., MISSISSAUGA  L5T 1M1

(905) 670-0100   1-800-385-8801
www.totalexhaust.com

THE TRUCK EXHAUST PLACE

THE
TRUCK
EXHAUST
PLACE

• Intermediate Pipes

Celebrating
27 Years!

Season’s
Greetings!
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from there,” said Davis, noting that
in extreme cases, the frightening-
sounding term of “maximum civil
forfeiture” can be applied follow-
ing just one violation.
“Intervention increases in severity
as time goes by.”

When a driver or carrier be-
comes deficient in any of the seven
BASICS, the FMCSA opens an in-
tervention file and will likely send
a letter advising the carrier to im-
mediately correct the problem.

“If that doesn’t happen, they
come in and do an on-site review of
that deficient BASIC,” explained
Davis. Fines are likely to accompa-
ny interventions and in some cases
a “consent order” will be have to be
filed by the carrier, promising to
exceed minimum compliance re-
quirements.

Carriers will be held more ac-
countable than in the past when
promising to take corrective meas-
ures, because under CSA 2010,
their drivers’ on-road performance
will be under constant scrutiny,
telling the true story of that carri-
er’s ongoing safety performance.
No longer will a carrier be able to
rest on its laurels between satisfac-
tory inspections.

“It’s going to be all about road-
side performance, it’s not going to
be about how good you polish and
it’s not going to be about how good
that safety rating was you got five
years ago – it’s going to be what
have my drivers done to me this
month?” Davis explained.

So what exactly should a carrier
be doing to ensure it’s ready for
CSA 2010? For starters, Davis said
they should log onto the SafeStat
Web site, enter their DoT pin num-
ber and check out their current
SafeStat rating. This will give you
an idea of how well your company
is currently doing.

Next, carriers should take steps
to trigger fewer roadside inspec-
tions. Davis said nearly all roadside
inspections are triggered by an
event, notably speeding, observ-
able defects or being red-flagged
for having a high inspection selec-
tion number (ISN).

The ISN is the ranking enforce-
ment agencies use to determine
which trucks to flag down for in-
spection. Davis summed it up this
way: 0-49 = green light; 50-74 = yel-
low light; and anything above, “the
red lights are flashing and the in-
spectors are foaming at the mouth
because they have a criminal com-
ing in.”

Carriers should be ensuring they
lower their ISN number by giving
enforcement officers little reason
to inspect their vehicles in the first
place, Davis suggested. He warned
said many carriers get caught in a
vicious cycle: “The more inspec-
tions you get, the more violations
you get, the more violations you
get, the higher your ISN goes, the
higher your ISN goes, the more in-
spections you get,” he said. “The
only thing that changes it is clean
inspections and the passage of
time.”

Passing inspections will slowly
allow a carrier to lower its ISN
score, resulting in fewer inspec-
tions. (Here’s another good incen-
tive to reduce the number of in-
spections your trucks are subjected
to: Davis said the productivity loss
incurred for each inspection costs

about $102.05 – and that’s for a
pass).

“Every inspection is avoidable,
that’s got to be your goal – espe-
cially under this program,” Davis
advised.

CSA 2010 will be launched in
earnest in July 2010 and rolled out
right across the US by the end of
next year.

All information generated by
CSA 2010 will be accessible through
the FMCSA’s Compass portal
(https://portal.fmcsa.dot.gov/),
which is still a work in progress.
Davis pointed out that ratings will
be available online to shippers and
competitors.

“If your numbers are bad, your
competitors will take their good
numbers in (to your customers)
and say ‘why are you using that un-
safe carrier from Canada’?” Davis
warned.

Davis said if all goes according to
plan, CSA 2010 will provide a more
effective way to identify and ad-
dress risky behaviour by commer-
cial drivers and carriers.

“CSA 2010 is such an incredible
program, if the US government
pulls it off,” said Davis.
“Sometimes, things don’t always
work out the way they’re designed,
but it appears the (FMCSA) is on
the right track through the use of
technology to pull something off
we’ve never experienced before in
trucking.”

However, he had this final warn-
ing for Canadian carriers with high
ISN numbers that are subjected to
lots of inspections while operating
in the US:“There are carriers in the
US and Canada, big name carriers,
that have high numbers and when
this rock hits the pond, they’re go-
ing to be in trouble. The tide’s go-
ing to go out and we’re going to see
who’s been swimming naked.” ■■

– To see Jeff Davis’ presentation in
its entirety, sign up for the Driver’s
Seat video series powered by
CarriersEdge. Subscriptions begin
at just $7.99 per month.Visit
www.TheDriversSeat.ca or call
CarriersEdge at 905-530-2430 to
sign up.

US truck tonnage dips slightly in October
ARLINGTON, Va. – US truck tonnage took another slight dip in
October, according to the latest American Trucking Associations (ATA)
For-Hire Truck Tonnage Index. The latest figures showed a decline of
0.2% in October, on the heels of a 0.3% drop in September.

Compared to October 2008, tonnage was down 5.2%, the best year-
over-year showing since November 2008, ATA reported. In September,
truck tonnage was 7.3% off last September’s pace.

“Repeating what I said last month, the trucking industry should not be
alarmed by the small decreases in September and October,” ATA chief
economist Bob Costello said. “The economy is behaving as expected,
with starts and stops. This is being reflected in truck tonnage, as well as
most economic indicators.”

Costello predicted further ups and downs in the months ahead.
“Since consumer spending and manufacturing are not surging, truck-

ing shouldn’t expect robust growth either,” Costello said.“However, both
retail sales and manufacturing output are exhibiting mild upward trend
lines, which is the path I expect truck freight to take.”

Another indicator, meanwhile, suggested trucking conditions in the US
are improving, but still remain below ‘neutral.’ The latest Trucking
Conditions Index (TCI) by FTR Associates provides a monthly index of
overall industry health based on five key trucking industry statistics. A
neutral reading is zero. In October, the FTR index read -16.4, marking
the highest reading since November 2008 and the third consecutive
month of gains, however still anchored in negative territory. ■■

OWNER-OPERATORS

With other plans, every month that goes by that you don’t have a
claim means your hard-earned premium payments are gone forever!!!

Join the thousands of Owner Operators who have discovered the better way.

The “Personal Accident Compensation Plan”
underwritten by The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company

pays you a monthly income if you can’t work due to an injury or illness
and the Return of Premiums benefits guarantees to return 100% of the

premiums you have paid, in claims or cash, tax-free!

Are You Tired of Throwing Your
Disability Insurance Premiums Out The Windows?

You Can Have Your Cake and Eat It Too. Don’t Wait . . . Call Today!

OWNER-OPERATORS

Toll-Free: 1-800-265-4275
www.innovativeinsurance.ca

INNOVATIVE INSURANCE AGENCIESINNOVATIVE INSURANCE AGENCIES

Toll-Free: 1-800-265-4275
www.innovativeinsurance.ca
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By John Evans
NORTH SYDNEY, N.S. – The
Office of the Auditor General came
down hard on Marine Atlantic in a
special examination report submitted
on Sept. 14, saying the Crown
Corporation was at risk of being un-
able to provide services.

Marine Atlantic is responsible for
ferry service between Nova Scotia
and Newfoundland and Laborador –
a floating leg of the Trans-Canada
Highway. The report, a performance
audit required under the Financial
Administration Act, identified major
concerns including Marine Atlantic’s
aging fleet and facilities and inade-
quate management capacity.

Gord Peddle of the Atlantic
Provinces Trucking Association
(APTA) said the report confirms
what was already widely known.

“The Auditor General’s report re-
ally backs up what a lot of the users
and consultants and everything have
said for years,” said Peddle, who
chairs APTA’s marine committee.
“The fleet is aging and needs replace-
ment.It’s broken down a fair amount
of the time.”

Peddle also said that repairs per-
formed by Marine Atlantic in the
past year have improved the situation
somewhat.

The renovation of the fleet and
shore facilities won’t be cheap.
The Auditor General’s report said
Marine Atlantic estimates it will need
between $800 million and $1.4 billion
in federal capital funding over 25
years for the fleet, plus $150 million

for on-shore upgrades.
In a press release on Nov. 19, the

chair of Marine Atlantic’s board of
directors released the contents of the
report to the public, laid out what
steps the corporation had already
taken and responded to the report’s
13 recommendations.

“The board acknowledges the is-
sues raised in the special examination
and supports each of the recommen-
dations,” Rob Crosbie, chair of the
board,said in the release.“Indeed the
audit identified many of the same im-
portant issues that the board has
been working to address over the
past couple of years. The board has
been working with the corporation’s
executive management team to de-
velop an action plan that addresses
all of the issues raised in the report.”

The release pointed out that
Marine Atlantic had begun to make
changes already. It hired a new presi-
dent and CEO in October 2008, and

increased its management capacity
with three new vice-presidents, re-
sponsible for customer service, oper-
ations and strategy. It also said
Marine Atlantic has developed new,
formal management processes, and a
planning cycle and a corporate risk
policy to be implemented in the
spring of 2010.

As for physical capital, Marine
Atlantic has brought a new two-level
dock into service in Port aux Basques,
Nfld. and plans upgrades to its dock
in North Sydney,N.S.It has also char-
tered an additional ferry, the MV
Atlantic Vision,which entered service
in April. The Auditor General’s re-
port said integration of the new ferry
has not been smooth,however.

It said the capital costs of running
the new ship are much higher than
Marine Atlantic predicted due to
modifications needed to port facili-
ties and the need to pay withholding
taxes, neither of which the corpora-

tion expected.
The APTA’s Peddle said he has

seen some problems in Atlantic
Vision’s first season of service, but is
hopeful about its potential.

“She’s much larger and designed a
little differently,” he said of the ferry.
“Therefore she doesn’t fit hand-in-
glove at both docks. Therefore there
have been some operational chal-
lenges. For example, I think she ran
most of this summer with very little
or no traffic on the top deck because
of ramp restraints.”

Peddle said he thinks Marine
Atlantic has resolved that issue, and
that other problems the Vision has
had, including a fire, were just part of
the learning curve of introducing a
new vessel.

“She’s a faster ship, she’s a bigger
ship, and when she’s in service she
does a fantastic job of cleaning up the
traffic,” said Peddle.

Despite the challenges, Marine
Atlantic’s Crosbie expressed confi-
dence in the Crown Corporation’s re-
sponse to the report.

In the press release, he said “The
board of directors and the executive
management team have worked
closely with the government of
Canada in the development of a vi-
able revitalization strategy that will
help address the issues raised in the
report and enable Marine Atlantic to
fulfill its mandate to the people of
Newfoundland and Labrador and
Canada as an important component
of the national transportation infra-
structure.” ■■

EastEast

Auditor General echoes trucking industry’s complaints about Marine Atlantic

Study confirms benefits of heavier weights in Maine
ARLINGTON,Va. – Increasing gross vehicle weights (GVWs) on Maine
Interstates affords the trucking industry the chance to improve its miles
per gallon by 14-21% and reduce its CO2 emissions by 6-11%, according
to a study by the American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI).

The study used simulation modeling to compare the slightly longer
Interstate route to the state highway route and found that there were 
significant advantages to travelling the Interstate.

“This research quantifies how the mutual goals of resource conserva-
tion and emission reductions could be advanced by allowing Maine to ap-
ply state weight laws to its Interstate highways,” said Mike Card, presi-
dent, Combined Transport and a member of ATRI’s board of directors.

To view the full report, visit www.atri-online.org. ■■
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Fuel school
By Carroll McCormick

MONTREAL, Que. – It is almost
free and there will be food! The
Fuel Management 101 workshop
offered by the Natural Resources
Canada’s Office of Energy
Efficiency (OEE) will be held on
Jan. 27, in French, at the Hotel
Mortagne, 1228 rue Nobel, in
Boucherville (that’s across the St.
Lawrence River from Montreal).

Anyone interested can visit
http://fleetsmart.nrcan.gc.ca and
click ‘Workshops’ to read about the
event, register with FleetSmart and
sign on for the workshop.

Fuel Management 101 is adver-
tised as being for fleet managers,
but do not be intimidated.

The workshop will suit small
companies, even owner/operators –
anyone who has the authority or
responsibility for reducing their
trucks’ fuel consumption, organiz-
ers say.

The cost of attending is just
enough to cover expenses; ie. food -
as little as $15-$20 per participant,
depending. “We like to call it a
nominal fee,” says Bob Smith, chief
of the ecoENERGY fleet program.

Those who attend simply have to
show up – no preparation is re-
quired; the hunting and gathering
of fuel consumption data comes af-
ter returning to the office.

Participants will learn why they
should have a fuel management
plan, how to make a plan and how
to benchmark their fleets’ fuel con-
sumption patterns. They will also
learn how to pitch a fuel manage-
ment plan to management, imple-
ment it, analyze results and keep
making more improvements.

“They learn how to gather in-
formation on their fleets. The
group works through a case study,
learns about a typical duty cycle,
how to take a fleet inventory and
how to take baseline (that is, con-
sumption before implementing a
fuel-saving plan) fuel measure-
ments,” Smith says.

One section of the workshop is
called ‘fun with formulas,’ designed
for fleet managers who never had
the chance to map out their fleet’s
vehicles and how they are used.

“We look at options, compare
costs, explain fiscal versus calendar
year, how to annualize fuel use and
kilometres driven,” Smith explains.

And as the Web site proclaims,
“You will leave with many tips,
ideas and a template for creating a
fuel management plan for your
fleet.”

Another Fuel Management 101
workshop will be held in Quebec
City sometime before the end of
March. The way these workshops
are currently organized,
FleetSmart staff will wait until
enough people – about 12 to 15 –
have registered their interest in at-
tending a workshop (that’s done on
the Web site too) then they set a
date and place.

However, NRCan would like to
change that, probably after April 1,
and schedule, in advance, a whole
year’s worth of workshops, with
dates and locations.

The OEE Web site is worth
browsing, and is quite user-friendly.
But if you get lost, just return to
http://fleetsmart.nrcan.gc.ca. ■■
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TORONTO, Ont. – The Ontario
Trucking Association (OTA) once
again took time during its annual
convention to recognize the contri-
butions of some special drivers and
a long-time associate.

Driver of the Year

Jim Coles of MacKinnon Transport
in Guelph, Ont. was presented with
the 2009 OTA/Volvo Trucks
Canada Driver of the Year Award.
Coles has racked up 2.6 million ac-
cident-free kilometres over his 32-
year career. The former Road
Knight has frequently been the
first to lend assistance at accident
scenes and holds many work-relat-
ed certifications including Natural
Resources Canada’s Smart Driver
designation.

“Jim Coles exemplifies qualities
of a professional truck driver both
on and off the road,” said OTA

president David Bradley. “It is a
great honour to present him with
this prestigious award in recogni-
tion of his achievement.”

“It is the safety of road users with

whom I share the road that pushes
me to be the best I can be,” the win-
ner said. “I will not lower my work
ethic or standards because of time
constraints or rush loads, there is
no room for complacency when
safety is involved.”

Bridgestone Canada 
Truck Hero Award

Another driver to receive kudos
during the OTA convention was
Robert O’Brien of Newfoundland.
He was named the Bridgestone
Canadian Truck Hero for his self-
less actions when he came upon an
accident in the Northwest
Territories on Feb. 14, 2008.

O’Brien, who works for ECL
Transportation, was driving along
Hwy. 1 north of Enterprise, NWT
on Valentine’s Day when he came
across a vehicle that had hit black
ice and rolled over into the ditch.

The driver escaped, but struggled
to free her twin nine-and-half-
month-old children from the
wreckage.

O’Brien called 911 and then be-
gan digging the children from the
vehicle, made difficult by the
packed snow that surrounded the
vehicle. Once the children were
saved, O’Brien welcomed them
into his truck so they could warm
up while waiting for paramedics to
arrive.

“Truck drivers are often unsung
heroes,” said Jim West, general
manager, commercial products,
Bridgestone Bandag Tire
Solutions. “Our company has been
honouring heroes like Mr. O’Brien
since 1956. It takes an extraordi-
nary person to do what he did, and
we’re proud to present him with
this award.”

O’Brien won a trophy and $3,000
and Bridgestone will donate anoth-
er $3,000 on his behalf to the chari-
ty of his choice. More information
on the award is available at
www.truckhero.ca.

Service to Industry Award

A long-time industry veteran and
former OTA staffer was named the
recipient of the 2009 Shaw
Tracking/OTA Service to Industry
Award. Barrie Montague was sur-
prised by the announcement which
was made during the OTA dinner
Nov. 19.

“Few people have contributed to
the Ontario trucking industry and
to the success of OTA in so many
ways as Barrie Montague has,”
Mike Ham, vice-president business
service of Shaw Tracking said while
presenting the award.

During his career, Montague has
served as CEO of a trucking com-
pany, as an executive committee
member of the OTA board of di-
rectors and as vice-president of the
association. He’s now a consultant
to the association and carriers.

Montague’s trucking roots date
back to his time with a United
Kingdom-based global company
that transferred him to Canada
some 40 years ago. He became
president of that company which
was later bought by a Quebec-
based tank truck carrier. Montague
served as that company’s executive
vice-president for five years.

Montague joined the OTA staff
in 1994, occupying various posi-
tions over the next 15 years.

OTA remembers 
Bud Barr

In other news from the convention,
the OTA took a few moments dur-
ing its convention luncheon to
fondly remember the contribution
of the late Bud Barr to the associa-
tion and specifically the OTA
Education Foundation.

Both OTA chair Julie Tanguay
and Education Foundation chair
Scott Smith of J.D. Smith & Sons
made heartfelt tributes to Barr be-
fore making a toast in his honour.

“He was someone who loved this
industry, loved the friends he made
and certainly the opportunity con-
vention brought to renew those
friendships and strengthen them.
Bud will be missed and certainly
not forgotten,” Smith said.

Smith also commended OTA
members for raising 60% of the
Education Foundation’s fundraising

OntarioOntario

Prestigious awards handed out at OTA convention

CONGRATS: Jim Coles (right) was
named Ontario’s Driver of the Year.
The MacKinnon driver is seen here
accepting his award from Volvo
Trucks Canada’s Peter Currie.
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goal despite trying economic times.
“In spite of the tough economic

times confronting our industry, we
were able to raise almost 60% of
our donation target,” said Smith.
“To those companies who helped
us celebrate our 50th anniversary
by generously sending a donation

our way, I would like to say thank
you. Your generosity has helped
us to continue our work of dis-
bursing scholarships to students
of parents who working the truck-
ing industry.”

Debbie Virgoe, widow of heroic
truck driver David Virgoe who

died while avoiding other traffic
when street racers wreaked havoc
on Hwy. 400 a couple year ago, also
chipped in by donating $7,000
raised through her memorial golf
tournament.

For the 2009/2010 academic year,
the OTA Education Foundation

handed out nearly $45,000 in schol-
arships to university and college
students with ties to the trucking
industry, Smith announced.

To make a contribution, visit
www.ontruck.org and select
Education Foundation from under
the Training link. ■■
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By James Menzies
TORONTO, Ont. – Imagine if 24%
of your drivers were suddenly
placed out-of-service due to health
issues. That’s a frightening scenario
that could play out if the US Federal
Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA) proceeds
with proposed legislation that will
require all commercial drivers oper-
ating in the US to undergo screening
for sleep apnea and seek treatment
within as little as 30 days.

The proposed regulation, still very
much in flux, would require all com-
mercial drivers to take a test to de-
termine if they suffer from the com-
mon sleep disorder, which is
characterized by abnormal pauses of
breathing during sleep. Sleep apnea
symptoms include loud snoring,rest-
less sleep and daytime drowsiness.

Barry Kurtzer, chief medical re-
view officer with DriverCheck, said
carriers that operate in the US

should prepare for the prospect of
24% of their drivers failing the first
round of tests, consisting of an ad-
justed neck circumference measure-
ment, body mass index reading and
questionnaire. Based on the body
mass index component alone, the
FMCSA predicts as many as 24% of
commercial drivers will fail the first
test and require a full-blown medical
test at a sleep centre.Worse yet,driv-
ers may have to take the medical test
(known as a polysomnogram) as
many as three times to get an accu-
rate diagnosis since it’s difficult to
sleep while hooked up to machines.

As the regulation is currently pro-
posed, drivers will have just 30 days
to take part in the polysomnogram
before having their ticket pulled by
the DoT.This raises some important
issues, especially in Canada where
sleep centres are few and far be-
tween and wait times would almost
certainly be longer than 30 days

when the floodgates open.
“The problem we’re going to have

is getting people in for the test if
we’re looking at a 24% fail
rate…our resources here in Canada
are lean,” Kurtzer said during a pan-
el discussion on the topic at the re-
cent Ontario Trucking Association
convention. “If 24% of your drivers
have to go through this, what’s it go-
ing to do to your company?”

Drivers who are diagnosed with
sleep apnea will require treatment,
which usually comes in the form of a
CPAP (Continuous Positive Airway
Pressure) machine that drivers must
use while sleeping. It prevents the
soft tissue structures in the throat
from collapsing and choking off air-
ways during sleep. Surgery is also an
option.

Kurtzer said when the FMCSA fi-
nalizes its regulation (a proposed
rulemaking could be published by
the end of the year), Canadian carri-

ers will need to implement a screen-
ing and treatment program in much
the same way they test US-bound
drivers for drugs and alcohol.

“It’s similar to drug and alcohol
testing programs, so you’ve already
been through this and it will be easy
to parallel that model,”said Kurtzer.

Joel Schechter, partner with
Watson Bennett Attorneys at Law,
warned that once a law is passed,
carriers that allow drivers with sleep
apnea to operate vehicles without
undergoing treatment will be at an
enormous liability risk in the US.
They may even be subjected to puni-
tive damages,with decisions that can
run into the tens of millions of dol-
lars, he warned.

While the prospect of screening
and treating drivers with sleep ap-
nea may seem daunting, the FMC-
SA can hardly be faulted for ad-
dressing the issue. It’s estimated that

OntarioOntario

Continued on page 21
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Sleep apnea screening, treatment
may soon be regulated
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one in 15 Americans are affected by
the disorder, meaning there are 20
million US sufferers and 17 million
of them remain untreated.That costs
the US system as much as US$22 bil-
lion per year, Kurtzer pointed out.

Doing some rudimentary math
and dividing that by 10 would sug-
gest there are two million Canadians
suffering from sleep apnea, 1.7 mil-
lion of whom are untreated. The
FMCSA has also found that driver
sleepiness is prevalent in as many as
20% of commercial vehicle acci-
dents. Brian Taylor, president of
Liberty Linehaul, said fleets should
be proactive about addressing the
problem. “I think morally, we have
an obligation to keep our drivers
safe,” he said.

Mark Seymour, president of
Kriska Holdings, revealed that he
himself was affected by sleep apnea.
He sought help and is amazed at
how much better he feels since be-
ginning treatment.

“It’s a very personal experience
for me, because it took me a long
time to deal with it,” Seymour said.
“I knew I had a problem but it took
me years to get checked out.”

Seymour learned he was waking
up as many as 40 times per hour
while sleeping, and “you never get
caught up, it builds upon itself and
you never really restore your body.”

Seymour said his quality of life has
improved since treating the condi-
tion. “You never know how much
better you can feel until you feel it,”
he said. “It changed my life, I feel
better, I feel healthier.Let’s embrace
it; it’s a problem you should not
avoid treating.” ■■Sleep study

wraps up
TORONTO, Ont. – The Canadian
trucking industry has been at the
forefront of studying sleep apnea
and fatigue management through
the recently-concluded North
America Fatigue Management
Program. The project has been un-
derway for eight years with partici-
pants ranging from Alberta
Transportation to Transport
Canada, the FMCSA and several
carriers. The result of the program
will be a comprehensive fatigue
management program carriers can
implement into their operations,
Roger Clarke, executive director of
vehicle safety and carriers services
with Alberta Transportation, said at
the OTA convention.

“We hope the results will be pub-
lished within a month,” Clarke said
Nov. 19, adding carriers will be able
to review the report and then access
tools online that will enable them to
calculate a return on investment and
determine how best to implement
the program.

Dr. Alison Smiley, president,
Human Factors North and prime
contractor of the North America
Fatigue Management Program, di-
vulged some of the findings from a
three-carrier study. Groupe Robert,
ECL Group and JB Hunt participat-
ed in the study which provided sleep
apnea screening and treatment to
drivers. Seventy-one per cent of par-
ticipating drivers were diagnosed
with sleep apnea, but Smiley point-
ed out the number was skewed be-
cause only drivers who were likely
to be suffering from apnea in the
first place actually took part in the
program. In the real world, Smiley
said it’s expected about 28% of driv-
ers will be affected.

Results of the study were encour-
aging. Following treatment, drivers
who took part averaged 20 more
minutes of sleep during on-duty
days. The gap between the quality
and duration of sleep enjoyed on
rest days versus duty days narrowed,
providing a better balance of sleep
between work and rest days. The
study also found drivers voiced few-
er complaints about being fatigued
and there was a significant drop in
the number of drivers reporting crit-
ical events (such as hard braking or
nodding off), Smiley pointed out. ■■

Fleets urged to address issue
Continued from page 18
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By James Menzies
EDMONTON, Alta. – In
November, Truck News learned
Alberta will become the latest
province to place a restriction on
the commercial driver’s licences
held by drivers who take their road
test using a truck with an automat-
ed transmission.

The province quietly announced
that Class 1, 2 and 3 licence-holders
who passed their road test using an
automated mechanical or fully-au-
tomatic transmission would receive
a restricted licence allowing them
only to operate commercial vehi-
cles with automated gearboxes.

Alberta joins a growing list of
provinces that now provide a re-
stricted licence for commercial
drivers who use automated trans-
missions on road tests. The list 
now includes: B.C.; Alberta;
Saskatchewan; Ontario; and
Quebec. Only Manitoba and the
Atlantic provinces allow full privi-
leges for commercial drivers who
haven’t demonstrated an ability to
operate manual transmissions dur-
ing their road test.

The increased prevalence of au-
tomated transmissions in the
Canadian trucking industry is forc-
ing provinces to re-think their road
test criteria. Ontario caused a stir
when it introduced new equipment
requirements including the use of a
manual transmission last year, but
that was mostly because senior
drivers who in that province must
be road tested every year after the
age of 65 were also included.

Many gear-jamming veterans

have made the transition to auto-
mated transmissions after millions
of miles of safe driving. The
province acknowledged that it
erred and in November exempted
senior drivers from the require-
ment while keeping the restricted
licence in place for new drivers
who take their road test using an
automatic.

The industry seems divided on
whether provinces should be re-
stricting professional drivers from
operating certain types of equip-
ment.

Kim Richardson, owner of
Ontario truck training school
KRTS Transportation Specialists,
said the restrictions are a bit of a
joke.

“How are they going to enforce
it?” he asked. “Are they going to
set up spot checks for people driv-
ing automatics? It’s ridiculous in
my opinion. It’s just another exam-
ple of poor management at the
government level…as a rule, the
general industry is not going to al-
low someone to operate equipment
that they haven’t had the proper

training on, regardless of whether
they were tested on it.”

But not everyone agrees; and in
fact the trucking association from
one of the few provinces that has
yet to impose a restriction says it
would welcome the change. Bob
Dolyniuk, general manager of the
Manitoba Trucking Association
(MTA), says he has concerns about
drivers operating equipment they
may not know how to properly use.
With automated transmissions be-
coming more popular, he said the
province should impose restric-
tions much the same way it did
when automatic transmission-
equipped cars began hitting the
roads.

“In those days, if you were tested
on an automatic transmission, you
were restricted to driving a car with
an automatic transmission,” said
Dolyniuk. “Quite frankly, I have
the same questions in mind when
we’re talking about someone road
testing with an automated trans-
mission today and then tomorrow
afternoon being legal to operate a
vehicle with a standard transmis-
sion which they may not have
proven competency on.”

While MTA hasn’t officially lob-
bied the province to introduce a re-
stricted class licence, Dolyniuk said
some driving schools have ex-
pressed concern over the issue and
he said “I think we’re going to be
entering into discussions.”

Andy Roberts, owner of training
school Mountain Transport
Institute in Castlegar, B.C., said
drivers should become proficient at
shifting before they begin their
driving career and welcomed the
news that Alberta was introducing
a restriction.

“You hear hearsay of schools in
Alberta that have trucks with auto-
mated transmissions teaching peo-
ple to drive in six hours,” he said.
“They don’t teach them how to
shift, they just teach them the road
test route and the guy could pass
the test and get a full-fledged li-
cence and take a load of B-trains
over the Coquihalla (using a man-
ual transmission).”

Roberts is a big fan of automated
transmissions, but worries they
don’t give new drivers a true sense
of the weight they’re hauling or the
handling characteristics of their ve-
hicle.

“I think the technology is fabu-
lous but one of the challenges to-
day is that, you look at the horse-
power that’s available, the braking
horsepower available in the engine
brake, the automated transmission
– a lot of these people don’t have a
grasp on the weight they’re dealing
with because the truck is becoming
so easy to drive,” Roberts said.
“And what happens when a truck
breaks down and the rental compa-
ny doesn’t have an automatic?
Now what do we do? You can’t

legally operate that truck.”
While Roberts feels some profi-

ciency on shifting gears should be
required by all professional drivers,
he said he understands why truck-
ing companies are automating their
fleets. MTI runs a truck with an au-
tomated transmission and Roberts
said he feels less fatigued after a
trip with that truck.

“We had a guy a few years ago
who counted and claimed he made
1,000 shifts from here to Hope, B.C.
pulling Super-Bs,” Roberts re-
called. “It’s not just the physical
movement of the stick (that’s tir-
ing), it’s the mental calculations
you have to do to shift.You have to
pay really close attention to that all
the time.”

Many fleet managers have be-
come so enamoured by automated
transmissions that it can now be dif-
ficult to find a linehaul job that
doesn’t come complete with an au-
tomated transmission-equipped
company truck. That irks Paul
Kauler, a long-time driver whose
disdain for the technology has often
left him on the sidelines as he turns
down job opportunities that don’t
include a manual transmission.

“At this point, you cannot have a
standard truck in a linehaul job un-
less you are an owner/operator,” he
said. Kauler firmly believes the in-
creasing popularity of automated
transmissions is creating a new
breed of dangerous driver – and he
speaks from experience. He was in-
volved in a rollover while resting in
the bunk running team across the
prairies. He said the driver behind
the wheel became inattentive be-
cause the truck had an automated
transmission.That same driver nev-
er learned how to drive a standard,
Kauler said, making him unfit for
the job in his opinion.

Kauler said three of four drivers
he has personally known who have
driven only automatic trucks in
their careers have been involved in
serious mishaps and he wants
Transport Canada to conduct a
study on the true safety of auto-
mated transmissions in linehaul ap-
plications.

“The most important thing for a
professional driver is, you need to
have absolute control of your
truck,” he said. “You need to know
how much torque you have on your
wheels, especially in a tricky situa-
tion like on black ice.”

Kauler feels provinces haven’t
gone far enough in restricting driv-
ers who haven’t demonstrated pro-
ficiency in shifting during road tests
and would like to see a require-
ment for drivers to collect a certain
amount of experience with manual
transmissions before being allowed
to drive an automatic.Think of it as
a reverse restriction, which re-
quires new drivers to operate stan-
dard transmissions until they’ve
demonstrated their shifting profi-
ciency and earned the right to
move to an automatic.

Despite the varying opinions on
the matter, it seems unlikely that
the trend towards automated trans-
missions is going to be reversed any
time soon.

KRTS’s Richardson estimates
80% of his fleet customers will be
fully automated within five years
and some even sooner and he said
provinces should be embracing the
change. ■■

CanadaCanada

Automatically restricted
Alberta joins growing list of

provinces to place restrictions on
drivers who use automated
transmissions on road tests

INC

866-927-8294
For more information call

Petra Voelker  

C.U.T.C.

Trucking
madeSimple

Trucking
madeSimple

• Canadian Licensing
• FMCSA (ICC Authority)
• DOT Registrations
• IFTA Registrations
• Fuel Tax Reporting
• Unified Carrier Registration
• PARS/PAPS/ACE
• Corporate Registrations
• Regulations
• IRP Registration
• Bonded Carrier Status

905-487-1209 • 1-877-950-0099
MON.-FRI.: 8 AM-7 PM • SAT.: 8 AM-3 PM

After hours call: 905-487-1209

110 Rutherford Rd. S., Bay #7, Brampton, ON L6W 3J5

4 HR. DRIVE-IN SERVICE
FOR MOST TRUCKS!

Service & Repair For All Truck & Industrial
Radiators & Charge Air Coolers

Open 6 Days
A Week!

WE SHIP ACROSSONTARIO

Season’s 
Greetings!
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By James Menzies
OTTAWA, Ont. – Alarmed by in-
creasing incidences of cargo theft,
truck hijackings, contraband
smuggling and other truck-in-
volved criminal activity, the truck-
ing industry and law enforcement
are getting serious about working
together to address the issue.

Trucking company executives,
industry associations, insurers and
law enforcement personnel gath-
ered in Ottawa Nov. 23 for some
serious discussions about the
growing problem and to develop
a coordinated plan of attack.

“This forum provided an oppor-
tunity for law enforcement (mostly
RCMP program managers and
Canadian Association of Chiefs of
Police representatives) and indus-
try to discuss the need for a nation-
al plan to deal with this serious

problem,” Sgt. Rob Ruiters, na-
tional Pipeline/Convoy Program
coordinator told Truck News.

The initial forum was kept small
to allow for effective discussions
and it was agreed that the truck-
ing industry must continue to
work closely with law enforce-
ment going forward, Ruiters said.

He also told Truck News it was
agreed that police must continue
educating front-line enforcement
officers on commercial vehicles
and the prospect of organized
crime infiltration of the industry
and to continue to build relation-
ships with trucking industry offi-
cials in raising awareness of the
problem.

“The policing community will
work through the Canadian
Association of Chiefs of Police to
raise the priority of this type of

criminal activity within law en-
forcement circles,” Ruiters vowed.

For its part, the Canadian
Trucking Alliance said it will
work with its provincial trans-
portation partners to increase re-
porting of occurrences and with
law enforcement to develop a
standard reporting means.

The CTA also said it would
work with the Canadian
Association of Chiefs of Police
and its Private Sector Liaison
Committee to address court sen-
tencing, current laws and to de-
velop a media strategy. The indus-
try must also raise awareness of
the importance of reporting inci-
dences.

“The bottom line is that there is
much work to do, and no short cuts
or quick fix,” Ruiters summarized.
“We all agreed that continued part-
nerships and cooperation is needed
by all moving forward.” ■■

Industry execs help
shape Truck World
TORONTO, Ont. – Organizers of
Truck World 2010 have formed a
show committee consisting of key
industry executives to help organ-
ize the event.

“The group’s focus is to present
the industry with an exciting show,
so visitors will feel they received
real value for their time and mon-
ey,”said Jim Glionna,president of
Newcom Business Media, owner
and producer of the show. “We
can’t fail to deliver in 2010 with
such a powerful group advising
show management on an almost
day-to-day basis.”

The committee includes sen-
ior staff from key fleets and
suppliers. Truck World will 
be held at the International
Centre Apr. 15-17. For info,
visit www.truckworld.ca. ■■

Trucking industry, law enforcement take aim at crime
A coordinated plan of attack is now in the works

www.kwtoronto.com

John Sheridan
Sudbury Branch

Cell: 1-877-878-2559

Ray Gilmour
Barrie Branch

Cell: (705) 252-7607

Brad Wells
Mississauga Branch
Cell: (416) 802-1642

Barry Dzikowski
Mississauga Branch
Cell: (416) 605-7934

Frank Mastromarco
Mississauga Branch
Cell: (416) 707-7934

Andrew Crudge
London Branch

Cell: (519) 870-1766

Jane Johnston
Medium Specialist
Mississauga Branch 
Cell: (416) 271-6734

Chris Al
New Truck Mgr.

Kitchener Branch
Cell: (519) 404-9358

Nancy Wilson
Business Mgr.

Mississauga Branch
Cell: (905) 625-5000

Doug McAlister
New Truck Mgr.

Mississauga Branch
Cell: (905) 541-1674

IT’S NOT TOO LATE . . .
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Shawn Mayhew
Bowmanville Branch
Cell: (905) 431-1221

Gary Crudge
General Sales Mgr.

Cell: 1-877-866-9187

Grant Wilkinson
Used Trucks Mgr.

Mississauga Branch
Cell: (416) 806-8789

Did you know?
The Next Generation of Emission Standard Engines (SCR Technology) 
will substantially increase the cost of New Truck Purchases in 2010.

Estimated increase will be $7000 to $9000.
Call one of our Truck Sales Representatives for details.

Mark King
Concord Branch

Cell: (416) 315-5856 
Gord Sloan

Bowmanville Branch
Cell: (705) 879-0097

2010 KENWORTH T170 DUMP TRUCK
260 HP, Automatic Trans., Stock #941567

In Stock!

T660 72"
ISX Cummins, 13 Spd., 12+40, White in colour.

3 In Stock! Special Prices

(4) 2010 KENWORTH T470 STRAIGHT TRUCK 
(Cab & Chassis)

345-365 HP, Automatic or Manual Trans., Up to 
22,000 Front Axle, 46,000 Rear, Front PTO.
You will be shocked at the competitive 

pricing . . . Call For Details!

KENWORTH T2000 HIGHWAY TRACTOR
75" Sleeper, Cummins Eng., ISX, 455 HP,

12 & 40 Axle(s), 232" Wheelbase,
Blue in Colour. Stock #942526

(1) KENWORTH T660 HIGHWAY TRACTOR
w/86" Studio Sleeper, Cummins Eng., ISX, 455 
H.P., 18 Spd. Trans., 12 + 40 Axles, 244" WB,

Loaded, Black & Orange in Colour. Stock!

ATTENTION 
LANDSCAPERS!

SPECIAL 
PRICING!

• HAMILTON •
(905) 662-7200

• BARRIE •
(705) 431-4949

• LONDON •
(519) 690-1511
• KITCHENER •
(519) 742-4488

• CONCORD •
(905) 695-0740
• SUDBURY •

(705) 688-1700 

• BOWMANVILLE •
(905) 697-9022

• MISSISSAUGA •
(905) 625-5000

USED
TRUCKS

SALES DEPT HOURS:
• MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8:30 AM TO 5:00 PM • • SATURDAY 9 AM TO NOON • SATURDAYS IN MISSISSAUGA ’TIL 1:00 PM

USED
TRUCKS

T470
IN STOCK!

(4) 2010 KENWORTH T800 STRAIGHT TRUCK 
(Cab & Chassis) 

In Stock & Ordered . . . For Dump,
Roll-Off or Crane Application.

T800 CHASSIS!
Rolloffs & Dumps 

In Stock.

Ten T660 
86 inch 

Studio Bunks 
coming in 
Jan 2010
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“The optimists clearly outnumber
the pessimists now,” he said, before
tempering that remark by adding
“while there has been some im-
provement in volume, the outlook is
still shaky, confidence fragile.”

Our own nationwide survey of
motor carrier executives complet-
ed at the end of November found
that 40% of motor carriers be-
lieved freight volumes would
grow in 2010, compared to just
19% who felt likewise at the same
time last year. Only 10% felt
freight volumes would decrease,
compared to 42% who felt like-
wise at the same point the previ-
ous year. Survey respondents rat-
ed their degree of optimism for
their company’s growth at 5.6 on a
scale of one to 10, an increase
from the 5.1 rating they provided
the previous year.

The trajectory of the Canadian
trucking industry’s recovery may
be largely influenced by the abili-
ty of the US economy to get back
on track and the willingness of the
Bank of Canada to keep the
Canadian dollar in check so our
exports continue to appeal to our
largest trading partner. However,
there seems to be lingering doubt
about the US economy’s ability to
bounce back.

John Larkin, managing director
transportation with Stiefel, Nico-
laus and Co., speaking about the
US economy at the recent OTA
convention, had this to day about
the US economic outlook:
“Maybe when the snow melts
we’ll see some greenshoots.”

And at the same event, Meny
Grauman, executive director and
senior economist with CIBC
World Markets, described the US

economy’s 2010 outlook this way:
“A pop and a fizzle.”

While he believes the recession
in the US, as with Canada, is over
and third quarter growth this year
is strong thanks to the impact of
Washington’s unprecedented eco-
nomic stimulus, Grauman believes
the US will find itself in a “slow
crawl” out of the recession overall.

A lot has to do with the hit the
US consumer has taken, Grauman
said, adding that US incomes are
continuing to contract as is con-
sumer credit.

“Their incomes are dropping,
their access to credit is shrinking.
They got burned living off credit
and they’re not in a mood to shop,”
Grauman said. “The US consumer
is very resilient. It is always dan-
gerous to declare the US consumer
down and out but sometimes you
can get hit too hard.”

One of the biggest questions in
2010 will be whether carriers can
restore trucking rates that took a
wallop last year. Average rates in
most lanes took a hit in 2009, ac-
cording to the Canadian General
Freight Index developed by Dr.
Alan Saipe, president of Supply
Chain Surveys on behalf of trans-
portation management provider
Nulogx. Between December 2008
and July 2009, domestic truckload
rates dropped 4.1%, cross-border
LTL rates plummeted 21.4%,
cross-border truckload rates fell
4.4% and overall trucking rates
were down 5.6%. (Only domestic
LTL rates increased, and that was
a meager 1.8%).

“In 2010, supply and demand
should be in better balance, set-
ting the stage for rate adjust-
ments,” predicted Bradley.

His prediction is echoed by Nu-
logx, which estimated rates would
bottom out in fall of 2009 and
grow through the end of 2010.

“We expect that average
ground freight costs will be about
4.8% higher in 2010 than they
were in 2009,” Saipe’s recent fore-
cast read. “Our projections show
that this year-over-year increase
may be as low as 1.6% and may be
as high as 8.1%, depending on
how quickly the world, US and
Canadian economies grow.” ■■
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Will trucking rates rebound in 2010?
Continued from page 1

CTHRC to certify
driver trainers,
assessors 
OTTAWA, Ont. – Driver trainers
and assessors are now able to have
their own skills and experience rec-
ognized through a new certification
program being offered by the Cana-
dian Trucking Human Resources
Council (CTHRC).

The new certification – recognized
by the Canadian Vocational Associ-
ation – will reflect past work experi-
ence, a review of training materials
and procedures, and the successful
completion of an online exam.

“The goal is to recognize the expe-
rienced driver trainers who meet
National Occupational Standards,”
says CTHRC executive director
Linda Gauthier. “This certification
program will help to establish and
promote the standards for safety
and professional practice, while in-
creasing recognition for the profes-
sion of driver trainers.”

The certifications are offered for
those who train in the classroom
only, in the cab only, or in both.

“This certification program was
developed by industry stakeholders
for industry,” says Mayne Root, ex-
ecutive director of the Alberta Mo-
tor Transport Association. “It pro-
vides consistency across the industry
sectors and across the country and
has been developed to meet nation-
ally recognized standards. The goal
was to have a certification process
that was easily accessible to anyone
who wanted to participate in it,and I
believe that has been accom-
plished.”

Application fees have been set at
$300 for an in-class certification,
$300 for an in-cab certification, and
$450 for a combined in-class and in-
cab certification. For more on the
program, visit www.cthrc.com. ■■

Introducing Yokohama’s breakthrough new Zenvironment technology. With a 
stronger, more resilient rubber compound that resists cuts and chips, it’s 
revolutionizing the trucking industry. Zenvironment offers a longer original 
tread life, better retreadability and lower rolling resistance for better fuel 
economy. And the casing comes with a 7 year limited warranty. Plus it’s 

guaranteed to have a cost per kilometre lower than any major competing brand by at least 15%. 
So join the movement. Ask your dealer about it today.

ZENVIRONMENT. 
CHANGING THE LANDSCAPE.

www.Yokohama.ca
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Clearly, the economy will continue
to be the major pre-occupation of
Canadian trucking companies in
2010. While there are indications
that things may have hit bottom, at
least in terms of volume, things re-
main quite fragile.The US economy
and the value of the Canadian dollar
versus the US greenback continue
to be major wildcards. It would
probably be best to operate as if
things were not likely to improve,
but hope that they do.

Economic issues are not the only
source of concern for 2010. A host
of major policy/regulatory issues
loom large. In the space afforded
me here, I will concentrate on a few
of the ones that I think could have
the most significant impact on the
industry.

Perhaps we should not have been
shocked (given the previous success
the anti-truck groups have had in
the US courts) but it still came as a
bombshell when the FMCSA an-
nounced that it would be reviewing,
revising and rewriting the US hours-
of-service rule in 2010.The outcome
is unpredictable at this point.
However,you can bet the chances of
the US rule being made more flexi-
ble are slim to none. It is likely that
the additional hour of driving and
the 34-hour reset (modeled after a
proposal developed by CTA), will
be under the microscope. At the
same time, FMCSA is developing its
EOBR rule and one would think the
pressure to come in with some sort
of mandate is increased.

At this point in time, there ap-
pears to be little appetite for re-
opening the HoS regulation in
Canada. Indeed, there is pressure
being brought to bear by some
provinces (four have yet to adopt
anything close to the federal regula-
tion) to increase flexibility for cer-
tain sectors.

Whether developments in the US
will cause a change in thinking here
remains to be seen. In the end, it re-
ally doesn’t matter since Canadian
carriers and drivers who operate
into and out of the US will have to
comply with the US rules regardless.

CTA supports a universal EOBR
mandate and is currently working
with federal/provincial officials to
develop a Canadian standard, which
will then give Canada a basis from
which to sit down with the
Americans and try to come up with
a North American standard.

That work is now more important
than ever.

Other major safety initiatives are
also expected to take shape in 2010.
It seems more and more likely that
the FMCSA will introduce some
form of mandatory testing for sleep
apnea amongst commercial drivers.

While we may not see the rule in
2010, work is continuing in this di-
rection. At the same time, CTA is
working with Canadian govern-
ments to develop a Canadian pro-
gram that it is hoped would receive
reciprocal treatment from the US. If
(or more likely when) the US goes,
Canadian carriers and drivers will
again have to comply. Think drug
testing all over again.

There is also little doubt that the
US is moving towards a regulation
mandating the installation of elec-
tronic stability control systems on

heavy trucks at the factory level.
Two of the major OEMs already
make such devices a standard part of
their vehicle package while it is an
option for the others. The evidence,
both empirical and, from carriers’
own experiences suggests the tech-
nology works and is cheap insur-
ance. CTA is urging Transport
Canada to begin preparing now to
mirror the US rules when they are
introduced.

The battle against climate change
by reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions is moving to the next level.
While we may not see a cap-and-

trade system introduced in 2010,
there will be plenty of other initia-
tives. In January 2010,California will
start requiring trucks operating into,
out of and within the state, to be
equipped with SmartWay-certified
fuel efficiency technologies and de-
vices – Canadian carriers included.
Will other signatories to the Western
Climate Initiative – including four
Canadian provinces – follow suit? 

How will Canadian carriers com-
ply when most provinces restrict the
weight on wide-base single tires and
no province currently allows a full
boat-tail – two of the main technolo-
gies that SmartWay certifies and
which are a key component of
CTA’s enviroTruck initiative?

The debate underway in the US
over highway re-authorization fund-
ing is also one to watch. Policy-mak-
ers there have come to the realiza-
tion that if in fact the measures to
reduce fuel consumption succeed,

revenues from fuel taxes – the
source of funding for the US high-
way system – will also shrink.

Other ways of raising money will
have to be found. ATA favours an
increase in the federal fuel tax.
Others prefer tolls or vehicle
weight/distance taxes.

In Canada, public sentiment
seems to be turning against the huge
budget deficits that every province
and the federal government have
rung up over the past year. Will we
be able to grow our way back to fis-
cal balance or will governments ulti-
mately have to look at increasing
taxes? 

These are some of the key issues
that will dominate the policy agenda
in 2010. ■■

IndustryIndustry

– David Bradley is president of the
Ontario Trucking Association and
chief executive officer of the
Canadian Trucking Alliance.

Major issues loom for the Canadian trucking industry in 2010
Industry 
Issues

David
Bradley

NEW TRUCKS
KEVIN SHEEHAN
MURRAY EVANS
FRANK SAVOY

EUGENE PETRENKO
VOYTEK SPOLITAKIEWICZ

SONNY KHARA
JOHN MURPHY (Sales Mgr.)

NEW & USED TRUCKS

Mon. – Thurs. 8:30 AM to 7 PM
Friday 8:30 AM to 6 PM
Saturday 9 AM to 2 PM

Sales�
FREE DELIVERY

Mon. – Fri. 7:00 AM to Midnight
Saturday 8:00 AM to 3:00 PM

Parts�
24 HOUR EMERGENCY

Mon. – Fri. 7:00 AM to Midnight
Saturday 8:00 AM to 3:00 PM

Service�

EUGENE PETRENKO SPEAKS RUSSIAN & UKRAINIAN
VOYTEK SPOLITAKIEWICZ SPEAKS POLISH
SONNY KHARA SPEAKS HINDI & PUNJABI

SEVERAL 1991 to 2007 STRAIGHT TRUCKS, 
INTERNATIONAL, GMC, F’LINER, VOLVO

with 15'-24' van bodies and flat beds and mobile service trucks,
single axle and tandem, auto and STD, air or hydraulic brakes.

Call for details.

FACTORY LICENSED TECHNICIANS • 26 BAYS • FAST LUBE PIT • ALIGNMENT RACK • EMISSION TESTING

OVER 50 1998-2009 USED VOLVO FLATTOPS, MIDROOFS 
AND CONDOS Cummins, Detroit & Volvo Power,

O/O & Fleet Specs. From $7,950.

SEVERAL HEAVY SPEC DAY CABS AND SLEEPERS, VOLVO, 
W-STAR, F/LINER, MACK AND INTERNATIONALS 
430 hp to 600 hp, Cat, Cummins, Detroit and Volvo,

13 & 18 spd’s.,14,600 lb to 16,000 lb fronts,
46,000 lb rears, air ride, all with low miles.

Call for complete details.

SHEEHAN’S 
TRUCK CENTRE INC.

905-632-0300
1-800-254-2859
905-632-0300

Fax: 905-632-4557

MEDIUM
DUTY

VOLVO VHD TRIAXLES 
WITH DUMP BODIES
VOLVO VHD TRIAXLES 
WITH DUMP BODIESSHEEHAN’S LEASING LTD.

SHORT TERM & 
LONG TERM LEASES 

ON VOLVO DAYCABS AND 
SLEEPER CABS

2010 VOLVO TRACTORS
ON GROUND!

2010 VOLVO TRACTORS
ON GROUND!

SHEEHAN’S LEASING LTD.
SHORT TERM & 

LONG TERM LEASES 
ON VOLVO DAYCABS AND 

SLEEPER CABS

(6) 2006 VOLVO VNL64T-600’s w/61" HIRISE CONDO’s
465 HP Volvo’s, engine brakes, 13 spds, 40 rears, air ride,

alum. wheels, bunk beds, fridge, full fairings, extremely well 
maintained fleet, 714,000 to 796,000 km’ s, bal. of 6 yr. – 966,000 

km warranty. From $39,950. to $43,950.

• 465 H.P.
• 18 Speed
• 20 & 46 Axles
• HN suspension
• Heavy double frame

• All aluminum wheels
• Loaded with options
• 201⁄2' High tensile Bibeau 

box, heated air tarp,
air gate

Accredited Test Facility
* An official mark of the Province

of Ontario used under licence

*

VOLVO VHD TRIAXLES 
WITH DUMP BODIESGREAT SELECTION OF 

2010 MODEL VOLVO 
TRACTORS!

INTERNET: www.heavytrux.com

OVER 130 CLEAN USED TRUCKS!OVER 130 CLEAN USED TRUCKS!

HEAVY SPEC!

LARGE INVENTORY OF 
VN MODEL TRACTORS
LARGE INVENTORY OF 
VN MODEL TRACTORS

Cummins and Volvo Power
Many Colours To Choose From.

USED TRUCKS
DENNIS SHEEHAN

(Used Truck Mgr.)

ADAM CZIRAKI • PAUL REPAR
MIKE MURPHY

email: sales@sheehanstruck.com

WE BUY TRUCKS!

WE HAVE MORE USED VOLVO’S THAN ANYONE!

SEVERAL 1992-2001 SNOW PLOWS, FORD, 
INTERNATIONAL, GMC

Single axle or tandem, Auto or STD, 14,600 lb. to 
20,000 lb. fronts, all with plows, most with spreaders.

Call for details.

(3) 2005 VOLVO VNL64T-670’s
w/61" Hirise condo’s, 465 HP Volvo, engine brake, 12 spd. auto’s,
40 rears, air ride, alum. wheels, full fairings, bunk beds, fridge, full 

lockers, bal. of 6 yr. 966,000 km’s engine warranty, bal. of 5 yr.
1,200,000 km’s trans warranty, 867,000 km’s to 900,000 km’s.

$24,950. Ea.

4320 HARVESTER RD., BURLINGTON, ONTARIO

THE EVOLUTION OF EXCELLENCE IN
MEDIUM DUTY TRUCKS
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Back in 2005, Transport Canada
commissioned a series of transporta-
tion security overview papers, in-
cluding one that dealt with the
trucking sector.The paper on truck-
ing was prepared by Sam Barone of
InterVISTAS and was based on in-
dustry stakeholder views, including
those of the PMTC.

The idea behind the initiative was
to assess current and future threats
to the industry;what systems were in
place to mitigate security threats;
and how the trucking industry could
be used by terrorists.

Prompted in part by recent discus-
sions with the RCMP and the truck
insurance sector about the level of
infiltration by the criminal element
into the trucking industry, I re-read
the 2005 paper. There is a connec-
tion I believe between criminal infil-
tration and national security when it
comes to trucking. It may not be a
direct connection, but tangentially
the two subjects come together at
the trucking sector.

In previous articles I described
how criminals infiltrate trucking and
some of the safeguards that individ-
ual trucking companies and shippers
have put in place to combat them.
This approach – companies effec-
tively doing their own thing – was
identified in the 2005 report.That re-
port stated “Some trucking compa-
nies…have undertaken security risk
assessments and developed best
practices, (but) these activities are
neither uniform nor widespread.”

That situation seems not to have
changed.Some carriers have willing-
ly shared ‘best practices,’ but most
are still on their own to develop and
implement security procedures. In
our view, those best practices could
easily be compiled and made acces-
sible to the entire trucking commu-
nity.Those that have not considered
security to any significant degree
could certainly use the information,
and those that have would likely
find information that could be used
to improve their efforts.

The potential impact of any coor-
dinated attack on our infrastructure
(specifically roads, bridges and bor-
der crossings) cannot be overstated.
The lifestyle of North Americans de-
pends on an efficient truck trans-
portation system for the delivery of
everything that is consumed in busi-
ness or by its citizens. Disrupting
that network for any significant
length of time would be devastating.

If you doubt that point of view,
consider that within a few years of
the Smart Border Declaration of
2001, border crossing times for com-
mercial trucks had increased by over
300%,according to the Coalition for
Secure and Trade Efficient Borders,
with resulting delays and frustration.
And that’s with the entire infrastruc-
ture still intact! Just imagine the
chaos if, for example, a border
bridge were disabled.

The working group that partici-
pated in the 2005 report identified
and agreed upon five areas of vul-
nerability in Canada’s transporta-
tion systems. These were:
HazMat/Dangerous Goods; strate-
gic infrastructure; industry fragmen-
tation; lack of corporate infrastruc-
ture with small carriers; and
recovery and response planning.

As might have been expected, the

most significant potential threat
raised was that of a terrorist attack
using trucks loaded with hazardous
material. That same concern was
also raised in my recent discussions
with the RCMP.We are not just talk-
ing about theft of cargo and its im-
plications, but the potential for seri-
ous infrastructure damage and
death if trucks are misused by crimi-
nals or terrorists.

The prevailing view still seems to
be that the greatest exposure faced
by trucking is not in domestic activi-
ties but on trucks bound of the
Canada/US border. Cross-border
shipping has of course received
much attention in recent years with
such security-minded programs as
C-TPAT, PIP, FAST and driver
checks for those hauling dangerous
goods or entering port lands.

But, ironically, because there has
been such heavy emphasis on cross-
border movements between Canada
and the US, we haven’t devoted as
much attention to security of domes-
tic transportation.

One exception may be the more
proactive approach to the trans-
portation of dangerous goods since
9/11 as evinced by Transport
Canada’s activities and those of
Quebec specifically.

But generally speaking, the securi-
ty of our domestic transportation
network doesn’t seem to have been
a high priority.

Or perhaps the work that has
been done has not been given much
visibility. If that is the case we won-
der why the industry has not been
inundated with plans, ideas, sugges-
tions or templates to help carriers
and shippers organize their opera-
tional security.

But something may be afoot. Part
of Transport Canada’s mission is to
promote a safe and secure trans-
portation system,and to that end the
Surface and Intermodal Security
Directorate (SIMS) works to en-
hance the security of that system.

Fair do’s, SIMS has only been in
place for just over one year and so
far has concentrated its efforts on
rail and urban transit.

SIMS is now preparing to focus at-
tention on a strategy for the security
of surface and intermodal sectors.

This strategy will, according to
Transport Canada, articulate the vi-
sion, mission and mandate of SIMS;
prioritize the highest security risks in
the surface and intermodal sectors;
and outline policy and program pri-
orities for SIMS to address the risks.

Recently Transport Canada an-
nounced plans to host a workshop to
assess the vulnerability and impacts
of various threat scenarios. PMTC
will be participating and we are
looking forward to helping raise the
importance and visibility of domes-
tic transportation security. ■■

IndustryIndustry

– The PMTC  is the only national
association dedicated to the private
trucking community. Address com-
ments to trucks@pmtc.ca.
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JANUARY

Jan. 18-21, Heavy-Duty Aftermarket Week, The Mirage, 
Las Vegas, NV, www.hdaw.org

Jan. 22, Toronto Transportation Club Ski Day, Craigleith Ski Club, 
Collingwood, ON, www.torontotransportationclub.com

Jan. 29, OTA Ski Day, www.ontruck.org

FEBRUARY

Feb. 1-5, World of Concrete, Las Vegas Convention Center, 
Las Vegas, NV, www.worldofconcrete.com

Feb. 9-12, ATA Technology and Maintenance Council, Tampa 
Convention Center, Tampa, FL, www.truckline.com

Feb. 17-19, University of Manitoba Trucking Symposium, University of 
Winnipeg, Winnipeg, MB, Paul  Larson, larson@cc.umanitoba.ca

Feb. 21-23, APTA Truck Technology Conference, Delta Brunswick 
Hotel, Saint John, N.B., www.apta.ca

Feb. 28-March 3, Truckload Carriers Association Convention, Wynn 
Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV, www.truckload.org

MARCH

March 5, Toronto Trucking Association Osler Bluff Family Ski Day,
www.torontotrucking.org

March 10-12, The Work Truck Show, St. Louis, MO, www.ntea.com

March 25-27, Mid-America Trucking Show, Kentucky Exposition Center, 
Louisville, KY, www.truckingshow.com

APRIL

Apr. 5-8, Truck Rental & Leasing Association Annual Meeting,
www.doralresort.com Doral Golf Resort & Spa, Miami, FL, www.trala.org

Apr. 8, Toronto Transportation Club Transportation Night,
Mississauga Convention Centre, Mississauga, ON, 
www.torontotransportationclub.com

Apr. 15, Toronto Trucking Association Annual General Meeting,
Toronto, ON, www.torontotrucking.org

Apr. 15-17, Truck World, International Centre, Toronto, ON, 
www.truckworld.ca

Apr. 30-May 2, AMTA Annual General Meeting, Rimrock Hotel, 
Banff, AB, www.amta.ca

Apr. 30-May 1, Quebec Trucking Association Annual Convention,
Hilton Hotel Lac-Leamy, Gatineau, QC, www.carrefour-acq.org

MAY

May 4-5, Transpo 2010, Toronto, ON, www.cita-acti.ca

May 10-12, Canadian Fleet Maintenance Seminars, Markham, ON, 
www.cfmsonline.com

May 16-20, Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators 
Annual Meeting, Delta Fredericton, Fredericton, NB, www.ccmta.ca

May 19, OTA Spring Golf Tournament, www.ontruck.org

May 26, Toronto Trucking Association Spring Social, Woodbine 
Racetrack, www.torontotrucking.org

May 29-30, Road Today Truck Show, Powerade Centre, Brampton, ON, 
www.roadtodaytruckshow.com

May 29-June 1, Heavy-Duty Distributor Council Annual Business 
Conference, Halifax Marriott Harbourfront, Halifax, NS, www.hddc.on.ca

May 31, PMTC Quebec Spring Golf Tournament, www.pmtc.ca

Calendar of Events
JUNE

June 1-3, Roadcheck 2010, North America-wide, www.cvsa.org

June 3, AMTA Annual Driver Appreciation BBQ, Leduc Scales, 
Leduc, AB, www.amta.ca

June 7, PMTC Ontario Spring Golf Tournament, www.pmtc.ca

June 10, Toronto Trucking Association Annual Golf Tournament,
Lionhead, www.torontotrucking.org

June 15, Truck News/Chevron Golfing for Wishes Charity Golf 
Tournament, Wooden Sticks Golf Club, Uxbridge, ON, 
Kathy Penner (416-510-6892) or Brenda Grant (416-494-3333)

June 17-19, Great West Truck Show, Las Vegas Convention Center, 
Las Vegas, NV, www.truckshow.com

June 18, Private Motor Truck Council of Canada Convention,
Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON, www.pmtc.ca

June 18-20, Stirling Truck Show, Stirling, ON, 
www.stirlingtruckshow.com

JULY

July 22-25, Fergus Truck Show, Fergus, ON, 
www.fergustruckshow.com

July 29-Aug. 1, Rodeo du Camion, Notre-Dame-du-Nord, QC, 
www.elrodeo.com

AUGUST

Aug. 23, PMTC Ontario Summer Golf Tournament, www.pmtc.ca

Aug. 26-29, Great American Trucking Show, Dallas, TX, 
www.gatsonline.com

SEPTEMBER

Sept. 11, AMTA Annual Driver Appreciation BBQ, Balzac Scales, 
Balzac, AB, www.amta.ca

Sept. 12-18, Brake Safety Week, North America-wide, www.cvsa.org

Sept. 14-16, Freight Transportation Conference, FTR Associates, 
Indianapolis, IN, www.ftrassociates.com

Sept. 15, OTA Fall Golf Tournament, www.ontruck.org

Sept. 18, World’s Largest Truck Convoy for Special Olympics, Paris, ON, 
www.sosconvoy.com

Sept. 20-23, CVSA Annual Conference, Anaheim Marriott, Anaheim, CA, 
www.cvsa.org

OCTOBER

Oct. 1-2, Truxpo, Tradex Centre, Abbotsford, B.C., 
www.truxpo.com

Oct. 16-19, ATA Management Conference & Exhibition, Phoenix 
Convention Center, Phoenix, AZ, www.truckline.com

NOVEMBER

Nov. 5-7, CamExpo, Centre de Foires de Québec, Quebec City, QC, 
www.cam-expo.com

Nov. 18, OTA Convention, Toronto, ON, www.ontruck.org

DECEMBER

Dec. 2, Toronto Transportation Club Annual Dinner, Royal York Hotel, 
Toronto, ON, www.torontotransportationclub.com
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For many carriers, every dollar
spent on safety programs has result-
ed in a return-on-investment (ROI)
of $3, achieved through the reduc-
tion of losses, maintenance costs,
downtime and driver turnover. In
addition to producing a profitable
ROI, safety programs can also en-
hance employee and public safety,
protect your company’s reputation
and carrier safety rating, and im-
prove your bottom line.

In order to achieve these kinds of
benefits, safety needs to be under-
stood as an attitude and a culture
that begins at the top, with senior
management responsible for set-
ting the standards to which all em-
ployees adhere. Those standards
need to be communicated, under-
stood, and practiced by all employ-
ees, so that they become a way of
doing business.

With the support from senior
management, the safety manager
needs to communicate with and ob-
tain buy-in from all other depart-
ments to ensure that safety issues
are properly addressed. In order to
secure executive buy-in, they need
to provide a cost-benefit analysis
that demonstrates and quantifies the
anticipated savings for the company.

So what resources can the safety
manager use to help create a culture
of safety? In most cases, these re-
sources are already in-house, and
can serve as extremely valuable as-
sets. For example, operations is es-
sentially all about on-time, damage-
free pick-up and deliveries. These

staff members are responsible not
only for driver performance man-
agement but also for safety initia-
tives, which can help enhance driver
performance and result in increased
productivity.

They also have a greater opportu-
nity to proactively affect driver safe-
ty than one might first realize.
Because they control driver assign-
ments and have daily driver contact,
they have the advantage of being
able to identify emerging safety is-
sues as they develop. Dispatchers
who view themselves as a member
of the safety department are a valu-
able resource, so educating and sup-
porting them in their early recogni-
tion and management of driver
safety issues are vital to fleet safety
management.

Likewise, maintenance can also
provide good support for the safety
manager,as they understand that re-
duced equipment breakdown and
damage means reduced servicing
costs.They have the responsibility of
ensuring that equipment is well-
maintained and safe, which puts
them in an ideal position to identify
whether equipment failures are a re-
sult of a product defect, inadequate
vehicle inspections,or over-the-road

servicing while the equipment is out
of their control. Communicating
these findings to all levels of man-
agement will allow for the issue to
be addressed either through a re-
vised maintenance program, alter-
native over-the-road servicing
arrangements, or through continued
driver training.

Beyond these, an additional re-
source for the safety manager can be
their safety and training services ad-
visor. The leading insurers have a
team of some of the most experi-
enced industry professionals who
have access to vast resources of in-
formation, and they would be avail-
able to help you every step of the
way. The important point to remem-
ber is that safety managers should

take advantage of all that’s available
to them – there’s no need to go it
alone. All levels of management
have a responsibility to continually
explore opportunities for improve-
ment; not just the safety manager.
By starting at the top and integrating
safety into your entire company cul-
ture, your fleet will be better poised
for success. ■■

– This month’s expert is Clive
Thomson, STS solutions manager
for Markel Insurance Company of
Canada. Send your questions, feed-
back and comments about this col-
umn to info@markel.ca. To read
more, visit Markel’s Web site at
www.markel.ca and click on the
Articles & Essays section.

SafetySafety

Creating a culture of safety
Ask the
Expert
Clive
Thomson
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By Ingrid Phaneuf
TORONTO, Ont. – Winter tire
maintenance is like tire mainte-
nance all year round. But the conse-
quences of not maintaining your
tires correctly during the year’s
worst driving months can be much
more deadly.

That’s why smart fleets,owner/op-
erators and drivers should take the
following into consideration as the
weather worsens:

Match the tire to 
the conditions

There are all kinds of commercial
tires out there, for all kinds of pur-
poses. Of course, your choice of tire
should depend on what and where

you’re running. A dedicated winter
tire may not be appropriate for run-
ning south and back, but it may be
just the ticket for running through
the Rockies. And obviously a four
season tire is not going to cut the
mustard in heavy snow, but it could
be ideal for those southern runs.

“If you’re crossing Canada in win-
ter time, you are probably going to
use a winter tire,” says Jeff Bullock,
national service manager for
Hankook Tire Canada. “But if

you’re driving north to south you
don’t want to be running a winter
tire on hot pavement. What you
need then is a four season.”

A good grip is what winter tires
provide in spades,using rubber com-
pounds and biting edges on more ag-
gressive tread patterns designed to
cling to wintry roads.

“A more aggressive pattern with
an open shoulder is more suited to
severe snow conditions, while a
milder design is better for a southern
route,” says Brian Rennie, director
of sales and engineering with
Bridgestone Canada.

Of course your tire choice should
also depend on the rig you drive. If
you run a straight truck or tractor
with a single drive axle, an aggres-
sive drive tire tread pattern is impor-
tant. Lots of lugs will dig into snow
and provide better traction. If you
run a tandem-axle rig, you already
have double the drive and traction,
so depending on the road condi-
tions, you might get enough grip
with traditional over-the-road drive
tires that are designed for good trac-
tion and long miles to removal.

One option for snowy or slushy
conditions is to have your tires siped.
Many tire dealers in the northern
US and Canada have tire-siping ma-
chines, which cut grooves into your
tires. It is generally believed that
siped tires can produce a measura-

ble improvement in traction on slip-
pery surfaces. However, some lug
tires, when siped, may be prone to
tread tearing on dry pavement.And
siping tires may void warranties un-
der certain conditions.Ask your tire
dealer for more information prior to
siping your tires. Or buy them siped
– some manufacturers are already
making them that way.

Siping or no, experts say the best
tires for winter driving are new ones.

“Put your best foot forward with
new treads,” says Tim Miller, mar-
keting and communications manag-
er for Goodyear Commercial Tire
North America.

Of course, fuel consumption and
how many miles you can get out of a
tire are always a concern for truck-
ers,one that drives manufacturers to
continually explore new ways to get
good traction without increasing
fuel use and decreasing mileage.

“Fuel economy is one compo-
nent,” says John Overing, segment
manager for the Michelin Canada’s
commercial truck division.
“Reducing rolling resistance has the
effect of reducing fuel consump-
tion.”

Winter tires made of softer rubber
compounds and with bigger tread
patterns tend to wear more quickly.
Which brings us to another funda-
mental winter driving practice –
maintenance.

Maintenance

Checking your tires is essential to
safe driving all year round, but did
you know that come winter, special
factors make it even more impor-
tant? Tread depth, for example, re-
quires close monitoring, especially
on dedicated winter tires.

“Winter tires wear more quickly
and more irregularly,” points out
Greg Cressman, director of techni-
cal services for Yokohama Tire
Canada. “That’s because the com-
pounds they’re made with are softer,
to provide more grip, and the tread
patterns have more blocks and sipes
in it, which means tires can pick up
stones and wear irregularly.”

Drivers need to be diligent about
checking how tires are wearing and
have tires rotated to extend their
life.

“You’ve got to rotate even more
with a winter tire,” says Cressman.
“So you’ve got to take the time to as-
sess the irregular wear rate,especial-
ly on the front axles.”

Wear rate is also affected by the
way tires flex when they roll, bend-
ing the tire’s rubber and steel cords.
The flexing generates heat, and tire
wear is the result of friction created
between the road’s surface and the
tread as the tire rolls along. Heat is a
tire’s worst enemy. Check the wear
rate on your tires by rubbing your
hand along the tread and sidewalls
to feel for problems like flat spots,
cuts, shoulder wear, bulges, sidewall
damage, etc.

Inflation

Proper inflation is the single most
critical factor for getting the safest
and longest life out of tires. It is not
the tire, but the air inside the tire
that carries the weight of the vehicle,
absorbs shock and keeps the tire in
its proper shape so it can perform as
designed. A tire that is improperly
inflated does not roll as smoothly or
as easily as it was designed to roll.
More importantly, most tire-related

TiresTires
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truck accidents are caused by im-
proper tire inflation.Tire-related ac-
cidents are avoidable, as long as
truckers maintain the proper infla-
tion for a given tire size and load.

When tires are over-inflated, ex-
cessive wear occurs at the center of
the tread because it will bear the ma-
jority of the vehicle’s weight.

Over-inflated tires tend to not ab-
sorb road hazards like debris in the
road and potholes, increasing the
risk of sustaining a puncture or im-
pact damage.

That’s why tire pressure should
only be checked when a tire is cold –
before a vehicle is driven (or when it
has been driven less than a mile).
Once a vehicle has been driven, tires
warm up and there is an increase in
air pressure resulting in an inaccu-
rate reading.After driving a truck, a
“hot” tire can take several hours to
cool down.

Checking the pressure with the
truck outside, not inside in some
warm garage where the temperature
of the air filling the tires may not

match road conditions, is ideal. Of
course, checking the pressure in bit-
ter cold presents another challenge,
as moist air can come out of the
valve and freeze on the spot, which
makes the valve stick.

If that happens, by all means,
check the pressure inside, but re-
member that when you fill the tires
you’ll have to compensate for a
greater pressure drop in extreme
cold.

At 20 or 30 degrees below zero air
pressure loss is even greater than
normal.

In Alaska or parts of Canada
when it’s 45 below,you might lose up
to two psi for every seven-degree
drop in ambient temperature.

If you have your truck in the shop
for six hours and it’s nice and warm
and you fill to 70 psi, the inflation
pressure may not be adequate for
the kind of weight you’re hauling.

You might need 90 psi or more.
Conversely, because air pressures
fall one pound for every 10-degree F
drop in the ambient temperature, if

you check your pressures in the heat
of the day they may be two or three
psi lower the next morning after a
night of cooler temperatures.

All the more reason to check tire
pressure regularly, with a properly-
calibrated tire gauge rather than
kicking or hitting your tires with a
baseball bat. You don’t thump on
the hood to see if you need oil do
you?

“It’s especially important to make
sure you’re checking the pressure in
winter because the accessibility of
valves may make maintenance awk-
ward,” says Rennie.

In other words, the guy or gal who
drove the truck before you may
have been unwilling to hunker down
and check it him or herself. Don’t be
the one to pay the price of his or her
neglect.

Chains

As for chains, with chain laws in ef-
fect in some areas, it’s not a question
of whether you use them, but
whether you can use them without

doing serious damage to your tires.
That’s why fit is all important, say

the experts.
“If your chains don’t fit proper-

ly or they’re improperly installed
they can damage your tires,” says
Goodyear’s Miller. “That’s why
it’s important to read the instruc-
tion sheet provided by the chain
manufacturer when you’re in-
stalling them. Manufacturers rec-
ommend you put the chain on,
drive a few hundred feet and then
retighten them,” adds Miller.
“They may loosen.”

Last but not least, when it
comes picking and maintaining
your tires in winter (and all year
round), your tire dealer is your
best source for help with tread se-
lection, maintenance tips and best
practices for tire inspection, pres-
sure checks, and chaining tech-
niques.

Believe it or not, when it comes to
getting you home safely in all weath-
er conditions, you tire dealer is on
your side. ■■
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By James Menzies
TORONTO, Ont. – As the calen-
dar flips to 2010, you could be for-
given if you find yourself thinking
more about DEF than DPFs.

The first engines in North
America requiring diesel exhaust
fluid (DEF) are now hitting
Canadian highways and cus-
tomers will soon be seeking out
suppliers of the urea-based solu-
tion required for engines using se-
lective catalytic reduction (SCR).
But that’s a topic for another day.
In the meantime, diesel particu-
late filters (DPFs), which will re-
main a fixture on all 2010 highway
trucks, will be coming due for
their first cleanings.

DPFs were introduced by all
OEMs in response to the EPA07
emissions standards that called
for a reduction in particulate mat-
ter (PM). The filters trap PM and
burn it off at high temperatures,
usually passively and transparent-
ly while the truck is rolling down

the highway.
By all accounts, the filters have

lived up to manufacturer promis-
es of lengthy cleaning intervals,
with many still functioning at
400,000 kms or more – well be-
yond the 150,000 mile (240,000
km) minimum required by the
EPA.

But that’s not to say they’ve
been without their problems.
Kevin Beaulieu, supervisor of fuel
efficiency with Bison Transport,
said his company has encountered
problems with injector failures
triggering DPF regenerations
more frequently than required,
“causing the things to want to re-
generate several times daily,
which takes a huge toll on fuel
economy.”

Even so, Bison has yet to re-
quire a large-scale cleaning or ex-
change (and incidentally, the fleet
never did make the transition to
CJ-4 engine oils, which some oil
companies insisted would be nec-

essary to avoid premature clog-
ging of the filter).

Now that the first of Bison’s
EPA07 engines are approaching
the 400,000-km mark, the compa-
ny is beginning to evaluate its
DPF cleaning and replacement
options. Having been quoted as
much as $500 per exchange
through local vendors, the compa-
ny is staring at an enormous ex-
pense, causing it to consider pur-
chasing its own DPF cleaning
equipment.

“With the number of units we
have in service, it wouldn’t take
very long to have a payback on
our own machine, even if it’s cen-
tralized in one location and we
ship to other terminals,” pointed
out Itamar Levine, director of
fleet assets with Bison Transport.

But DPF cleaning machines
don’t come cheap, making them
infeasible for most small fleets
and certainly owner/operators.
And even large fleets may have to
factor in the cost of upping the
voltage of their facilities and
training staff on the use of the ma-
chines if they wish to implement
an in-house cleaning program.

“That’s very expensive,” point-
ed out Tom Nelson, sales rep for
DPF Cleaning Specialists, a new
Windsor, Ont.-based company
that offers DPF cleaning services
in southern Ontario. “It could be
$75,000 or more just for set-up.”

Truck and engine dealers have
been launching simple cleaning

and exchange programs that mini-
mize the downtime and disruption
for fleets and owner/operators.

“For Volvo, the recommended
procedure is to simply have your
Volvo dealer swap out the DPF
core and replace it with a remanu-
factured core,” Volvo spokesman
James McNamara explained.
“This is the same procedure as to-
day and can be done during the
course of an oil change. The used
cores are then shipped to our re-
manufacturing centre where they
are restored to greater than 90%
of their original efficiency. This
way dealers and customers avoid
the expense and bother of pur-
chasing or operating a core clean-
ing system.”

Cummins also offers a while-
you-wait DPF cleaning service as
well as an exchange program in
which a customer can swap their
DPF for a ReCon Particulate
Filter.

“The ReCon exchange program
is the simplest and most time effi-
cient process for getting the cus-
tomer back on the road quickly,”
suggested Christy Nycz, on-high-
way communications manager
with Cummins. She added more
than 125 Cummins distributors
and many dealers have been
equipped with DPF cleaning ma-
chines.

“We are confident that the serv-
ice network is sufficiently pre-
pared to accommodate cus-
tomers’ service needs as they

MaintenanceMaintenance
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approach the first needed clean-
ing interval for DPFs,” she said.

While all engine suppliers are
now offering convenient cleaning
and exchange programs, the
cleaning methods do vary.
Cummins uses a pulse-air cleaner
which produces pulses of air that
remove excess ash from the filter,
Nycz explained. Detroit Diesel,
on the other hand, uses a propri-
etary “de-ionized water technology”
to restore filters to 95% of their
original capacity.

A third option for truck operators
is to seek out the services of a com-
pany specializing in the cleaning of
DPFs or a specialized exhaust shop
that offers DPF cleaning.

DPF Cleaning Specialists, is a
recently-formed company that
serves the Detroit-Toronto corri-
dor. Nelson said the company was
set up to provide a convenient op-
tion for customers who wanted to
continue using their own filter.

DPF Cleaning Specialists visits
the fleet or owner/operator, picks
up the filter (the customer must
remove it and reinstall it after-
wards), cleans it overnight and re-
turns it the following day. It also
applies a serial number to each fil-
ter and creates an online service
record so fleets can monitor the
cleaning history and mileage of
each of their DPFs. DPF Cleaning
Specialists encourages fleets to
stock one or two additional filters
so they can simply swap them out
for cleaning and further reduce
downtime.

The cost of a straight cleaning is
about $300 per filter (with volume
discounts available to fleets) in-
cluding pick-up and delivery with-
in southern Ontario.

“The big thing is, you’re getting
your own filter back,” Nelson
said. “On an exchange program,
you’re getting another filter and
you don’t know what you’re get-
ting. You could be getting some-
body’s problem.”

DPF Cleaning Specialists uses
the high-end FSX cleaning ma-
chine and also inspects the filter
for damage.

If the filter’s excessively clogged
due to a blown turbo or other mal-
function, it may need to be baked
for eight to 12 hours in a kiln, which
will add to the cost of cleaning.The
company says its cleaning tech-
niques restore the filter to 97-98%
of its original capacity. DPF
Cleaning Specialists can be reached
at 877-373-2580 or found online at
www.dpfcleaningspecialists.com.

Whatever option you choose,
it’s a good idea to watch for signs
the DPF is losing its effectiveness
and get it in for a cleaning sooner
than later.

“Lots of people are realizing
that if you maintain the filters,
you’ll have them forever. If you
don’t maintain them, you’re going
to have problems,” Nelson said.

If the DPF begins regenerating
more frequently than usual,
Nelson said that’s a good sign the
filter’s due for a cleaning.

This could come earlier than ex-
pected in certain applications
which aren’t conducive to passive
DPF regeneration events, such as
in regional P&D or municipal
duty cycles.

“Generally, the sooner you get
to them the better. Get them

cleaned at around 200,000 to
250,000 miles (320,000-400,000
kms) and keep them clean and
you’re not going to have problems
with them,” Nelson added.

“If you don’t, as soon as it starts
creating backpressure – that can
lead to a whole host of problems.”

Darry Stuart, president of DWS
Fleet Management and one of the

hosts of the Technology and
Maintenance Council’s popular
Shop Talk forum, pointed out it’s
also important to inspect and
clean the DPF following engine
problems.

“If there’s an engine failure of
any kind, such as an injector or
turbocharger failure, the DPF
should be pulled, checked and
cleaned,” he advised.

Otherwise, he said, it may not
function properly down the road.

Stuart said DPF cleaning inter-
vals have been a hot topic at the
TMC of late, but there’s still no
sound data related to when they
should be pulled for their first
cleaning.

The one thing that is known,
however, is that they’ll all need to
be cleaned at some time or anoth-
er, so it’s a good idea to explore
your options early and determine
which approach is the most prac-
tical and cost-effective for your
own operation. ■■

THE IN-HOUSE SOLUTION: Big fleets may want to consider buying their own
DPF cleaning machine like this one, but they cost five figures and may require
power upgrades and technician training.

Shell Lubricants
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Pickles are a popular food – espe-
cially as a companion to many 
finger foods during the holiday
season. Because we North
Americans love pickles, we eat an
average of 106 every year. That’s
about nine pounds! As a comple-
ment for sandwiches, they are
much healthier than a handful of
chips and may still satisfy our
craving for a crunchy, salty snack.

What exactly is a pickle? It’s just
any food that is preserved in vine-
gar or brine. When processed
properly, pickled foods are very
handy because they can be stored
for a long time.

Pickling preserves food by using
acid to lower its pH to less than
4.6.This acid solution prevents the
growth of harmful micro-organ-
isms (like Clostridium botulism),
which can make food spoil and
make people sick.As well, anti-mi-
crobial herbs and spices like garlic,
mustard, dill, cinnamon or cloves
can be added for flavour as well as
for their ability to preserve.

This preserving acid (usually
vinegar) can be added. Or, it can
be produced through natural fer-
mentation (brine) because of salt
being added. For pickles, usually
we think of cucumbers, but actual-
ly almost any fruit or vegetable
can be pickled: beets, eggplant,
carrots, turnips, green beans, cab-
bage, cauliflower and onions.

Most pickles are made from
healthy, low-calorie foods, rich in
fiber, antioxidants, and vitamins
(like C). Plus, when herbs (dill and
garlic) as well as natural, un-
processed vinegars (cider or wine
vinegar) are added, they bring
added health benefits.

Today we’re going to just con-
sider one old favourite: the dill
pickle.To begin, let’s start with the
nutrition of the main ingredient,
the cucumber. Cucumbers aren’t
packed with nutrients like many
other vegetables, but they do have
their benefits. They are a very
good source of Vitamin C, and a
good source of potassium, man-
ganese, folate, magnesium and di-
etary fiber. Cucumbers also have
sterols (mostly in the peel), which
have been shown to lower choles-
terol.

The cucumber’s natural salts,
enzymes, and vitamins are great
for strong cell growth and repair.
Cucumbers can help control con-
stipation, stomach disorders,
arthritis, and acne. In addition, the
high mineral content in cucumber
peel offers a natural source of a
fresh, powerful antioxidant.

The alkalinity of the cucumber
helps the body maintain a proper
pH balance which helps reduce
health conditions caused by in-
creased acidity. Because of its wa-
ter base, the cucumber acts as a di-
uretic. This effect, along with its
low calorie count makes the cu-
cumber an excellent snack for di-
eters.

So, the question is, does the
pickling process affect the nutri-
tional value of the cucumbers?
Yes, somewhat, so be selective.

To get the most nutrition out of
pickles, choose the ones that have
not been heated or pasteurized.
These are the ones pickled in 

salt brine.
These are especially healthy 

because the lacto-fermentation
process cultivates probiotic bacte-
ria. These beneficial microbes live
in the intestines and improve di-
gestion and the immune function.
Since our usual diet of processed
foods and sugars combined with
stress, environmental toxins and
antibiotics depletes our intestinal
microflora, eating probiotic foods
like brine pickles (and sauerkraut
and yogurt) helps build them up.

Unfortunately, instead of being
made with brine, most shelf brands
are made with hot vinegar to main-

tain sterile conditions and increase
the shelf life of the product.

This is convenient for the com-
pany, but not ideal for our health.
So, when choosing pickles, pick the
ones from the cooler with the
word ‘brine’ on the label, ones
which have not been processed
with heat. These have retained
many of the cucumber’s nutrients.

Often, the salt content of pickles
is a legitimate concern. Pickles,
especially brine-cured ones have a
lot of salt – 359 mg in each ounce!
As you know, over the past 10
years, health agencies have strong-
ly suggested that reducing dietary
sodium is good for your health. In
fact, they recommend that healthy
adults eat less than 2,300 mg of
sodium (one teaspoon) each day.
Just think, a few dill pickles would
use up your salt allowance for 
the day.

Is that a big concern? Not for
healthy adults. Now, most health
professionals are becoming more
individualized in their recommen-

dations regarding salt intake.
Studies have shown that healthy
peoples’ bodies can regulate their
own salt levels quite well.
Definitely, some salt is necessary
for the body to regulate fluid levels
and nerve impulses.

However, if you have health 
issues or you’re just still con-
cerned, read the labels and select
reduced-sodium brands. For sure,
snacking on a couple of dill pickles
is much healthier than snacking on
other typical snacks, like chips or
cheezies.

Certainly, over the holiday sea-
son, lots of tasty goodies will be
passed around. Instead of filling
up on high-calorie sweets or high-
fat snack foods, why not get 
yourself into a pickle. Your body
will thank you. Have a dilly of a
New Year!■■

HealthHealth
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By Eric Berard
MONTREAL, Que. – Forget
about the Beatles or the Rolling
Stones. The British invasion in the
trucking industry takes the form of
a brand new generation of auto-
matic transmissions coming from
the UK.

Most of us are familiar with
Continuously Variable Trans-
missions, or CVTs, that are becom-
ing more common in passenger
cars. As the name suggests, the
transmission does not change from
one gear to another but continu-
ously varies the diameter differ-
ence between two pulleys driving a
belt, thus changing the transmis-
sion’s ratio in limitless ways instead

of being restricted to changing
from gear A to gear B.

In addition to working more
smoothly with the engine than a
traditional automatic transmission,
a CVT also offers the advantage of
enhancing the fuel economy of the
vehicle (roughly 5% in passenger
cars), because it always runs at
peak performance.

So, why don’t we have CVTs on
trucks? Truck News asked Andre
Laramee. The man knows a few
things about CVTs, since his
Drummondville, Que. company
CVTech, has been chosen by the
Indian Tata Motors to equip its fa-
mous Nano micro car with a CVT
transmission.

“We use regular belts and ab-
solutely no lube is needed for the
transmission.They would not work
on a truck with much higher
torque,” he says.“In this kind of ap-
plication, the metal belt needs to be
lubricated but, because of the high
torque and the metal shearing that
occurs, the oil deteriorates very
rapidly. There is still a lot of work
to be done to find a lube that will
handle all that.”

It definitely seems like there are
still challenges. Here is what Paul
Olexa, vice-president driveline
sales and marketing at ZF, had to
say: “ZF developed several CVTs
and had them in production for
passenger cars. In commercial
trucks, the torque and cost would
be a concern. From a commercial
vehicle point of view, we are still fo-
cused on conventionally geared
transmissions.”

From CVT to IVT:
Allison steps in

After years of research and devel-
opment, a company called Torotrak
based in Lancashire, U.K., found
the solution to the puzzle and came
up with a CVT-derived transmis-
sion that’s called an Infinitely
Variable Transmission, or IVT.

Truck News got in touch with
Torotrak’s marketing manager Lin
Collier and asked her what the dif-
ference is between a CVT and an
IVT. Here’s what she had to say:
“The core of any transmission us-
ing Torotrak’s technology is the
traction drive ‘toroidal variator.’
Unlike conventional manual or au-
tomatic gearboxes with their
toothed gears, this variator incor-

porates smooth, saucer-shaped
discs and circular rollers.The varia-
tor allows the transmission to de-
liver a stepless range of ratios to
meet all driving conditions. The
simplest form of transmission using
a toroidal variator is a CVT. This
offers a ratio spread of approxi-
mately seven and requires a start-
ing device such as a clutch or
torque converter to launch the 
vehicle from rest.

“An IVT is a more sophisticated
form of transmission where the
variator is used in conjunction with
an epicyclic gear set to provide a
‘geared neutral’ function with a
seamless transition from reverse to
forward motion. A typical IVT is
configured to provide a ratio
spread in excess of seven and pro-
vides high levels of overdrive gear-
ing. With an IVT, no starting device
is required. A specially-developed
oil-like fluid, with unusual lubricat-
ing and traction properties, ensures
grip between the rotating rollers

TransmissionsTransmissions

Eaton’s been down that road before
By Eric Berard

MONTREAL, Que. – While Allison is the first major transmission 
company to commercialize IVTs, it’s certainly not the first one to have
contemplated this option. As early as 1989, manual transmission maker
Eaton was looking at developing this kind of automatic transmission for
trucks. Truck News confirmed this information with  Wayne Higashi,
president and CEO of a California-based company called Epilogics.

Just like Torotrak, Epilogics is a licensing company. It does research
and development but doesn’t commercialize the applications of its 
findings. It sells the manufacturing licence to another corporate entity, in
this case Eaton.

Epilogics’ president told us: “In 1989, Eaton Corp., the largest manu-
facturer of heavy-duty transmissions in North America, licensed the IVT
for heavy-duty truck transmission applications. They paid us a million
dollars in license fees and committed to a 5% royalty payment on sales of
transmissions utilizing our IVT technology. After five years of develop-
ment effort, Eaton failed to build a commercially viable prototype trans-
mission based on this technology and abandoned the project.”

When asked why it didn’t work out, Higashi explains: “Eaton had 
technical problems with robustness/durability that would require the
transmission to be much larger and heavier (and more expensive) than
needed for commercialization.”

Since then, Epilogics has been working on different projects, such as
this one:“One of the technologies developed for the IVT, the Mechanical
Diode one-way clutch, was licensed to Means Industries and was used in
Ford’s rear drive passenger car and light truck transmissions from 1997 to
2007 – 15 million units shipped over a 10-year period with zero defects!”

When asked about its experience with IVTs, an Eaton spokesperson
declined to comment.Yet, a couple of weeks earlier, an internal source at
Eaton said “To the best of my knowledge, we aren’t really working on this
technology anymore.”

And the rest is history. Eaton decided to focus on its core expertise:
mechanical transmissions. A few years later, the AutoShift was born. It’s
an automated manual transmission that only requires the use of the
clutch to launch the vehicle and to stop it. The rest of the time gears are
changed without any intervention by the driver.A second generation was
called the UltraShift. Once again, the gear changes were automated but
the improvement was that there was no more clutch to activate, only two
pedals: the throttle and brake. And recently, Eaton launched its third 
generation AMT, this time called the UltraShift Plus, with features that
get it closer than ever to a “real” automatic transmission. ■■

British invasion
Allison inks deal with UK company to

commercialize Infinitely Variable Transmissions

KEY DIFFERENCE: This is the CVT
transmission CVTech developed for
India’s Tata Motors Nano micro car.
All is in the two pulleys’ diameter 
variation.
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www.kingpinspecialists.com  • rkingpin69@aol.com

CWB CERTIFIED COMPANY • CWB CERTIFIED WELDERS
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and discs to transfer torque
through the transmission from the
engine to the driven wheels.The re-
sult is smooth power delivery,
faster acceleration, improved fuel
economy and reduced emissions.”

Seems complicated? Indeed it is.
But the most important thing is
that it does work. Enough for
Allison to invest a huge amount of
money to acquire the right to man-
ufacture and sell these IVTs on the
North American market and
around the world.

We’re talking big money here,
points out Collier: “The total value
of the licence fees to be paid to
Torotrak under the agreement,
should Allison take up all of the li-
censing and exclusivity options on
offer, will be in the region of £18m
to £28m (CDN$32 to 50 million).
Additionally, royalty payments will
be made to Torotrak for every
Allison transmission sold under the
new arrangement.”

At the signing of the deal, Dick
Elsy, Torotrak’s chief executive,
said: “This is the most significant
endorsement of our technology
thus far.Allison is the world leader
in commercial vehicle transmis-
sions and the agreement provides
us with access to large production
volumes in this high value sector.
Torotrak will now focus its techni-
cal expertise on transferring skills
and knowledge to Allison to help it
achieve volume production in the
shortest possible timescale.”

Lawrence E. Dewey, Allison’s
chairman and CEO, added: “We
are excited about working with

Torotrak to incorporate their
unique technology into a new fam-
ily of products that will offer our
customers around the world new
features and benefits.”

Major fuel savings
on the horizon

Among these benefits will be fuel
savings. James Batchelor is the
commercial director at Torotrak.
He confirms the figures evoked by
his colleague when she said:“When
applied to a mid-sized bus,
Torotrak’s transmission technology
has demonstrated fuel savings of
19% (when compared to the stan-
dard production model) over the
official UK bus cycle.”

But what about trucks?
Batchelor says: “Fuel savings de-
pend heavily upon the duty cycle of
the vehicle (and, of course, that the
transmission in subjected to). For
distribution-type trucks, we would
expect the fuel saving to be similar
to that achieved in our prototype
bus application. For heavy haulage
applications, the high efficiency of
a Torotrak 4-mode IVT combined
with the very tall overdrive ratios
that the IVT enables is also expect-
ed to provide substantive economy
gains over today’s technology.”

Better than an AT, at a 
lower cost than an AMT

When we asked Batchelor to range
the price of an IVT transmission
(even though the final decision will
be made by Allison, since it will be
the corporation selling them), he
indicates:“The final cost (or selling

price) will depend greatly upon 
the application, the man-
ufacturing/sales volumes and the
cost-to-manufacture performance
of our various licensees.”

“However, as a guide, we would
expect the manufactured cost of a
commercial vehicle IVT to be
very much closer to the cost for an
equivalent automated manual
transmission (AMT) than it
would be to the cost of an existing
(planetary gear-set based) auto-
matic transmission (AT). In short,
all of the benefits – and more – of
an AT but a cost close to that of
existing, less expensive AMTs.
And, of course, as sales volumes
of IVTs increase in this sector,
then we would expect further
unit-cost reduction as a conse-
quence of greater industrializa-
tion, scale economies, increasing
design experience, commercializa-
tion pressures, and so on.”

According to Batchelor, it will
take at least a year before Allison is
ready to launch the IVT transmis-
sion on the market.

Tata Motors and a Euro 
manufacturer in the race

Allison is not the only licensee of
Torotrak’s IVT technology. In fact
there are three of them. Torotrak
also sold the licence to Tata Motors
and to a major European bus and
truck manufacturer whose name
couldn’t be disclosed for confiden-
tiality reasons.

Truck News asked Tata Motors
to elaborate on how it would use
the IVT technology in its commer-

cial trucks but the Indian company
didn’t want to comment, obviously
for competitive reasons.

“Tata Motors does not have any
information to share at this stage”,
said Debasis Ray, head of corpo-
rate communications, yet confirm-
ing: “Yes, Tata Motors is a licensee
of Torotrak’s IVT technology.”

As for the “mysterious”
European truck and bus manufac-
turer, Daimler doesn’t seem to 
be the one. “IVT is not a system
we offer within our Mercedes-
Benz Truck products,” said Uta
Leitner, from the Stuttgart-based
Global Business Communications
Daimler Trucks and Buses 
department.

No official confirmation yet, but
all signs tend to point that Volvo is
not involved either – the Swedish
company invested a lot of time
and resources in its I-Shift auto-
mated manual transmission.

Buyer’s market?

With the proliferation of truck
transmission offerings – Allison
already offers fully automatics
with torque converters, Eaton has
a complete line of manual trans-
missions, automated manual
transmissions from the UltraShift
family and now the “almost auto-
matic” UltraShift Plus, Allison is
getting ready to market its IVT –
one might think that the competi-
tion will be fiercer than ever on
the transmission front.

And hopefully for fleets and
owner/operators, this might trans-
late into price reductions. ■■

TMTankmart International

Unit K 346 – 1993 Krohnert MC-307 ASME insulated 
s/s R-TAC super B train, 6950 gallon capacity, 316 L barrel,
has auto greaser, side catwalk, fall protection, new safety
and B-620. LOCATED in EDMONTON, Call

New 2010 Tankcon 5400 US fiberglass DOT-412 
tandem, has air ride, alum. discs, etc, available mid
January. Call

Unit 8194 – 1993 Krohnert 7500 gallon MC-307 ASME,
3 compartment tandem tanker (2500/3000/2000), has side
catwalk and safety rail, very good barrel, Reyco suspen-
sion, new HM-183 and safety. Scarce, call

New 2010 Remtec 57,000 liter 6 compartment DOT-406  
petroleum quad, 6 compt, has all options. Call Now

www.tankmart.com

Unit 8341 – 2007 Remtec 48,000L alum. insulated hot
product R-TAC B train, has air ride, alum. wheels, pump 
off lines, heat coils, excellent overall condition, new safety,
available now. Call

Unit 8263 – Fruehauf 9200 USG, alum. 4 compartment
MC-306 tandem petroleum tanker, overhauled in our shop,
new B620 and safety, ready to go. Call

New 2010 Remtec 61000L 6 compartment DOT-406 
petroleum RTAC B Train. Fully loaded. Call

Unit 8409 – 1994 Paron 2800 cu. ft. Michigan spread
alum. pneumatic, air ride, rear fill lines, very clean, new safety,
excellent plastics or flour tank. Call

Unit 9148 – 2007 J&L 2600 cu. ft. pneumatic, has air
ride, alum. wheels, 2-6” rear fill lines, catwalk both sides,
excellent overall condition. Call

OAKVILLE BRANCH
Call Kevin Brown, Tony Jelicic

1-800-268-1456
(905) 465-1355
Fax: 905-465-3780

MONTREAL BRANCH
Call Ron Laberge, Bob Kavanagh, 

Camille Pettinato
1-800-363-2262
(514) 323-5510

Rental Units and Service 
at both Branches

CANADA’S LARGEST TANK TRAILER DEALER – Over 200 New & Used Tank Trailers for Sale, Lease or Rent

Unit 8424 – 1999 Hutchinson 28,000L, 2 compt TC-406
petroleum tandem, has bottom loading, vapour recovery,
alum. wheels, air ride, very good overall condition, has new
safety and B-620 . HURRY

Feature Unit of the Month

In Stock

Distributors for REMTEC, TREMCAR, J&L TANK INC.  SALES – SERVICE – PARTS

Unit 8426 – 1998 Advance 54,000L, 5 compartment DOT-
406 petroleum quad, has individual outlets, Hendrickson air
ride, alum. wheels, bottom loading, vapour recovery, very good
overall condition, new B 620/safety, ready now. Call

Unit C-237 – 1991 Westank 60,000L, 6 compartment
alum. R-TAC super B, good overall condition, has new
safety and B-620, ready for the heating season. Call

On Order

In Stock

New 2010 Remtec 49,000L TC-406 spec short hot-product
quad. Call

Selection of 1994/1995 Remtec 38,400 liter,air ride hot
product quads,ready for the asphalt season. Call

WE TAKE TRADES
Season’s 

Greetings!
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When it comes to making regula-
tions for trucking – or any other
aspect of life in a modern democ-
racy, frankly – the title of this col-
umn really says it all. It’s not 
always about who has the right
ideas, or finding the best ways to
achieve an objective; it often
comes down to who participates
in the deliberations and how ef-
fectively they can make their case.
If you have a point of view and
some territory to protect, you
need to be at the table. You can
rest assured others will be there
protecting their interests – per-
haps at your expense.

I attended three meetings dur-
ing the last week of November
where input from drivers actually
mattered. First was CVSA’s North
American Cargo Securement
Harmonization Public Forum,
held in Montreal.

The Commercial Vehicle Safety
Alliance holds two such gather-
ings each year, and participation is
unrestricted and open to all stake-
holders and interested persons in-
cluding law enforcement, regula-
tors, carriers and drivers.

Anyone who attends is free to
comment on work currently un-
der evaluation, or to bring new 
issues to the table.

The next day, I sat in on a CCM-
TA Weights and Dimensions
Committee Task Force meeting.
While access to these sessions is
somewhat restricted, comments
and suggestions are welcome.
While making or changing regula-
tions of this nature isn’t done

overnight, the committee does
consider most suggestions, and
welcomes input from concerned
parties, like OBAC.

A couple of days later, I was 
in Fredericton for a meeting of
the New Brunswick Working
Group on Trucking Service
Improvements.

The N.B. government has made
red tape reduction a cornerstone
of its long-term prosperity plan,
and is genuinely trying to stream-
line and minimize the hassle fac-
tor in highly-regulated industries
like trucking.

It’s not very often you hear reg-
ulators asking truckers “how will
this affect your business?” or “if
you were regulating cell phone
use, what would the rule look
like?”

There was vigorous participa-
tion from owner/operators and re-
ally small fleet owners during the
one-day session, and there was
genuine interest in the opinions
and ideas that were brought for-
ward. It was a very refreshing ses-
sion, and I wish there were more
like it around the country.

Getting back to my point, input
from the steering wheel crowd is
vital at such sessions. Regulations
affect everyone, but drivers are on

the front line when it comes to
compliance, and ultimately to en-
forcement. If we aren’t there
when the rules are crafted, they
may not reflect our needs and
concerns. The vehicle inspection
regs illustrate this principle well.

It’s one thing to require a driver
to check out a truck before taking
it on the highway, but it’s quite an-
other to hold that person respon-
sible for anything and everything
that might be deficient – especial-
ly in the case of a company driver
with absolutely no say in the
fleet’s maintenance and repair
policies.

That’s where the rules let driv-
ers down. While giving credit
where it’s due with respect to the
new vehicle inspection regs with
major and minor defect classifica-
tions, the regs still pit drivers
against maintenance managers –
and often dispatchers – when it
comes to fixing freshly discovered
defects.

Time constraints often delay the
needed repairs, or they are put off
until the truck is back in the
fleet’s own shop.

The rules, unfortunately, are
silent on what a driver is supposed
to do when up against a recalci-
trant boss.

Building some kind of driver
protection mechanism into the
regulations would have been a
priority if we’d been at the table
when those rules were written.

There’s no question that anyone
operating a truck on a public
roadway has an obligation to do

that job as safely as possible, but
others in the supply chain need to
be held accountable too, and
when problems arise, it shouldn’t
be the driver who always bears
the full burden of compliance.

There’s no shortage of regula-
tion in trucking where the table
tilts just a little too far one way for
my comfort, but, without driver
input, can we expect anything 
different?

Don’t get me wrong; simply
“showing up” at the table isn’t
what makes a difference.

When we sit down with policy-
makers and regulators, we need to
be well-informed, have our facts
and figures right, and our research
done.

And more than anything, we
need the insight and vision that
comes from years of experience
and millions of miles of real-world
trucking.

Some significant rule changes
are on the regulatory horizon
(EOBRs, medical requirements,
and others) as we move into 2010.
OBAC will be at the table this
time around, and your support is
vital. For every issue on the table,
we can add value to the debate
with a driver’s eye view. In many
cases, we’re not on a different side
of the issue than others in the
room, but we’re always on a dif-
ferent side of the steering wheel –
and that, my friends, makes all the
difference. ■■

– Joanne Ritchie is executive di-
rector of OBAC. What’s on your
2010 menu? E-mail her at
jritchie@obac.ca or call toll-free
888-794-9990.

OpinionOpinion

If you aren’t at the table, you’re on the menu
Voice of 
the O/O

Joanne
Ritchie

Fax: 416-621-2416
  or email us @

  recruiting@wilsonstrucklines.com 

• Minimum of 3 yrs experience as an O/O
• Late model bunk tractor
• Red or white in colour
• Based out of the GTA and surrounding area

If interested please fax your resume to the Safety 
Department along with: A current abstract, CVOR & 
criminal search and Tractor information to:

is currently looking for

Visit our website at: www.wilsonstrucklines.com

Owner Operators

Happy

Holidays!

WE REQUIRE:
• AZ LICENSE
• CLEAN ABSTRACT AND 

CRIMINAL SEARCH
• OVERSIZE OR MACHINERY HAULING 

EXPERIENCE
• US EXPERIENCE

WE OFFER:
• COMPETITIVE MILEAGE & HOURLY 

WAGES WITH BENEFITS
• PAID CDN. AND U.S. $
• STEADY WORK
• WELL MAINTAINED EQUIPMENT 

FOR COMPANY DRIVERS
• COMPANY FUEL CARDS
• LAYOVERS PAID
• DIRECT DEPOSIT

Requires
Company AZ Drivers
Trucks available...Immediate Start 

1-866-235-0050
FAX: 519-896-9805

EMAIL: twoshoesspec@rogers.com

N.B. & N.S. OWNER OPERATORS
• $1.13/mile + FSC
• Operating in a triangle from the U.S. 

to southern Ontario
• Consistent year round work
• Stable environment

If you have a professional attitude and desire to succeed
Please contact: Mary Beth

1-800-561-9040
Or fax your resumé to: 1-506-633-4731
Email resume to: mtaylor@brookville.ca

“To all our Drivers, Owner Operators, Staff and Customers Happy Holidays and a healthy and prosperous New Year”
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Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)
has a special place on its Web site
where it makes examples of cheats
and lawbreakers – a perp-walk of
sorts. (You’ll find the link – and
maybe your neighbour – here:
www.cra-arc.gc.ca/nwsrm/cnvctns).
Among the most recent entries:

• Scott Hudson of Niagara-on-
the-Lake, Ont., was fined $8,562 for
evading $17,111 of federal income
tax and $5,474 for evading $10,948
of GST. Hudson, who built decks
and did other carpentry jobs,
failed to file tax returns from 1999
to 2004.

• Edward LeBlanc, an inde-
pendent security guard and animal
control officer from New Glasgow,
N.S., was fined $23,568 for not re-
porting almost $75,000 in income
from 2000 to 2002, as well as over
$12,724 in Harmonized Sales Tax
he collected from customers.
LeBlanc was using multiple bank
accounts to hide income.

• Yeoun-Kyu Jang, a Winnipeg
retailer was fined $63,200 after
CRA investigators found that he
used two sets of financial records
in an attempt to avoid payment of
income tax for the 2003 through
2005 tax years. Jang kept one
ledger with the “real” numbers
and another showing lower cash
sales, on which he based his returns.
Jang failed to report more than
$196,000 of business income and
$19,600 of GST.

CRA says it publicizes convictions
“to maintain confidence in the in-
tegrity of the self-assessment sys-
tem and to increase compliance
with the law through the deterrent
effect of such publicity.”

In short, they do it to scare peo-
ple. Income tax reporting in
Canada is based on the honour
system.The government can’t audit
everyone, so it counts on individu-
als and corporations to accurately
and honestly assess their taxable
income and pay what they owe, on
time.

Those who are guilty of evading
tax or filing fraudulent returns
must pay the full amount of the
taxes owed, plus interest and any
penalties CRA assesses.

In cases of gross negligence, the
Income Tax Act and Excise Tax
Act allow a penalty of up to 50%
of the unpaid tax or the improper-
ly claimed benefit. Additionally,
convictions can result in court-im-
posed fines of up to twice the taxes
evaded plus jail time (up to 12
months for each count).

Federal tax evasion and tax fraud
cases are rare but the prosecution
rate is high.

Most people are convicted 
because of some type of deceptive
scheme – the double-booker from
Winnipeg, for example. Others
wanted to deceive only them-
selves.

They let deadlines pass, ignored
notices, thought they could slip
through the cracks,and finally ended
up in court.

Such cases are extreme versions
of a handful of new clients we get
every year, folks who haven’t filed

a return in a year or more and want
to get back into compliance.
Catching up takes a lot of work and
it’s not always easy to pay what
you owe, but you can do it. If you’re
in the mood for New Year’s reso-
lutions, here are four steps you can
take to help you get squared away
with the tax authorities:

Open the mail: If you receive a
letter from a tax agency, read it and
respond within the time allowed. If
you have a question, set aside the
time to call.Ask for an extension if
necessary. Let the credit card offers
and catalogs pile up, but don’t ig-
nore correspondence about your
tax obligations.

Don’t plan on hiding: Tax agen-
cies review and share more infor-
mation than ever before.Auditors
will cross-reference your Social
Insurance Number to any of your
federal tax accounts – GST/HST,
payroll, income, and excise – and
make sure there are no overdue
balances. Investigators auditing a
carrier can review broker pay-
ments to make sure they corre-
spond to businesses that are
valid and up to date in their filings.

Come clean before CRA calls:
Under CRA’s Voluntary
Disclosures Program, you can
come forward and correct inaccu-
rate or incomplete information or
disclose information you haven’t
reported before. You’re still obli-
gated to pay any tax owing, plus
interest, but you can do it without
penalty or prosecution. More in-
formation is available here:
www.cra.gc.ca/voluntarydisclo-
sures.

Talk to an expert: Not your bud-
dy who says he’s never filed a re-
turn, or the pamphlet pusher who
questions the government’s au-
thority to collect taxes. The fees
can be expensive but a good ac-
countant will pay for himself many
times over.

With tax season looming, the time,
effort, hassle, and expense of fil-
ing your tax return may easily turn
you into a rebel.

But it’s never worth it.The stress
and problems will only get bigger.
This is Canada after all. Snow,
death, and taxes are the only cer-
tainties of life. ■■

– Scott Taylor is vice-president of
TFS Group, a Waterloo, Ont., com-
pany that provides accounting, fuel
tax reporting, and other business
services for truck fleets and own-
er/operators. For information, visit
www.tfsgroup.com or call 800-
461-5970.

Tax TalkTax Talk

Open the mail – and other resolutions for taxpayers
Tax
Talk
Scott
Taylor

ON THE ROAD TO

Challenger is growing and is currently looking for Company Drivers andOwner Operators
for our Single and TeamOperations.

SUCCESS.

Wishing You and Your Family a Safe and Happy Holiday.

We go the distance.

Call us today and put your career on the path of your choice:
T 1 800 334 5142 F 1 888 876 0870
E recruiting@challenger.com W www.challenger.com

Other opportunities:
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Wishing All Our Drivers, Customers And Staff A Safe & Happy Holiday Season!
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This month I have decide to talk
about a common condition called
bursitis. In order to understand
bursitis, we must first discuss a lit-
tle bit of anatomy.

Around the joints of the body,
there are small fluid-filled pads
called bursas that function as
cushions for the bones, tendons
and muscles.

Bursitis occurs when a bursa be-
comes swollen and inflamed.
Bursitis is a painful and common
condition that affects most people
at some point during their life-
time. Although it is possible to
have bursitis around any joint in
the body, the most common loca-
tions are the shoulders, elbows,
hips and knees.

The reason for this is that these

are the joints that most frequently
perform repetitive movements.

The most obvious symptom of
bursitis is a swollen joint that is
red and hot.

Often the joint will feel ex-
tremely stiff and painful.

The causes of bursitis usually
involve some sort of repetitive
movement or position that puts
pressure on the bursas surround-
ing a joint.

Car haulers at risk

For example, I treat many car
haulers for shoulder bursitis be-
cause they are constantly using
their shoulder joints when chain-
ing down the vehicles.

Another common example in
truck drivers is left elbow bursitis
that is caused by resting the arm
on the window ledge for extended
periods of time.

Bursitis is more common in mid-
dle-aged people who suffer from
an underlying condition such as
arthritis, gout and diabetes.

The good news is that the treat-
ment of bursitis is usually very
simple and effective.

The first thing to do if you sus-
pect that you have bursitis is to
rest and immobilize the affected
area.

Next, apply ice to reduce the in-
flammation. In some cases, your
doctor will prescribe anti-inflam-
matory medications to help relieve
the pain and swelling.

Not life-threatening

If these conservative treatments
are unsuccessful, your doctor may
inject a corticosteroid drug directly
into the bursa.

Usually, one injection is suffi-
cient to cure bursitis.

Although bursitis is not a life-
threatening condition, it is impor-
tant to seek medical attention 
if you experience pain for more
than two weeks, excessive swelling
or bruising in the affected area
and/or fever.

Obviously, it is impossible to pre-
vent bursitis completely. However,
you can greatly reduce your chances
by being careful while you perform
physical tasks.

First, lift using proper form.
Failing to do this may put extra
stress on the bursae around your
joints.

Secondly, take frequent breaks
if possible.

Lastly, avoid putting excess pres-
sure on your knees and elbows.

If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact me.
Until next month, drive safely! ■■

HealthHealth

– Dr.Chris Singh runs Trans Canada
Chiropractic at 230 Truck Stop in
Woodstock, Ont. He can be reached
by e-mail at csingh@cmcc.ca.

Dr. Chris
Singh

Back behind
the wheel

Do your joints ache?
It could be bursitis

trucknews.com
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SKF Automotive Division has de-
veloped a wheel-end monitor de-
signed to detect early stage wheel
bearing damage in heavy-duty
trucks and trailers. The device is
mounted on the outboard side of
the wheel where it monitors vibra-
tion changes and alerts the driver
of an impending bearing failure via
a flashing red warning signal. The
SKF Wheel End Monitor attaches
to the wheel’s studs and the driver
or maintenance manager can read
the results by holding a magnet
that comes with the system to the
monitor which activates a blinking
signal that informs the user of the
bearing’s status, the company says.
For more info, visit www.skf.com.

•
Michelin Retread Technologies
(MRT) is now offering retreads for
Michelin’s X One XZU S tire com-
monly used in refuse and urban ap-
plications. MRT has introduced the
Michelin X One XZU S Pre-Mold
Retread aimed at refuse and urban
fleets operating in high-scrub con-
ditions. MRT’s newest retread is
available in a 390/430 tread size.
The retreader says it uses Co-EX
technology – a two-layer com-
pound designed to minimize casing
temperature for longer casing life –
and features a wing tread design
for added shoulder protection. The
retread is designed for all-weather
traction and extra protection
against stone drilling.

in ride heights ranging from eight
to 21 inches and includes a light-
weight, fully-integrated axle. The
new offering also uses Kaiser King
Pins for reduced maintenance and
up to four times longer life,
Ridewell claims. Other features
include: 12.5” of total axle travel;
seven inches of up travel at 15-
inch ride height; long-life urethane
bushings; high tensile steel con-
struction; two degrees of wheel
cut; it’s 135 lbs lighter than tradi-
tional self-steer combinations; and
perhaps most importantly it’s ap-
proved for use on SPIF trailers,
the company says. For more info,
call 800-641-4122 or visit
www.ridewellcorp.com.

The 2010 Wowtrucks Calendar is
now available for order. Created by
professional photographer and
truck enthusiast David Benjatschek,
the calendar features some of the
nicest show trucks in Canada. Each
of them won their way into the cal-
endar through competitions at vari-
ous Canadian show’n’shines. The
calendar can be purchased for $15 
at www.wowtrucks.com, including
shipping.

•
The Ontario Trucking Association
has partnered with Pandemic 101 to
provide fleets with the tools needed
to develop a pandemic plan.The en-
dorsement comes after a pilot in-
volving three OTA fleets that used
and evaluated Pandemic 101’s Web-
based toolkit. MSM Transportation,
Challenger Motor Freight and Tibbs
Transport all found the toolkit to be
useful in developing a pandemic
plan. OTA members qualify for a

10% rebate from Pandemic 101 by
signing up via the OTA Web site at
www.ontruck.org. The association
notes many government agencies
and business are now requiring
proof of pandemic and emergency
preparedness from their service
providers. For more info, e-mail
joanne.benac@ontruck.org.

•
Vigillo, an online risk management
solutions provider, has created a
CSA 2010 Preview Scorecard which
will allow fleets to preview their rat-
ing under the FMCSA’s new safety
ratings system months before the
program takes effect.The CSA 2010
Preview Scorecard is available to
new Vigillo customers and as an up-
grade for existing customers. CSA
2010 is a new system of measuring
fleet safety, slated to replace
SafeStat. It is currently undergoing
testing in six states and Canadian
carriers operating in those regions
are already being rated. Individual
drivers are scored on seven cate-
gories and their rating will reflect
that of the fleet for which they drive.
For more, visit www.vigillo.com. ■■

New ProductsNew Products

With winter arriving, Paccar Parts
is promoting its Roadleveler
brakes which it says are resistant
to the corrosive properties found
in road de-icing agents such as
magnesium chloride and calcium
chloride. The Roadleveler brand
of new and remanufactured
brakes are marketed as all-make
replacement parts including shoes
and hardware kits for medium-
and heavy-duty trucks. All prod-
ucts meet or exceed federal re-
quirements. They feature an anti-
corrosion hydraplex enamel
coating that protects surfaces from
exposure to contaminants such as
chemical de-icers while also pre-
venting rustjacking, according to
the company. For more details, vis-
it a Kenworth or Peterbilt dealer.

•
Ridewell has come out with a 20K
steerable trailer axle designed to
Canadian SPIF standards. The
Ridewell RSS-232T-20K is a self-
steering, liftable auxiliary axle sus-
pension system with a capacity
rating of 20,000 lbs. It’s available
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By James Menzies
TORONTO, Ont. – Inthinc
Technology Solutions, a company
best known for its development of
crash data recorder technologies,
has introduced a new driver safety
and fleet management system that
uses verbal alerts to correct poor
driving behaviour in real-time.

The tiwi system consists of a hard-
ware device that mounts to the
windshield and contains an internal
GPS and accelerometer. It plugs
into the vehicle’s data bus allowing
it to read speed, RPM, fuel con-
sumption, seatbelt usage and other
parameters. The system then issues
an audible alert when a driver per-
forms an unsafe maneuver such as
hard braking, aggressive accelera-
tion or speeding.

Jeffrey Harvey, chief administra-
tion officer and executive vice-pres-
ident of inthinc, recently demon-
strated the system to Truck News.
He explained the company has 

established a proprietary database
of North American speed limits,
which he refers to as “the largest
database of speed information any-
where in the world,” giving it the
unique ability to notify fleet man-
agers of speeding violations.

(While it’s not being marketed as
such, it’s interesting to note that the
tiwi system and its North America-
wide speed limit database could be
coupled with an aftermarket gover-
nor to prevent vehicles from 
exceeding the speed limit anywhere
they operate).

The system’s GPS capabilities al-
low fleets to monitor the location of
their vehicles as well as how they’re
being driven. Harvey said the tiwi
system provides a payback in three
ways: by improving driver safety;
making drivers more efficient (ie.
reducing idle-time); and by improv-
ing productivity (ie. by enabling
fleets to utilize their equipment
more productively through im-
proved routing).

Fleet managers can view their ve-
hicles in real-time via a Web portal
and can also be notified when a vio-
lation occurs by phone call, e-mail or
text message.The portal can also cre-
ate a driver scorecard for each driver
using proprietary algorithms that
take into account factors such as
number of violations, violation fre-
quency, severity of violations, kilo-
metres driven, etc. Fleets can then
proactively offer training to drivers
who are the most at risk of being in-
volved in an accident.“It gives a very
accurate representation of driver
performance,” said Harvey, adding
“this is all about changing behaviour,
not about getting people in trouble.”

The tiwi device also doubles as a
hands-free communication device.
Currently, it can be programmed
with one phone number (company
dispatch, for instance) and the driver
can simply press a button to dial the
pre-programmed number. The de-
vice also has the ability to store the
last 30 seconds of data it 
receives, so if power is disrupted in
the event of an accident, the fleet

New ProductsNew Products

Tiwi provides in-cab mentoring

trucknews.com
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By Adam Ledlow
DALLAS, Texas – Engine oil
manufacturer Valvoline has
teamed up with tiwi, a provider of
telematics and driver-mentoring
systems, to launch a program offi-
cials say has been proven to deliver
up to 4% fuel savings.

The program is backed by 
the companies’ Fuel Proof
Guarantee, which covers a 120-
day customer demonstration period
and is being offered to fleet oper-
ators with a minimum demo of 30
trucks. Valvoline and tiwi work
with fleet maintenance managers
to establish baseline data, using
the tiwi on-board driver improve-
ment system.Valvoline’s Premium
Blue Extreme engine oil and Syn
Gard FE gear oil are then in-
stalled. Additionally, the tiwi ver-
bal-coaching system is activated
to provide drivers with real-time
verbal mentoring about speeding
violations, aggressive driving, oth-
er inefficient habits, seat belt use
and more.

After the completion of the
Fuel Proof customer demonstra-
tion period, if the fleet has not
shown an increase in fuel econo-
my,Valvoline and tiwi will remove
their products from the vehicles
used in the demonstration and re-
imburse the fleet for any incre-
mental costs.

Valvoline says its program is set
apart from competitive claims
that offer vague or unsubstantiat-
ed data. As part of the testing
process, the company enlisted two
independent test facilities and
multiple real-life customers to

validate miles per gallon (mpg)
gains, using the EPA SmartWay-
approved J1321 protocol.

Tests were conducted with vehi-
cles operating with Valvoline’s
Premium Blue Extreme SAE 5W-
40 full synthetic engine oil and
Syn Gard FE gear oil. Results var-
ied depending on loads, routes
and drivers, according to officials,
with less-than-truckload applica-
tions and P&D operations achiev-
ing the highest fuel economy 
improvement. However, officials
said adding tiwi vehicle monitor-
ing and driver mentoring is 
expected to yield greater gains 
in virtually every type of fleet 
operation.

John Noal, vice-president of in-
ternational and commercial plat-
forms for Valvoline, explains the

need for a mileage improvement
guarantee: “Fleet customers are
understandably highly skeptical
about mpg claims. They need
proof that they’re going to get
better mpg with their own drivers,
in their own operations. The limit-
ed Fuel Proof Guarantee is a risk-
free way for fleets to prove that
our mpg gains are for real.”

Todd Follmer, chief executive
for tiwi, noted,“According to EPA
statistics, driving habits affect mpg
by as much as 35%. Fleet testing
has proven that using tiwi in-vehi-
cle mentoring will decrease ag-
gressive driving events by 89%
and speeding violations by 86%.
The EPA reports that simply
obeying posted speed limits will
increase fuel efficiency by as
much as 23%.” ■■

manager will be able to retrieve the 
vital last-second information that
can be crucial in reconstructing an
accident.

Data is transmitted to the data-
base by cellular modem. Driver
hours-of-service are not yet inte-
grated into the device, but it’s 
something inthinc is considering,
Harvey noted.

The Web portal is user-friendly
and offers as much – or as little – in-
formation as the fleet manager re-
quires. To help interpret the data,
inthinc offers a quarterly business
review in which the company’s ex-
perts help customers identify trends
and compare their performance to
industry benchmarks.

The tiwi system is aimed at all 
vehicle fleets of any size. In fact,
Harvey said small fleets stand to
benefit as much as larger fleets be-
cause “one crash could put that
company out of business.”

Customers can pay for the hard-
ware (US$749 per unit) up-front
along with a subscription fee of
US$29.95 per month or they can
amortize the cost of the units into
the monthly payments, paying
US$199 per unit up-front and
US$59.99 per month over a three-
year term.

In field testing, companies aver-
aged a payback in seven to nine
months, Harvey said. “The rates of
return on this are significant,” he
claimed.The tiwi system is just now
entering full-scale production and it
kicked off its launch by offering a
guaranteed fuel savings program in
partnership with Valvoline. For
more on that program,see article on
this page. For more information on
tiwi, visit www.inthinc.com. ■■

Valvoline, tiwi launch guaranteed fuel savings program 

PERFECT PAIR?: Valvoline and inthinc say combining their products is guaranteed
to save fleets money.

Your Goals Are Our Priority.
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that you are working for KEE HUMAN RESOURCES.”
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NOW HIRING OWNER OPERATORS & COMPANY DRIVERS
Owner Operators
$1.13-$1.22 per mile plus monthly fuel surcharge 
pulling company trailer. Company pays all plates, 
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pick ups & drops.
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equipment.
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Earn up to .50 cents/mile
Company benefits, RRSP program,
scheduled time off, paid pick ups &
drops, late model equipment.
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Clean abstract, police search, 
customer friendly.Call Lucy and/or Jodie

1-888-308-5606
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IPPOLITO TRANSPORTATION INC.IPPOLITO TRANSPORTATION INC.
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By Paul Hartley
LAS VEGAS, Nev. – The simple,
overarching message Western Star
officials delivered at the company’s
recent dealer meeting in Las Vegas,
Nev., could be summed up as a para-
phrase of Mark Twain’s famous line:
“The reports of my death are greatly
exaggerated.”

The company is very much not
dead, executives told reporters dur-
ing a press event, nor are there any
plans to kill it.

In fact,Western Star has apparent-
ly been given the opportunity to
chart its own strategic course, with-
out clearing every budgeting and
marketing decision with its corpo-
rate parent, Daimler Trucks North
America. The change would put it
on par with the status of Freightliner
Custom Chassis Corp. and Thomas

Built Buses.
At first glance, this reorganization

seems to be a mere shift in account-

ing practices.
Managers stressed, however, that

their newly found freedom would

affect everything from dealer rela-
tionships to market-segment expan-
sion to research and development.
Heading up this charge is a fresh, in-
dependent management team com-
posed of: Michael Jackson, general
manager;Ann Demitruk,director of
marketing; James Looysen, sales
manager; and Richard Shearing, di-
rector of product planning.

Many of the company’s detailed
plans for the future – some based on
suggestions gleaned at the dealer
meeting – are still a bit fluid.
Nevertheless, the four top execu-
tives laid out their near- and long-
term goals for Western Star during
an hour-long chat with members 
of the trucking industry media.
Here are the highlights from that
conversation:

On overall plans:

Jackson:“We are renewing our in-
terest in Western Star. We want to
get people pumped up about the
brand again…and to put the empha-
sis on the segments where we really
play well.”

Demitruk: “From a marketing
strategy, we intend to partner with
our dealers to host (ride and drive)
events that bring in customers and
put them behind the wheel.” These
events will be held at dealerships,
truck stops and customer facilities.

Looysen: “We’ve previously fo-
cused on our historic markets. We
now plan to expand (into other seg-
ments), putting more emphasis on
body builders as well. We think our
product line fits well there. It’s very
body-builder friendly, but it’s often
been overlooked in the past.”

Shearing: “Like everyone else,
we’re very much focused on
EPA2010 in the near term, making
sure we have a complete product
line-up to carry through from
EPA07 to ’10. And even though we
are really close to the change-over
date, there is still a lot of work to do.
Beyond that, we’re monitoring the
activities of the California Air
Resource Board, the EPA’s
SmartWay program and Canada’s
enviroTruck program. We’re taking
a hard look at our products to deter-
mine what we might need to do, in
terms of aerodynamics and fuel
economy.”

On the benefits of greater 
corporate independence:

Looysen: “To be a true premium
brand, you need to be flexible and
quick, and the new organizational
structure will allow that. The
processes you have in a big corpora-
tion are good for a company like
Freightliner. But for Western Star to
retain its premium identity,we need-
ed to break away to offer customers
a quicker, more nimble approach.”

On challenges in preparing 
for 2010 and beyond:

Shearing: From an engineering
standpoint, “mining trucks have
probably been one of the toughest
(design challenges),for both the 4900
and 6900. We have our Tier III off-
highway engine to supplement that
business, but there are plenty of ap-
plications requiring EPA2010 on-
highway certification.”Some of these
operations are quite remote so the
hardware must be particularly ro-
bust, and the dealer organization
needs to be capable of providing sup-
port wherever customers are located.

OEM/Dealer NewsOEM/Dealer News

The realignment of Stars
Western Star execs discuss the future of the brand

NOT GOING ANYWHERE: Executives recently assured the trade press that
Western Star isn’t going to disappear. Photo by Paul Hartley
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Jackson: “As we mentioned, we’re
also adapting our products for
SmartWay certification. We need to
better understand that process and,
maybe,change a little bit of the aero-
dynamic packaging of the Western
Star product to make it a little bit
more competitive in the on-highway
business as (future) regulations start
kicking in.”

“In terms of pure aerodynamics, I
think Freightliner’s Cascadia is
probably the leader. Western Star 
isn’t going to introduce a truck that
will compete with the Cascadia. Our
roll is within the traditional market.
At the same time,we need to be sen-
sitive to some of the changes coming
along, then create aerodynamic 
improvements based on a tradition-
ally-designed truck.”

On product line expansion

Looysen:“We’re looking at every-
thing. There might be a place for a
lighter Western Star, but I don’t
know that ‘medium-duty’ would be
the best definition of that. We are,
however, trying to determine if we
can be a little more competitive in a
somewhat lower GVW. If we did
build something lighter, it would
have to be in line with segments
where we’re already strong or plan
to be strong.Western Star will never
be an overall market share leader.
We’re targeting only those applica-
tions for which our trucks are best
engineered.”

Shearing: “It’s safe to say that
we’re not going after the ‘commodi-
ty’ markets of the medium 
business.”

On Sterling’s departure 
from the market:

Jackson: “Some dealers were
greatly affected by Sterling’s closure.
Our goal is to ensure that Western
Star offers those (Sterling) cus-
tomers a complete product line-up
that fulfills their needs, allowing
(dealers and buyers) to be prof-
itable. Right now, we’re looking at
the former Sterling dealers and try-
ing to determine what voids Western
Star can fulfill. At this point, we
don’t yet have all of those solutions.”

On builds with 2010 engines

Shearing: “We’ll be building
trucks with 2010 Detroit Diesel en-
gines when the new year starts.”
Cummins engines will be available a
little bit later, and some of the spe-
cialty vehicle engines are expected
to arrive about mid-year.

On the owner/operator market

Jackson: “We haven’t seen any-
thing suggesting that the owner/op-
erator market will go away. That 
will continue to be one of our focus
markets.”

On buyer behaviour

Demitruk: Enthusiasm for square
hoods “has tapered off a little bit
since 2007, but the numbers aren’t
significant. That might be telling. A
lot of our buyers are in vocational
markets where fuel mileage isn’t 
(as critical) as it is in long-haul 
trucking.”

There is some overlap with
Western Star and Freightliner prod-
ucts in certain market segments,“but
we know that a typical Western Star
buyer would rarely consider a
Freightliner, and the opposite is 
also true.” ■■

GREENSBORO, N.C. – Volvo
and Mack’s 2010 heavy-duty en-
gines have received the green
light from the EPA and CARB.

The Mack MP7 and MP8 and
Volvo’s D11 and D13 have all
been certified by the US EPA and
California Air Resources Board,
complying with the impending
near-zero emissions standards.

“Achieving certification in-
volved many dedicated employ-
ees working for many years,” said
Kevin Flaherty, Mack senior vice-
president. “It’s critical that our
MP engines continue to deliver
the power, performance, durabili-
ty and reliability for which they
are known. Our customers now
not only have the cleanest engines
in the world, they also have the
performance they expect from
Mack.”

“EPA’s certification of these en-

gines is a crucial milestone in
Volvo’s journey to producing the
cleanest diesel engines in the
world,” said Scott Kress, senior
vice-president of sales and mar-
keting. “We are already building
EPA2010 trucks and are fully on
track for large-scale production
next year, which will help make
the air cleaner, use fuel more effi-
ciently and save money for our
customers.”

Both Mack and Volvo will be
using selective catalytic reduction
(SCR) and claim there will be fuel
economy benefits for customers.
They also claim the technology es-
sentially eliminates active regen-
erations of the diesel particulate
filter (DPF).

“Volvo Trucks has complete
confidence in our engines and
SCR technology,” Kress said.
“We’ve used our global resources

to develop leading engine and
emission technologies as the stan-
dards became increasingly tighter
in 2002, 2007 and now 2010. In
these challenging times, our 
customers need very reliable, pro-
ductive and efficient products,
and that is what Volvo’s experi-
ence and capability delivered 
for 2010.” ■■

Volvo, Mack receive EPA, CARB engine certification

GOOD TO GO: CARB and the EPA
have approved Volvo and Mack’s
2010 emissions system.
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Located on Fifth Wheel Truck Stop - Hwy. 25 South at 40 Chisholm Drive, Milton (905) 876-3339 
www.centerlinetrucklube.com

The Original Oil Change and Lubrication Specialists since 1986

ALL OIL CHANGES INCLUDE:
Oil level to full, oil filter(s), fuel filter(s), 

chassis grease, levels checked, rad ph test, 
labour & environmental fees. Prices may vary 
on some engines due to size of oil pan, use of 

original brand filters or fuel filter set-up.

CENTERLINE TRUCK LUBE INC.
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The Original Oil Change and Lubrication Specialists since 1986
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$10 OFF COUPON

with every oil change
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oil change at Centerline.

NO EXPIRY.
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REMEMBER
to grease your truck between 
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FREE COMPLETE TRACTOR LUBRICATION 

AND LEVELS CHECK COUPON 
with every oil change.

VALID ANYTIME, NO EXPIRY. 

A $20 DOLLAR SAVINGS!

Includes both differentials & 
transmission (filters extra if required)
Featuring Petro-Canada Synthetic Oils

SYNTHETIC 
GEAR 

OIL CHANGE
$379.99

OIL CHANGE

MAINTAIN 
YOUR

WARRANTY!

Centerline Truck Lube Inc. uses only the highest quality oils, lubricants and filters. All products guaranteed.

Detroit Series 60 $189.99
Cat C15 – 3406 199.99
Cummins N-14 199.99
Cummins ISX 229.99
Volvo VED 12 205.99
Mercedes Benz 4000 199.99
Mack E7 (small pan) 199.99
Mack E7 (large pan) 235.99
Mack MP8 259.99
Hino J08 or J05 149.99

WINTER SPECIALS
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GREENSBORO, N.C. – Talon
Logistics has taken delivery of the
first EPA2010-certified production
truck to roll of Volvo Trucks North
America’s assembly line.

The delivery was made Nov. 17
and was the first of 23 EPA2010
Volvo trucks ordered by Talon,
which is a division of US grocery
chain Giant Eagle.

“This is a great moment for
everyone who cares about the air
that we, our children and grand-
children breathe,” said Scott Kress,
Volvo Trucks senior vice-president,
sales and marketing.“These are the
cleanest diesel-powered heavy-
duty trucks ever built and are the
first of a new generation of trucks
to serve our society with near-zero
emissions, better fuel economy and
lower greenhouse gas emissions.”

Talon Logistics has partnered
with Volvo to field test 2010 trucks
and engines using selective catalyt-
ic reduction (SCR). The company
has racked up about 6.5 million
miles with its 2010 test trucks,
Volvo claims.

“Sustainability and dynamic en-
ergy management are two compo-
nents of Giant Eagle’s environ-
mental commitment,” said Bill
Parry, vice-president of logistics for
Giant Eagle.“That includes operat-
ing the cleanest and most fuel-effi-
cient trucks, and helping to develop
these technologies. Our work with
Volvo demonstrated that SCR is
effective and reliable, and we ex-
pect to benefit from that experi-
ence with our new Volvo VNs.” ■■

Arrow Truck Sales
prepares for
strong recovery 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. – Arrow Truck
Sales is placing more emphasis on
helping build more Volvo/Mack
Premium Used Truck Dealers’
wholesale and retail businesses in
preparation for the economic up-
turn, the company has announced.

The company
has promoted
Marty Crawford
to the position of
senior account
manager for
dealer sales de-
velopment to
help accomplish
its goal.Crawford,
formerly Mack
remarketer, will
be responsible for supporting and
growing dealers’ used truck busi-
ness.He’ll implement strategies in
all areas to assist dealers with used
truck sales, according to the 
company.

“Momentum is building as our
clients gain confidence in the
strength of the economic recov-
ery,” said Pete Monize, vice-presi-
dent of purchasing and wholesale
for Arrow Truck Sales. “We are
prepared to lead the industry and
serve the needs of the used truck
buyer when the demand grows.
Marty brings a wealth of experi-
ence to dealers.” ■■

TransCore, Riviera
Finance mark $100
million milestone
TORONTO, Ont. – TransCore
Link Logistics’ partnership with
Riviera Finance is paying off for
customers – to the tune of about
$100 million since the companies
teamed up in 2003.The compa-
nies have announced TransCore
users have received $100 million
in funding through the load fund-
ing program, which has served as
a reliable source of cash flow for
carriers through the recession.

The program between Riviera
Finance and TransCore Link
Logistics provides an online
credit guarantee for customers.
Loads accompanied by the
QuickPay icon on TransCore’s
loadboard allow carriers to fac-
tor the loads through Riviera
and receive payment within 24
hours on a non-recourse basis,
resulting in no risk to carriers,
the companies claim.

“Our customers appreciate
the prompt application process
and services offered to them by
Riviera Finance. This strong re-
lationship between TransCore
and Riviera Finance has multi-
ple benefits for Loadlink clients
who may be looking at alterna-
tive receivable options for their
invoices,” said Claudia Milicevic,
general manager of TransCore
Link Logistics.

“Two main concerns for carri-
ers are cash flow and broker
credit,” added Tom Smith, vice-
president, Riviera Finance. “The
QuickPay product addresses
them both, quickly and easily.” ■■
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MISSISSAUGA, Ont. – Glasvan
Great Dane is not only a dealer
for Capacity’s new PHETT hy-
brid-electric shunt truck, it’s also a
customer.

The company announced it has
purchased the very first hybrid shunt
truck for use in its own trailer shunt-
ing operations.

“We really investigated PHETT
technology before deciding to offer
the product to our customers, and
we truly believe in not only the
PHETT shunt tractor, but also the
true environmental and cost-savings
benefits,” said George Cobham Jr.,
vice-president of sales and market-
ing for Glasvan. “We are expecting
delivery of our PHETT early next
spring, and we are looking forward
to integrating it into our operation
and building a more sustainable
business.”

Compared to a conventional
shunt truck, Glasvan Great Dane
has calculated the following poten-
tial savings for the first year alone:
8,200 litres of diesel; 160 litres of en-
gine oil; and the complete elimina-

tion of transmission lubricant. The
company also says the PHETT will
reduce hydrocarbon and NOx emis-
sions by 195 kg and CO2 emissions
by 6,500 kg.

To find out more about the
Capacity PHETT hybrid shunt

truck you can check out the Sept.10,
2009 episode of our WebTV 
show Transportation Matters at
Trucknews.com. Or you can contact
Glasvan Great Dane at 888-GLAS-
VAN or visit its Web site at
www.glasvangreatdane.com/phett.■■

Glasvan Great Dane practices what it preaches

A DEALER AND A CUSTOMER: The Capacity PHETT hybrid made its Canadian
debut at an open house at Glasvan Great Dane this psat summer.

Reefer Sales and
Service expands
STONEY CREEK, Ont. – Reefer
Sales and Service has expanded its
Ontario service network by adding
a new facility in Stoney Creek.

The new location was formerly
L&J Refrigeration and is located at
624 Arvin Ave.

It boasts an expanded parts de-
partment as well as a 24/7 mobile
service. More info is available by
calling Dylan at 905-643-0199. ■■

TRUCKPRO PIONEERS: TruckPro celebrated its fifth anniversary recently at
its annual meeting at Queen’s Landing in Niagara-on-the-Lake. Company 
representatives gathered there Oct. 23-24 to conduct some business and
mark the occasion. TruckPro also took the opportunity to recognize its pioneer
members who each received Five-Year Fidelity Awards.  Pictured, from left to
right: Rick Blaine; Richard O’Brien vice-president, central/western region;
Brad Willsey; Shawn Johns; Glen Dunn; Daniel Montmarquette, national 
manager TruckPro banner; and Mike Dwhytie. ■■

National Truck
League alters name
LONDON, Ont. – National Truck
League has rebranded itself to better
reflect the scope of its service offer-
ings. The company will now be
known as National Truck League
Insurance Solutions, the company
has announced.

“National Truck League is known
across Canada as a leading trucking
industry insurance specialist. We
want our brand synonymous with
our reputation and will now be
known as National Truck League
Insurance Solutions,” announced
president Rod Stiller.

He said the new brand will rein-
force the company’s focus on provid-
ing carriers and owner/operators
with personal protection,group ben-
efits and truck insurance for both in-
dividuals and fleets.

“We find there are some in the
trucking industry who are not aware
of the range of risk management so-
lutions we provide with our insur-
ance products and services,” Stiller
explained. “In response to this, we
are repositioning our sales team ef-
forts, marketing, and customer serv-
ice to ensure our clients receive the
full benefit of our expertise and ac-
cess to some of the best products in
the industry to keep their businesses
stable and competitive.”

National Truck League can be
reached at 519-434-4944 or online at
www.nationaltruckleague.com. ■■

Crawford

Volvo delivers first EPA2010 engine

FIRST OF MANY: Talon Logistics 
recently took delivery of this, its first
of 23 EPA2010 Volvo VNs.
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CAMBRIDGE, Ont. – The
Teamsters Union served notice in
early December that it is cam-
paigning to organize workers
from Challenger Motor Freight

and its subsidiaries, Elgin Motor
Freight and Lodwick Transport.

The union said in a statement
that it has received complaints
from Challenger workers and has

established a team to enter into
contact with them.

“The truckers have had enough
of their employer’s arbitrary deci-
sions and contacted us since 
we are the leading union in the
road transport industry in
Canada,” Robert Bouvier, presi-

dent of Teamsters Canada said in
a release.

“Some of these individuals 
allegedly suffer undue pressure
from their bosses; we consider this
to be unacceptable behaviour that
will be corrected in the very near
future.” ■■

Fleet NewsFleet News

Teamsters try to rally Challenger workers

Call our Watts Line from
anywhere in Canada

Ask for
Mike Trotter

905-453-6724
1-800-268-0871

DEPENDABLE
Truck&Tank
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2010 INTERNATIONAL 7400 Max Force engine, c/w 20,000 liter 
4 compartment aluminum tank, dual pump and meter, you choose 
temperature compensated meters, you choose colour.

2009 WESTERN STAR 4800 SA Western Star, 430 Series 60, c/w a
20,000 litre 4 compartment aluminum tank, dual pump and meter-
ing, all new piping, air manifold, bottom load, vapor recovery, Midcom.

1996 GMC c/w 11,500 litre 1 compartment aluminum tank, set up for
mobile wash, DOT certified. Stock #535 

2002 FREIGHTLINER CABOVER, 18,500 liter 4 compartment alu-
minum tank dual pumping and metering, safetied and certified.

Stock #579

2000 INTERNATIONAL, DT466, c/w  13,000 4 cpt aluminum tank, dual
pumping and metering, Midcom, DOT safetied and certified.

Stock #502

1999 INTERNATIONAL 4900, DT466, c/w  12,000 4 cpt aluminum
tank, dual pumping and metering, DOT safetied and certified.

Stock #580

1997 FORD, 13,000 4 compartment tank, bottom load, vapor,
Midcom, DOT certified. Stock 603

2002 FORD F550, Power Stroke Diesel, AUTOMATIC 4500 liter two
compartment aluminum tank, dual pumping, hydraulic pumps, CSA-
B620, DOT, Air operated safety rails. Stock #607

1976 WESTANK 23,000 litre 2 cpt aluminum pup trailer. Bottom
Load, Vapor Recovery, DOT, CSA-B620, completely overhauled.

Stock #587

2000 FREIGHTLINER c/w 3,000 gallon cpt. aluminum tank set up for
construction, Pump for Clean Fuel, Pump for Dyed Fuel, Lincoln
pumps for Hydraulic Fluid, Pump for Grease, side tank for motor oil,
DOT Certified, CSA-B620. Stock #599

1999 STERLING c/w 19,000 litre 4 compartment aluminum tank,
Dual Pumping, DOT, CSA-B620, B/L rough In. Stock #595 

2002 STERLING c/w 20,000 litre 4 compartment aluminum tank,
Dual Pumping, DOT, CSA-B620, B/L rough In. Stock #593 

1999 STERLING Triaxle 23,000 litre 5 compartment aluminum tank,
dual pumping, bottom load, vapour recovery Midcom ETC, DOT certified,
Tank CSA-B620. Stock #594

2004 STERLING c/w 13,000 aluminum 4 cpt. tank, dual pumping and
metering equipment, Midcom, DOT certified, CSA-B620. Stock #596

1999 INTERNATIONAL, Brand New Rebuilt Engine, 20,000 litre 4 
compartment aluminum tank,dual pumping, bottom load, vapour recov-
ery, Midcom ETC, DOT certified,Tank CSA-B620. Stock #584

WE RENT TANKERS!
MANUFACTURERS OF ALUMINUM AND STEEL TANKS

WE RENT TANKERS!
MANUFACTURERS OF ALUMINUM AND STEEL TANKS

905-453-6724
1-800-268-0871

Season’s GreetingsSeason’s Greetings
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VAUGHAN, Ont. – After more
than two years of work, UPS
Canada has formally unveiled the
$72 million expansion of its
Toronto distribution centre.

Scott Davis, chairman and CEO
of UPS, and Mike Tierney, presi-
dent of UPS Canada, presided
over the official opening of the
newly expanded 463,024 sq.-ft. fa-
cility – the equivalent to about
eight football fields. Officials say
the expansion, which more than
doubles UPS’s package process-
ing capacity, was designed to facil-
itate international commerce be-
tween Canadian businesses and
their overseas counterparts.

In opening the expanded facili-
ty, Davis noted it might seem
strange that UPS would invest $72
million “in the middle of the worst
recession in recent history.”

“But there’s a simple answer,”
the CEO continued. “UPS sees
the same kind of possibilities in
Canada that we saw more than 30
years ago when it began UPS op-
erations. We see amazing poten-
tial – a strong and resilient
Canadian economy, the unstop-
pable force of global commerce
and a nation of companies ready
to emerge stronger from the re-
cession into a new era of global
growth.”

“You can’t look at this building
as a stand-alone facility,” Davis
added. “It’s part of a global web
of air and ground facilities, freight

and airline fleets, warehouses and
retail stores connecting each busi-
ness to more than 200 countries
and territories around the world.”

The expanded Toronto hub is
located on Toronto’s northern
border within the rapidly growing
city of Vaughan, where UPS is the
second largest employer. It will
process freight shipments in addi-
tion to small package volume.

“This newly expanded facility
will serve as a local economic
driver, creating several hundred

jobs for local and regional resi-
dents,” said Tierney. “In addition,
it will contribute to the tax base
and offer the city a state-of-the-
art building in line with environ-
mental standards.”

The building includes numerous
eco-features, including skylights for
more natural light; an energy man-
agement system for climate control
that automatically detects the
amount of sunlight in the building
and adjusts the internal tempera-
ture accordingly; the expansion of

Bison promotes
mechanic safety
WINNIPEG, Man. – Bison
Transport, already well-known
for its on-road safety record, is
expanding its safety programs
into the shop.

The company has developed a
Mechanic Safety Award
Program designed to promote,
improve and reward Bison me-
chanics who meet the company’s
stringent safety standards.

Under the program, mechan-
ics will be recognized quarterly
and annually for contributing to
a safe workplace, the company
says.They’ll be measured on safe
consecutive working hours while
exposed to a high-risk work en-
vironment. The overall goal is to
reduce injuries and damage to
equipment, Bison announced.

“At Bison, safety is our top
priority,” said Don Streuber,
president and CEO of Bison
Transport. “The very best train-
ing and equipment would be
meaningless if we did not em-
power our people to make those
decisions that impact safety.” ■■

Fleet NewsFleet News

UPS unveils $72 million distribution centre expansion 
the propane fueling area to facili-
tate a broader use of propane fuel;
and a comprehensive storm water
management system. ■■

BIGGER BROWN: UPS Canada has more than doubled its package processing
capacity with the expansion of its Toronto distribution centre.

On-line Recruitment Centre

Enter your resume directly at www.trucknews.com
This information is entered on an online database which is viewed by companies looking for drivers. 
Finding the best carrier to work for isn’t easy but maybe we can help.

By Mail: 6660 Kennedy Road, Suite 205,
Mississauga, ON  L5T 2M9

By Phone:
800-263-6149

By Fax:
866-837-4837

POWERED BY

First Name Last Name

Address City Prov/State

Postal/Zip E-Mail

Home Tel Cell

Best way to contact me: ■■ Home Tel     ■■ Cell      ■■ E-Mail      ■■ Other
Work Preferences:  ■■ Owner Operator     ■■ Hwy Team     ■■ Hwy Single/Company Driver
■■ Local    ■■ Lease Purchase     ■■ Driver Trainer     ■■ Moving     ■■ Other

Owner Operator? Manufacturer Year/Model Engine/Size

Preferred Trailer Type (check all that apply):  Trailer Type Experience (check all that apply)
■■ Flatbed   ■■ Heavy Hauling/Specialized  ■■ Moving Van ■■ Flatbed   ■■ Heavy Hauling/Specialized  ■■ Moving Van
■■ Tanker   ■■ Straight Truck   ■■ Super B   ■■ Reefer ■■ Tanker   ■■ Straight Truck   ■■ Super B   ■■ Reefer
■■ Van   ■■ Other ■■ Van   ■■ Other

Current Drivers License:  Do you have a Commercial License? ■■ Yes  ■■ No

License # Exp. Date Prov/State Issued Type

Has your license ever been suspended? ■■ Yes  ■■ No     Total Truck Driving Experience /yrs

Last Employer

Name Company City Prov/State

Tel Start/End Date

Job Description Reason for Leaving

Certification/Training:  
■■ Doubles/Triples ■■ Air Brake Adjustment ■■ Over-Size Loads ■■ Hazmat ■■ Air Brake (Drive)  ■■ Tankers

Name of School Name of Course Completed

City Prov/State Start/End Date

Can you lift 50lbs? ■■ Yes  ■■ No
Cross Border Travel:  
I am able to cross the Canada/U.S. border to haul International loads ■■ Yes  ■■ No
I am willing to cross the border ■■ Yes  ■■ I am FAST approved ■■ Yes  ■■ No
Would you like to contacted by driver agencies? ■■ Yes  ■■ No

By filling out and signing this application, I agree to abide by Driverlinks’s terms and conditions and
consent to the use of personal information according to the Driverlink privacy policy.

Signature Date
Driverlink is proud to protect the privacy of your personal information as required under federal privacy laws. If you would like 
to see a copy of our privacy policy, please go to www.driverlink.com. If you would like a printed copy of our privacy policy, 
please call us at 1-800-263-6149 and we will be happy to mail one to you.

Careers On-Line www.trucknews.com
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Well 2009 is coming to a close and
while I was planning to leave it at
that and focus on the many initia-
tives we have coming up in 2010, I
decided to stay in 2009 for one more
column.

I’m not sure where I first heard
the quote “This isn’t the end of time,
it’s a point in time.” I think it gained
currency because it puts things in
perspective.

It makes you look at your situa-
tion both in business and personally
in a different light.

I wondered if I could look back
on 2009 and say I managed that
point in time in a way I could be
proud of – or at least not ashamed
of. Personally I had some health is-
sues. On top of that my knee is so
wonky I can barely walk around the

block. In fact I was forced to spend
so much time at home my dog was
getting sick of me, let alone my wife.
On the other hand, I don’t think I
moped too badly and I did pick up
some worthwhile habits.

For instance, I did a lot of non-
business reading, which is some-
thing I seemed not to have time for.
Okay, I had a lot of people come
over to keep me “company” and
yes, I’ve always had time for that.
All and all a passing grade.

On the business front we all know
what happened. Truck sales were
well below the norm for the past

five years and that held true for
most indicators.

Capable as we at Truck News
believe we are, we did know we
couldn’t fix the economy so we did
what we usually do and in most
ways much more.

Our Web presence grew dramati-
cally. This isn’t synonymous with
making profits as my bosses point
out, but it goes a long way to keep-
ing us front and centre as the lead-
ing source for all things trucking.
We’ve even expanded our blogs and
we’re active on social media sites in-
cluding Twitter.

We expanded our weekly WebTV
show, Transportation Matters and
quite frankly it improves weekly.

You can even catch us on
YouTube. In fact we won the 
Best Video Award in October as
part of the Canadian Online
Publishing Awards. That, as they

said, is “pretty cool.”
We developed a new subscrip-

tion-based online information video
series at www.TheDriversSeat.ca
and published our first comprehen-
sive collection of industry stats and
trends, Inside the Numbers.

Another first was our live cover-
age of the OTA Convention in
November. You can view the tran-
script under Knowledge Centres on
Trucknews.com.

To be honest I have yet another
perspective. Yes this industry was
down and none of us were immune.
On the other hand, I spent 2009
working with the best team in the
best industry on earth. If you’re the
publisher of Truck News it’s always
a good point in time. ■■

OpinionOpinion

– Rob Wilkins is the publisher of
Truck News and he can be reached
at 416-510-5123.

As far as I’m concerned, it’s always a good point in time
Publisher’s
Comment
Rob
Wilkins

Fleet NewsFleet News

MSM shares its
secrets to success
BOLTON, Ont. – As MSM
Transportation celebrates its 20th
anniversary, the carrier also took a
moment to reflect back on some of
the keys to its success. The provider
of commercial trucking and expedit-
ed freight services turned 20 Nov.16.

“We started MSM Trans-
portation in 1989 as an alternative 
to the large American trucking
companies that dominated the
US/Canada transborder market at
the time,” said Bob Murray, presi-
dent and chief operating officer.
“There was room for a Canadian
carrier that combined excellent cus-
tomer service with a commitment to
moving freight across the border 
efficiently, securely, and with the
fastest transit times possible.”

Murray said the company has
been successful due to the following
key principles: empower the cus-
tomer; guarantee satisfaction; deliv-
er expertise; be easy to do business
with;be good corporate citizens; and
maintain financial stability. ■■

classifieds CLASSIFIEDS classifieds classifieds
ifieds CLASSIFIEDS ifieds classifiedsCLASS

ClassifiedsClassifieds

299 Mill Rd., Unit 1510 Etobicoke, ON M9C 4V9

Wally Loucks (416) 626-1794  Fax: (416) 626-5512

Lease To Own
Commercial, Industrial and Residential,

Garages, Workshops, Equipment Storage,
Warehouses, Offices, Quonsets. 

BEFORE YOU BUILD CALL OR WRITE

25 Years in the Building Business 
299 Mill Rd., Unit # 1510, Etobicoke, ON M9C 4V9

Phone (416) 626-1794

TOLL FREE 1-877-743-5888
www.a-ztech.on.ca

E-mail:
kpenner@trucknews.com

Ad runs one month

Also Advertise On-line at:
www.trucknews.com

$129.00

w/Picture

$99.00

Copy only

Introducing the Vocational Truck and
Equipment Expo. This new display of
inter-city trucks and equipment will appear along side
Truck World. The Vocational Truck & Equipment Expo will
add approximately 50 new exhibitors to the combined
shows. It will feature all classes of vehicle, with a special
focus on medium duty classes 5, 6 and 7 vocational trucks,
equipment, chassis, bodies and services.
This new show is in association with the Canadian
Transportation Equipment Association.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
416-614-5812 or Toll Free: 1-877-682-7469 • info@truckworld.ca • www.truckworld.ca

New For 2010!

The Meeting Place For
Canada’s Trucking Industry

NEW PRODUCTS, NEW IDEAS, NEW SOLUTIONS

International Centre • Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Thursday, April 15 – 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
Friday, April 16 – 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
Saturday, April 17 – 9:00 am to 5:00 pm

FOR MORE INFORMATION
416-614-5812 or Toll Free: 1-877-682-7469 • info@truckworld.ca • www.truckworld.ca

Truck World
GREEN ROUTE
Saving fuel and operating more
efficiently is the difference between
staying in business and becoming
another statistic. Visit exhibitors along
the GREEN ROUTE and see the products

that will help you reduce fuel
consumption and lower
greenhouse gas emissions.
You’ll be saving money
and helping the

environment at the
same time.

Truck World
GREEN ROUTE
Saving fuel and operating more
efficiently is the difference between
staying in business and becoming
another statistic. Visit exhibitors along
the GREEN ROUTE and see the products

that will help you reduce fuel
consumption and lower
greenhouse gas emissions.
You’ll be saving money
and helping the

environment at the
same time.

International Centre • Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Thursday, April 15 – 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
Friday, April 16 – 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
Saturday, April 17 – 9:00 am to 5:00 pm

Endorsed by: Association Partner:Gold Sponsors:

Produced by:

Official Show
Magazine:
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Cops target truckers everywhere
Dear Editor:

In regards to your editorial comment on police antagonizing truckers, this
is nothing new. Our company recently had these charges in New York
State: not having reflective tape on tractor mud flaps (with a trailer)
twice!; not stopping completely at a stop sign; and one of our drivers got
a speeding ticket in Michigan for doing 63 mph in a 60 zone.

And it’s not just New York and Michigan, it seems to be everywhere
you go. If you get the good fortune of being pulled into a scale, I’ll almost
guarantee you’ll get a ticket for something.And you could take it to court
and perhaps win, but, win, lose or draw, it costs you time and money.

It’s all about the money! I’ve been at this trucking for over 45 years and
believe me, the fun is all gone. It’s just a job now and I’m just staying a
couple more years until I retire. ■■

Ed Wesselius
Guelph, Ont.

Dear Editor:

James, I really enjoyed your latest
editorial in Truck News and I
would say you have hit the nail
right on the head.

I run a truck stop in the Sarnia
area and I used to be a driver as
well. We are hearing the same
thing out there about the OPP.

A friend of mine was stopped for
no apparent reason and received a
log book violation.

That is all the OPP could find
and did not give a reason for stop-
ping him.

One other comment, the drivers
have no problem with the cell
phone issue but they have a major
problem with the CB ban.

The majority are saying they

won’t be calling in to the OPP
about suspected drunk drivers or
accidents or anything else that
could put them at risk of a fine for
using their cell phones or CBs.

I don’t like where this Ontario
government is going, it seems like
they hate all the trucks and are
going to make the drivers’ lives
pure hell.

Mandatory testing at age 65,
smoking in the cab of their own
vehicles, hours-of-service, OPP,
MTO and so on is enough to get a
driver to find a new career.

I drove from 1976 until 2004
and would not go back to it unless
I was starving to death. ■■

Name withheld
Via e-mail

MailMail

Dear Editor:

Regarding your latest editorial, my
compliments to you on an article
that could have been written a
while back. I am the owner of a
small Ontario-based fleet and you
are correct in your perspective of
needless enforcement of silly rules
while real crime goes unattended.

We recently had a vehicle
placed OOS by an OPP officer
who was being trained in CVSA
inspections and happened to
come across one of our trucks and
an air line problem. While we
weren’t charged, we did have to
repair the air line at the inspec-
tion station and were of course
placed OOS.

We investigate any occurrence
very thoroughly here and I was
convinced the air line was not un-
serviceable, based on the hard
copy of CVSA standards I keep
close by in my office and the opin-
ion of both our mechanic and my
safety and compliance manger. I
left two phone messages for the
officer to return my call and he

never did so.
Finally I wrote a very strong let-

ter asking him to reverse his OOS
report and that if need be, we
would settle for a noted defect.

He finally did call and after a
very vigorous discussion on the
phone, he absolutely would not
amend his report.

Let me assure you that no truck
in North America would pass his
inspection based on his interpre-
tation of a faulty air line. I still
have the air line in my possession
as proof of how silly things are now.
Thanks for an excellent article and
keep up the good work. ■■

Rick Way 
Via e-mail

Enforcement efforts have gone too far

Power-tripping police

Letters to the editor
Have you got a complaint, compli-
ment, criticism or question? 

We’d like to hear about it.
Send your letters to the editor to

Truck News, 12 Concorde Place,
Toronto, Ontario, M3C 4J2. Or 
e-mail jmenzies@trucknews.com. ■■

• Owner Operators
• Fleets
• Cargo Insurance
• Customs Bonds
• US DOT, MC & CVOR

• Premium Financing Available
• Deductible Buydowns
• Life & Individual Health
• Employee Benefits
• Disability & Critical Illness

It makes good sense to obtain advice from
an expert. Dan Lawrie Insurance Brokers

is ranked in the top 5% of brokers in
Canada and there are over 85 dedicated

professionals to serve your every
insurance need in a cost effective way.

Truck Insurance can be a
complicated business

905-795-2838
Fax (905) 678-3030

1-800-267-4740
Canada & U.S. Hotline

ALUMINUM ACCESSORIES
Wide Selection • Professional Installation

RAD 
COOLANT 

PIPES

Available in 
Aluminized or 
Stainless Steel

Pipes also available for Freightliner,
Peterbilt and Western Star

Built to Outlast OEM Pipes

We have been supplying Parts, Service and Technical Support
to Truck Shops, Dealers and Fleets since the early '80’s.

Modifications done for new Catalytic or EGR 
engines. Also DPF conversions and repairs.

INCLUDING 2008 
ENGINES!

OPEN SATURDAYS & WEEKNIGHTS

1850 GAGE CRT. MISSISSAUGA

8 AM - 8 PM FRI
8:30 AM - 3 PM SAT

8 AM - MIDNIGHT
MON - THURS

TEXIS

www.texisexhaust.com

Many thanks to all our friends and customers for their overwhelming 
support again this year. We’ll do our best for you again next year too!
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERSALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS
HEATERS
Aarden Industries  . . . . . . . . . . .53

Espar  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16

Manwin Enterprises  . . . . . . . . .53

Niagara Service & Supply  . . . . .53

Reefer Sales & Service . . . . . . . .12

Wilson Instruments  . . . . . . . . .53

XTCC Experts in Transportation

Climate Control . . . . . . . . . . .26

INSURANCE
Burrowes Insurance Brokers  . .30

Dan Lawrie Insurance . . . . . . . .50

Hallmark Trucking Insurance . .8,32

Hargraft Schofield LP  . . . . . . . .18

Innovative Insurance  . . . . . . . .11

Nal Insurance  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .14

National Truck League  . . . . . . .21

Stateside Transportation 

Consultants  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26

LUBRICANTS
Centerline Truck Lube  . . . . . . .45

Chevron Global Lubricants  . .4,31

Shell Canada Products Ltd.  . . . .33

Truck Boyz  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20

MEDICAL SERVICES
Ontario Drivers Medical  . . . . . .43

RADIATORS
Atlantis Radiator Truck Auto 

Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30

Canadian Industrial & Truck 
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The continuing adventures of Mark Dalton: Owner/Operator
brought to you by

MICHELIN NORTH AMERICA (CANADA) INC.

Mark Dalton: Owner Operator

Lost keys, found hope

FICTION Part 1

Mark, his body damp with sweat
and tingles of fear still trickling down
his spine, shook his head and said
aloud, “I’ve got to get somewhere far,
far away.”

With a sigh, he turned to leave the
restaurant.

Out in the parking lot on his way to
Mother Load, Mark slipped a hand
into his pocket for his keys. They
weren’t there. He checked the other
pocket of his jeans. They weren’t there
either.

He stopped where he was and be-
gan a systematic search of all his 
pockets, starting again with his jeans
and then moving on to the inside and
outside pockets of his jacket, then finally
to his shirt pocket.

Nothing but loose change and his
cell phone. He checked his jeans
again, not expecting to find the keys
there after checking them twice al-
ready, but compelled to check those
pockets because that was where he al-
ways kept them.

They still weren’t there.
“Where the hell could they have

gone?” he wondered aloud.
In all his years as a driver, he’d never

misplaced his keys. He’d locked them
in his truck plenty of times, but on 
those occasions he knew exactly where
the keys were. This time, he didn’t have
a clue.

Must have left them somewhere, he
thought. But where?

He would have to retrace his steps.
Obviously he’d had the keys when he
arrived at the truck stop so he’d lost
them somewhere between this moment
and the time he parked his truck. 

He turned around and headed back
into the restaurant. There was already
someone sitting at his table so he
asked them if there had been any keys
at the table when they got there.

“No,” said the man. “Just this news-
paper. You want it back?”

“No thanks.”
At the cash register he caught up

with the waitress who’d served him.
“You didn’t find any keys on the table
when you cleared it did you?”

She stared at him. “Nope, just the
money for the bill.”

Mark realized that while he’d in-
tended to leave a tip, he hadn’t actually
done it. He reached into his pocket for
some change and handed it to her.

She smiled and her face suddenly
brightened. “Thanks,” she said. “And
I’ll keep an eye out for them.”

“Thanks.” 
“In the meantime you might want to

check our lost and found box,” she
pointed to a wooden case by the door,

Mark was between loads, enjoying a
healthy breakfast over a morning edi-
tion of The Toronto Sun.

The big news of the day was about
some scandal uncovered at the truck
yard he’d been working at as a shunt
driver. People there were being investi-
gated for a whole laundry list of crimes
from fraud to murder. 

The police said they were operating
on a tip they’d received from a mem-
ber of the public, someone who may or
may not be employed in the trucking
industry, but so far no one had come
forward.

And no one would either, thought
Mark. This was definitely one time
where staying anonymous was a good
idea. It was one thing to appear in tele-
vision and in print after delivering a
baby on the side of some highway in
Quebec, but it was another thing com-
pletely to take credit for disrupting
some organized crime venture where
people had already been killed for
even suggesting they might go to the
police. No, Mark was happy to get as
far away from that truck yard as he
could and if that meant waiting a few
days for a load into California or
Texas, then so be it. He could do with a
few days of rest, maybe take in a ball
game or go to some concert.

Mark finished reading the paper
with a peek at the Sunshine girl and
was surprised to learn she aspired to
be a veterinarian, loved shopping for
clothes, and was currently single.

“Maybe I’ll look her up and give her
a call,” Mark muttered under his
breath as he put some money down on
the table to cover his bill.

As he fished in his pants pocket for
change for the tip, Mark caught sight
of a man staring at him from across the
restaurant. The guy was dressed in
black and had a dark shadowy face,
but his eyes were bright as lasers and
he was staring right at Mark.

Mark’s skin suddenly felt damp un-
der his clothes and he wondered if
someone had followed him from the
truck yard, tailing him across the coun-
try until he stopped on some deserted
stretch of highway to relieve himself
just as a pick-up truck or some big
black car pulls up and four men jump
out, and while he’s still doing his 
business they administer some rough
justice for what he’d done to their 
operation.

But then the shadowy man’s girl-
friend appeared to Mark’s left and the
man said, “Don’t forget the ketchup,
hon,” and she turned back and the
man’s gaze turned to the newspaper
on the table in front of him.

By Edo van Belkom

“you drivers are losing keys all the
time.”

Mark walked over to the box and
opened it. 

“What the…”
The box was full of all kinds of keys,

from single ignition keys to full key
rings with a dozen or more keys on
them in all shapes and sizes. 

“How in the world does anyone
leave this place?” Mark said as he
searched through the keys in the box.
Obviously they’d all been in there a
long time and none of them were his.
Who knew? Maybe his keys would
turn up inside the box in a couple of
days, maybe even a month. Great, but
they’d be no use to him then. He need-
ed them now. But if the keys weren’t in
the restaurant, then perhaps he’d lost
them in the washroom, where he’d
gone to clean up before breakfast.

As usual, there were a dozen or so
drivers in the room, several in front of
the mirrors and the rest doing their
business at the urinals or inside the
stalls. He counted the stalls and remem-
bered he’d used the fifth one from the
door.

Since he couldn’t see any feet be-
neath the door he gave it a gentle
push.

A man wearing big leather boots
and a large black cowboy hat looked
at Mark, nodded and said, “Howdy!”

Mark closed the door immediately
and said, “Sorry, I’m looking for my
keys.”

“Sorry pardner,” the man said from
behind the door. “Nothing in here but
me and the commode.”

“Right,” Mark said.
He left the washroom, exited the

restaurant again, and headed back to
Mother Load. When he was halfway to
his truck, his cell phone rang.

“Hi Bud,” Mark said.
“You’re in luck,” said the dispatcher.

“I’ve got a trailer full of machine parts

for Sacramento
ready this after-
noon.”

“Great,” Mark
said, the word
sounding like it
had escaped from
a well worn inner
tube.

“What’s wrong?
I thought you’d be
happy. It’s just
what you wanted.”

“It’s a great load
and I do want it,
it’s just that...well, I
can’t find my
keys.”

“Don’t you have
a spare taped up
under the hood or
something?”

“No...” Mark
felt stupid inside. He’d always meant
to hide a spare somewhere on his
truck, but since he’d never misplaced
his keys in so many years he never
bothered.

“Well, let me know when you find
them. A load like this pays well and
I’ve got five or six guys who’ll take it in
a heartbeat.”

“I hear you,” Mark said. “I’ll call
you in an hour one way or another.”

“Good luck,” Bud said. 
Mark hung up the phone and

searched his pockets again.
Of course, the keys weren’t there. If

he didn’t find them soon, he’d have to
get someone to jimmy the door of
Mother Load, then he’d have to get 
a replacement key made, or worse
still, have the entire ignition system 
replaced.

Mark walked over to a bench out-
side the restaurant that overlooked the
parking lot and sat down with his head
in his hands.

“This is the worst thing that could
happen,” he said.

Just then, a rig pulled into the lot and
eased to a stop right in front of the spot
where Mark was sitting.

Mark looked up.
Just a few feet from his face was a

Child Find poster fixed to the side of
the trailer. Mark looked at the poster
and sighed.

“Okay,” he said, “the second worst
thing that could happen.” ■■

– Mark Dalton returns next
month in Part 2 of Lost keys,
found hope.

Did you know that there are two full-length
novels featuring Mark Dalton?: Mark Dalton

“SmartDriver” and Mark Dalton “Troubleload.”
For your free copy register with ecoENERGY for

Fleets (Fleet Smart) at fleetsmart.gc.ca
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A Bison Transport driver has been
recognized for accruing two million
consecutive accident-free safe driv-
ing miles with the company. Roger
Maltman of Winnipeg received the
safe driving award at the compa-
ny’s annual awards banquet. He
has been driving for Bison since

1994 and pilots the company’s long
combination vehicles (LCVs)
along Bison’s prairie LCV net-
work.

“As a professional driver, Roger
is a role model setting a benchmark
in safety that very few achieve,”said
Garth Pitzel, director of safety and

driver development for Bison.
•

ATBS Canada has expanded its
presence in eastern Canada by
teaming up with Carl Fiander of
Profile Solutions to represent
ATBS clients in the east.

Profile Solutions will now offer a

suite of products for owner/opera-
tors, including services such as busi-
ness consulting, monthly profit-and-
loss statements, GST return filing
and tax returns, ATBS has an-
nounced. Customers in eastern
Canada can contact Profile
Solutions by calling 800-267-8006. ■■

PeoplePeople

Wilson Instruments
43 Crowe Bay Heights, 
Campbellford, ON
(877) 467-4440
(705) 653-2403
wilsoninstruments@sympatico.ca
www.wilsoninstrumentsltd.com

Niagara Service & Supply Ltd.
150 South Service Rd.
Stoney Creek, ON
(800) 268-5076
(905) 573-3101
sales@niagaraservice.com

Aarden Industries Inc.
26 Napier Court
Utopia, ON
(705) 797-0041
aardenindustries@hotmail.com

Manwin Enterprises
15 Wanless Court, 
Ayr, Ontario
(888) 823-7611
(519) 624-4003
manwin@bellnet.ca

Smart Trucking
Begins with Webasto

Smart Trucking
Begins with Webasto

AIR TOP 2000 ST
Air Heater

THERMO 90 ST
Engine Pre-Heat

DBW 2010 &
DBW 2010 Arctic

Engine Pre-Heat

TSL 17
Engine Pre-Heat

• 2-Year Limited Warranty
• FREE Consultation
• Lease-To-Own Program

• 2-Year Limited Warranty
• FREE Consultation
• Lease-To-Own Program

Let us design a system for your custom application!

Tandem 717
Air and Coolant Heater Mobile Service Available

Merry
Christmas!

• Full Variable Temperature
Output Control

• Highest Heat Output in its
class w/heat on demand

• Universal package fits most
Class 3-8 vehicles

• Thermo Top® technology 
for mid-range
engine preheating

• Single or dual operation for
sleeper and engine preheat

• Universal package fits
most vehicles

• 31,000 btu/h heat output
for quick engine heat

• Weatherproof control unit
and electrical connections

• 52,400 Btu/h input delivers
a full 45,000 Btu/h output

• Outstanding engine
pre-heat and sleeper
heating system
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BOWMANVILLE, Ont. – As the
year winds to a close, no doubt we
will soon be bombarded with a va-
riety of “year’s best” lists. But list
compilers may have their work cut
out for them this time ’round, as
there was little good to write about
2009 – at least economically –
which saw one of the worst reces-
sions in decades.

The trucking industry was hit
hard, with many trucking compa-
nies folding and some drivers opt-
ing to get out of the biz altogether.
Most economists agree that the
general feeling coming into 2010 is
one of guarded optimism, but will
trucking be able to return to its
former glory? We went to the Fifth
Wheel Truck Stop in Bowmanville,
Ont. to find out how drivers think
the trucking industry will perform
in 2010.

•
Paul Auger, a driver with SGT in
St. Germain, Que., says he thinks it
will take a while for trucking to
bounce back.

“The government and the
Minister of Transport, I’m sure
they say things are really looking
up, but I think, personally, it’s go-
ing to take a while to bounce back
from the recession,” he said.
“Freight has started to move and
everything, but the repercussions
of the recession are still going on.”

•
Don Haines, owner and driver for
Mobile Home Express in Exeter,
Ont., thinks it will take another
year for things to turn around,
adding that his own company is
down about 40% since the reces-
sion hit.

“Everything is going down, yet
not coming up. People aren’t
spending money. (Our cargo) is a
high line thing for cottages and
stuff. Mine is going to a KOA

camp – they rent them out. We
find it’s pretty slow. Insurance and
fuel don’t go down though.We
keep telling them we should be
paying by the day and they say no
for insurance.”

•

Jamie Haines is only slightly more
positive than his father Don, say-
ing that things will be at least a lit-
tle better in 2010.

“I think everyone is just starting
to loosen up a little bit and things
are just starting to pick up a little
bit, but it’s going to take quite a
while to get everyone back being
not nervous to spend money, if
they have any left.”

For himself, 2009 was not exact-
ly a banner year: “Not very good
at all,” he said. “It was quite slow,
and any money you did have
saved, you used up, or any invest-
ments you had seemed to go right
down.”

•
Keith Banks, an owner/operator
from Markdale, Ont. says out-of-
control taxes are going to kill any
chance the industry has to pull
themselves up quickly.

“One word: HST.That’s going to
kill us. The provincial government
doesn’t seem to care – all they
want to do is tax, tax, tax. How
much more can we take? Not just
truckers, but everybody. You can’t
just keep taking out of our pock-
ets; there’s nothing more there.”

As for the government provid-
ing companies like AIG and GM
bailout money, Banks says, “It’s
the biggest kick in the head that
you could ever get.”

•

Darren Meiklejohn, a driver with
XTL Transportation out of
Etobicoke, Ont., says the industry
will eventually return to its former
status,adding that his own company
has been able to keep quite busy
despite the downturn.

“ Our company has got numer-
ous different products that we 
carry on more than one lane, so
they’ve kept us actually fairly busy
for the most part. It has slowed
down a little bit, but myself, I’ve
had pretty steady miles. I haven’t
really felt the tension as much as a
lot of guys have.” ■■

– Adam Ledlow is now on Twitter!
Join today and follow his tweets at
twitter.com/adamledlow.

Truck Stop
Question

Adam Ledlow
Managing Editor

How will the
trucking industry
fare in 2010?

Don
Haines

Jamie
Haines

TSQTSQ

Darren
Meiklejohn

2006 IH 9900i
ISX 475, 16918 B Trans., 46 rears.

For Parts.

CASH OR 
BANK DRAFT
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1248 McAdoo’s Lane 
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CREDIT CARD PURCHASES ARE 
SUBJECT TO A 3% PRICE INCREASE

(613) 546-0431

E-Mail: james@morgan-diesel.com • www.morgan-diesel.com 
• Fax: (613) 546-4206 

WE BUY TRUCKS
Ask for JAMES or RON

2007 Mack E7
400 h.p., 70,000 kms. $9000.

1999 Sterling LT9513
C12/385, 8LL, 20/46 axles w/20 pusher

on rubber block, 440,000 kms.,
20' steel box, branded irrepairable.

1993 IH 2600 
N14 mechanical, 15 spd., 20/40 axles.

1987-1990 Mack DMM 8 x 6’s
approx. 350,000 kms., E6 275 hp,

(1) 6 spd. (4) 8 spd., CRD 92,
Mack 44 diffs. $9500 ea.

Cat C-15 Engines 
Low kms., 435-550 h.p.

52,000 lb. Rockwell 3 Way Lock
Dayton hubs, 65,000 lb. Hend.
spring, low mileage. $10,500.

2006 FRLR COLUMBIA
For Parts.

2006 VOLVO 
ISX 475, Meritor autoshift, 12/40 axles,

brand new tires. For Parts

(1) 1995 Ford F800
12/23 axles, 4 door cab, Cummins 

8.3L, 6 spd., 280,000 kms.,
c/w 4600 lb. crane. $14,000.

2001 KW T300 14 Ton Wrecker
12/23, 3126B/250, Fuller 6 o/d, small

dash fire, w/under reach, 200,000
miles, branded salvage. $25,000.

DIESEL TRUCK PARTS INC.

2006 IH 9400i CAB
Wired for C15.  $8500.

1997 FORD F800
12/23 axles, Cummins 8.3 L/230

RT6609A, c/w service box & crane,
good tires. $14,000.

2008 Peterbilt 387 
ISX 500, 18918 trans., 12/40, 260,000

kms., branded salvage. $28,000.

JCB Fast Trax Tractor
For Parts.

Closing for Holidays Dec. 18, 2009
Reopening Jan. 4, 2010

Merry
Christmas!

& A HappyNew YearTo All!

2005 KW T800
C13/430, complete rebuild, w/paper-
work, Allison 4560, 20/46, Chalmers

rubber block, 5:38 ratio, branded 
salvage, 700,000 kms. $25,000
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Hard-working tires for hard-working truckers.

Generations of sons have trucked the good stuff 
on Firestone tires. There’s a Firestone tire that’s right 

for your job. Visit firestonetrucktires.com.
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MACKTRUCKS.COM
©2009 Mack Trucks, Inc. All rights reserved.

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE, WE’RE HERE FOR YOU.COMPANION
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